
Intercompany Transactions
(Introduction) Section 2020.0

The analysis of intercompany transactions
between a parent company, its nonbank subsidi-
aries, and its bank subsidiaries is primarily
intended to assess the nature of the relationships
between these entities and the effect of the rela-
tionships on the subsidiary banks. Both the legal
and financial ramifications of such transactions
are areas of concern. Certain intercompany
transactions are subject to the provisions of sec-
tion 23A or 23B (or both) of the Federal Reserve
Act. Several types of intercompany transactions
and the primary regulatory concerns of each are
presented below.

Dividends paid by subsidiaries to the parent.
Dividends are a highly visible cash outflow by
subsidiaries. If the dividend payout ratio
exceeds the level at which the growth of
retained earnings can keep pace with the growth
of assets, the subsidiary’s capital ratios will
deteriorate. These dividends may also have a
negative effect on the subsidiary’s liquidity
position.

Transactions with affiliates. Transactions with
affiliates is another area of potential abuse of
subsidiary banks. Regulatory concern centers on
the quantitative limits and collateral restrictions
on certain transactions by subsidiary banks with
their affiliates. These restrictions are designed
(1) to protect subsidiary banks from the poten-
tial jeopardy of being used as a source of financ-
ing by affiliates and (2) to ensure the collectibil-
ity of extensions of credit.

Checking accounts of the parent or nonbank
subsidiaries at subsidiary banks present the
potential for overdrafts, which are regarded as
extensions of credit to an affiliate by the subsid-
iary bank. Overdrafts can potentially have an
adverse effect on the bank’s financial condition.
Interest paid and the timing of payments on
savings accounts and certificates of deposit are
also of concern.

Fees paid by subsidiaries. Management or ser-
vice fees are another cash outflow of bank
subsidiaries. These fees may be paid to the
parent, the nonbank subsidiaries, or, in some
cases, to the other bank subsidiaries. Regulatory
concern focuses on whether such fees are rea-
sonable in relation to the services rendered and
on the financial impact of the fees on the bank
subsidiaries.

Tax allocation. How a bank holding company
organization determines to allocate taxes among
its component companies involves questions of
both the magnitude and timing of the cash-flow
effects. Unreasonable or untimely tax payments
or refunds to the bank can have an adverse
effect on the financial condition of the banking
subsidiaries.

Purchases or swaps of assets. Asset purchases
or swaps between a bank and its affiliates can
create the potential for abuse of subsidiary
banks. Regulatory concern focuses on the fair-
ness of such asset transactions and their finan-
cial impact and timing. Fairness and financial
considerations include the quality and collect-
ibility of such assets and their liquidity effects.
Asset exchanges may be a mechanism to avoid
regulations designed to protect subsidiary banks
from becoming overburdened with nonearning
assets. Improper timing or certain structurings
of asset transactions can also cause them to be
regarded as extensions of credit to affiliates. As
such, these types of transactions could poten-
tially violate applicable regulations and statutes.

Compensating balances. A subsidiary bank may
be required to maintain excess balances at a
correspondent bank that lends to other parts of
the holding company organization, possibly to
the detriment of the bank. The subsidiary bank
may be foregoing earnings on such excess
funds, which may adversely affect its financial
condition.

Other expense allocations. In general, a subsidi-
ary bank should be adequately compensated for
its services or for the use of its facilities and
personnel by other parts of the holding company
organization. Furthermore, a subsidiary bank
should not pay for expenses for which it does
not receive a benefit.

2020.0.1 ROLE OF THE EXAMINER

To properly assess intercompany transactions
and relationships between affiliates, the exam-
iner must make a thorough analysis of most
intercompany transactions and must have a
knowledge of applicable laws, regulations, and
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rulings. In particular, the examiner should be
familiar with sections 23A and 23B of the Fed-
eral Reserve Act.

If a subsidiary bank of a holding company is
not a state member bank, the bank’s primary
regulator should determine the bank’s compli-
ance with pertinent banking laws. In reviewing
the subsidiary bank’s examination report, any
violations of laws and regulations applicable to
intercompany transactions should be noted. If
the violation resulted from the actions of an
affiliate, the affiliate’s role should be identified

and be subject to criticism in the inspection
report.

Violations of banking laws discovered during
the inspection should be brought to manage-
ment’s attention and referred to the bank’s pri-
mary supervisor. However, any action or criti-
cism levied directly on the bank should come
from the bank’s primary supervisor. In the
inspection report, violation of banking laws
should be discussed only when the holding com-
pany or its nonbank subsidiaries were the cause
of or a party to the violation.

Intercompany Transactions (Introduction) 2020.0
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Intercompany Transactions (Transactions Between Affiliates—
Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act) Section 2020.1

2020.1.1 SECTION 23A OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE ACT

Section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act (FRA)
(12 U.S.C. 371c) applies to all state member
banks and FDIC-insured banks (including non-
member banks). In addition, section 301 of the
Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and
Enforcement Act of 1989 (FIRREA) made the
provisions of section 23A applicable to savings
associations as if they were member banks.

Section 23A of the FRA is designed to pre-
vent the misuse of a bank’s resources stemming
from non-arm’s-length transactions with its
affiliates. Banks are prohibited, in accordance
with section 23A, from engaging in ‘‘covered
transactions’’ with an affiliate. The statute
defines covered transactions to include an exten-
sion of credit and the purchase of assets.

Section 23A prohibits a bank from engaging
in covered transactions with an affiliate unless—

1. the bank limits the aggregate amount of cov-
ered transactions to that particular affiliate to
not more than 10 percent of the bank’s capi-
tal stock and surplus and

2. a bank limits the aggregate amount of all
covered transactions with all of its affiliates
to 20 percent of the bank’s capital stock and
surplus.

An insured depository institution’s capital stock
and surplus for purposes of section 23A of the
FRA is—

1. the sum of tier 1 and tier 2 capital included in
an institution’s risk-based capital under the
capital guidelines of the appropriate federal
banking agency, based on the institution’s
most recent consolidated FFIEC Report of
Condition and Income filed under 12 U.S.C.
1817(a)(3), and

2. the balance of an institution’s allowance for
loan and lease losses not included in its tier 2
capital for purposes of the calculation of
risk-based capital by the appropriate federal
banking agency, based on the institution’s
most recent consolidated FFIEC Report of
Condition and Income filed under 12 U.S.C.
1817(a)(3).

In addition to the quantitative limitations on
covered transactions with affiliates, there are
specific prohibitions on the substance of the
transaction:

1. A bank must conduct its transaction with its
affiliate on terms and conditions that are
consistent with safe and sound banking
practices.1

2. A bank and its subsidiaries cannot purchase
or accept as collateral a low-quality asset
from an affiliate. A low-quality asset is an
asset that is (1) classified ‘‘substandard,’’
‘‘doubtful,’’ or ‘‘loss,’’ or treated as ‘‘other
loans especially mentioned’’ in the most
recent report of examination prepared by
either a federal or state regulatory agency;
(2) carried in a nonaccrual status; (3) more
than 30 days past due in the payment of
principal or interest; or (4) renegotiated or
compromised because of the deteriorating
financial condition of the obligor.

3. A bank cannot accept securities issued by an
affiliate as collateral for a loan to any
affiliate.

Any transaction by a bank with any person is
deemed to be a transaction with an affiliate to
the extent that the proceeds of the transaction
are transferred to, or used for the benefit of, the
affiliate. With respect to any bank within a hold-
ing company, its affiliates include, among oth-
ers, its parent, the parent’s subsidiaries, and
other companies directly or indirectly controlled
by the bank’s shareholders.

Section 23A covered transactions also are
subject to the provisions of section 23B of the
FRA. However, transactions between chain
banks or ‘‘sister’’ banks are not subject to sec-
tion 23B.

During the examination of a bank, transac-
tions between a subsidiary bank and an affiliate
are reviewed for compliance with sections 23A
and 23B of the FRA and other banking regula-
tions and statutes. Any violations of either sec-
tion 23A or section 23B involving a transaction
with a bank affiliate that are disclosed or found
during the examination should be reported on
the ‘‘Violations’’ report page of the inspection
report.

1. Board staff has taken the position that safety and sound-
ness requires that the transaction be conducted on market
terms.
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2020.1.1.1 Definition of an Affiliate

In general, companies that control or are under
common control with a bank are defined by
section 23A as ‘‘affiliates’’ of the bank.2 The
definition includes a bank subsidiary of a bank
and any company that a bank, or its subsidiaries
or affiliates, sponsors and advises.3 For exam-
ple, affiliates include bank, financial, and sav-
ings and loan holding companies and their sub-
sidiaries. Banks, savings associations, and
nonbanking companies that are under common
individual control with the bank also are affili-
ates for the purposes of section 23A.

With respect to a bank, an affiliate means—

1. any company that controls4 the bank and any
other company that is controlled by the com-
pany that controls the bank;

2. any bank subsidiary of the bank;
3. any company—

a. that is controlled directly or indirectly, by
a trust or otherwise, by or for the benefit
of shareholders who beneficially or other-
wise control, directly or indirectly, by
trust or otherwise, the bank or any com-
pany that controls the bank; or

b. in which a majority of its directors or
trustees constitute a majority of the per-
sons holding any such office with the bank
or any company that controls the bank;

4. any company (including a real estate invest-
ment trust) that is sponsored and advised on
a contractual basis by the bank or any subsid-
iary or affiliate of the bank, or any invest-
ment company, with respect to which a bank
or any affiliate thereof is an investment
adviser as defined in section 2(a)(20) of the
Investment Company Act of 1940; and

5. any company that the Board determines by
regulation or order to have a relationship
with a bank or any subsidiary or affiliate of
the bank, such that covered transactions by

the bank or its subsidiary with that company
may be affected by the relationship to the
detriment of the bank or its subsidiary.

The definition of affiliate does not include—

1. nonbank subsidiaries of a bank (other than a
financial subsidiary), unless the Board deter-
mines not to exclude such subsidiary com-
pany from the definition of affiliate under
item 5 above;

2. any company engaged solely in holding the
premises of the bank;

3. any company engaged solely in conducting a
safe deposit business;

4. any company engaged solely in holding obli-
gations of the United States or its agencies or
obligations fully guaranteed by the United
States or its agencies as to principal and
interest; and

5. any company where control results from the
exercise of rights arising out of a bona fide
debt previously contracted, but only for the
period of time specifically authorized under
applicable state or federal law or regulation
or, in the absence of such law or regulation,
for a period of two years from the date of the
exercise of such rights, subject, upon applica-
tion, to authorization by the Board for good
cause shown of extensions of time for not
more than one year at a time, but such exten-
sions in the aggregate shall not exceed three
years.

The Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act (GLB Act)
expanded the definition of affiliate to include
financial subsidiaries of banks. A financial sub-
sidiary is defined in the GLB Act as a subsidiary
of a bank (1) that engages in activities that
national banks are not permitted to engage in
directly or that are conducted under terms and
conditions that differ from those that govern the
conduct of such activities by national banks,
and (2) that a national bank is not specifically
authorized to control by the express terms of a
federal statute (other than section 23A of the
FRA). (See 12 U.S.C. 371c(e)(2).)

The GLB Act also created a rebuttable pre-
sumption that a company or shareholder con-
trols any other company if the company or
shareholder directly or indirectly owns or con-
trols 15 percent or more of the equity capital of
the other company, pursuant to the merchant
banking provisions of section 4(k)(4)(H) or (I)
of the Bank Holding Company Act. (See 12
U.S.C. 371c(b)(11).) Under section 371c(b)(1)
of the FRA, these companies (‘‘portfolio compa-
nies’’) are affiliates under the statute.

2. It is not necessary for banks and nonbanking companies
to be under common corporate ownership to be affiliates. For
example, banks and nonbanking companies that are part of a
chain banking organization are ‘‘affiliates’’ under section 23A.

3. The Board has the authority to expand the definition of
affiliate to include a company that has a relationship with the
bank so that covered transactions between the company and
the bank may be affected by the relationship to the detriment
of the bank.

4. ‘‘Control’’ is defined as the power to (1) vote 25 percent
or more of the voting shares of a company, excluding situa-
tions in which the stock is controlled in a fiduciary capacity;
(2) elect a majority of the directors of a company; or (3) exer-
cise a controlling influence over a company.

Transactions Between Affiliates—Sections 23A and 23B 2020.1
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2020.1.1.2 Covered Transactions

A covered transaction under section 23A of the
FRA means—

1. a loan or extension of credit by a bank to an
affiliate;

2. a purchase of, or an investment in, the securi-
ties of an affiliate by a bank or an affiliate of
a bank;5

3. a bank’s purchase of assets from an affiliate,
including assets subject to an agreement to
repurchase;

4. the acceptance by a bank of securities issued
by an affiliate as collateral security for a loan
or extension of credit by the bank to any
person or company; or

5. the issuance by a bank of a guarantee, accep-
tance, or letter of credit, including an
endorsement or standby letter of credit, on
behalf of an affiliate.

If a transaction between a bank and an affiliate
cannot be determined to be within one of the
above categories, it is not a covered transaction
for the purposes of section 23A and is not
subject to its limitations. For example, divi-
dends or fees paid by a bank to its parent
holding company are not covered transactions
under section 23A.

2020.1.1.2.1 Leases

Lease transactions that constitute the functional
equivalent of a loan or an extension of credit
may be subject to section 23A. Such lease
arrangements, in effect, are equivalent to a loan
by the bank and are essentially financing
arrangements. Some of the characteristics that
would normally cause a lease to be construed as
a loan equivalent include the lessee’s having
responsibility for the servicing, maintenance,
insurance, licensing, or risk of loss or damage,
and the lessee’s having the option to purchase
the equipment.

2020.1.1.2.2 De Facto Extensions of
Credit

Other transactions may constitute de facto
extensions of credit by a subsidiary bank to
other members of the holding company family.

For example, rent subsidies or use of a bank’s
personnel, funds, or equipment without adequate
compensation may be de facto extensions of
credit.

2020.1.1.2.3 Limitations of
Amount—Valuations of Transactions

Section 23A(b)(7)(D) of the FRA defines as a
covered transaction a bank’s acceptance of secu-
rities issued by an affiliate as collateral security
for a loan or extension of credit to any person or
company. In a 1984 opinion, the Board’s staff
said that, for purposes of the quantitative limit
in section 23A, the value of an extension of
credit that is secured in any part by securities of
an affiliate is the amount of the entire loan rather
than the value of securities pledged as collateral.

The 1984 staff opinion has been revised. In
situations in which a loan is secured by affiliate
shares and other collateral, it is reasonable to
reflect the fair market value of the nonaffiliate
collateral in determining the applicability of the
quantitative limits in section 23A to loans by a
bank to an unaffiliated third party. For purposes
of applying these quantitative limits, such
mixed-collateral loans should be valued at the
lesser of (1) the total value of the loan less the
amount of nonaffiliate collateral (if any) marked
to fair market value, or (2) the fair market value
of the affiliate’s shares that are used as collat-
eral. Under this calculation method, if the loan
is fully secured by collateral with a fair market
value that equals or exceeds the loan amount
(excluding the affiliate’s shares), the loan would
not be included in the bank’s quantitative limits.
If the loan is not fully secured by collateral
excluding the affiliate’s shares, the amount that
the bank must count against its quantitative lim-
its is the difference between the full amount of
the loan and the fair market value of the nonaf-
filiate collateral, up to a maximum of the value
of the affiliate’s shares. This methodology takes
account of the bank’s reliance on the fair market
value of nonaffiliate collateral in a loan transac-
tion, while also recognizing that a portion of the
loan may be supported by shares issued by an
affiliate. If a portion of a loan is secured with
nonaffiliate collateral that was marked to its fair
market value, that part of the loan should not be
subject to the quantitative limits of section 23A.
(See Federal Reserve Regulatory Service
(FRRS) 3-1199.)

Under section 23A(c)(4), the securities issued
by an affiliate are not acceptable collateral for a

5. The investment by a bank or its affiliate in a financial
subsidiary of the bank excludes the retained earnings of the
financial subsidiary.
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loan or extension of credit to any affiliate. More-
over, if the proceeds of the loan that are secured
by the affiliate’s shares are transferred to an
affiliate by the third-party borrower to purchase
assets or securities from the affiliate, the loan is
treated as a loan to the affiliate. The loan must
then be secured with collateral in an amount and
of a type that meets the requirements of section
23A for loans by a bank to an affiliate. (See
FRRS 3-1167.3.) Moreover, a loan that is
secured with any amount of an affiliate’s shares
must be consistent with safe and sound banking
practices.6

2020.1.1.2.4 Contributing Shares or
Assets of a BHC Affiliate to a Bank

The holding company’s contribution to a bank
of the shares or assets of an affiliate may result
in a ‘‘purchase of assets’’ under section 23A to
the extent that consideration is given by the
bank for the shares or assets it receives. The
consideration may be given in the form of cash,
a note booked by the bank as a receivable, or the
assumption by the bank of the nonbank’s liabili-
ties owed to another affiliate. In addition, a
bank’s assumption of a liability to an unaffili-
ated party may also raise supervisory concerns.
These transactions warrant particular scrutiny to
ensure compliance with section 23A and to
ensure that the transfer is not indicative of a
broader liquidity problem of the holding
company.

2020.1.1.3 Collateral for Certain
Transactions with Affiliates

Section 23A also requires a bank’s use of collat-
eral for certain transactions between a bank and
its affiliates.7 Each loan or extension of credit to,
or each guarantee, acceptance, or letter of credit
issued on behalf of, an affiliate by a bank or its
subsidiary must be secured at the time of the
transaction by collateral having a market value
equal to—

1. 100 percent of the amount of such loan or
extension of credit, guarantee, acceptance, or

letter of credit, if the collateral is composed
of—
a. obligations of the United States or its

agencies;
b. obligations fully guaranteed by the United

States or its agencies as to principal and
interest;

c. notes, drafts, bills of exchange, or bank-
er’s acceptances that are eligible for redis-
count or purchase by a Federal Reserve
Bank;8 or

d. a segregated, earmarked deposit account
with the bank;

2. 110 percent of the amount of such loan or
extension of credit, guarantee, acceptance, or
letter of credit if the collateral is composed
of obligations of any state or political subdi-
vision of any state;

3. 120 percent of the amount of such loan or
extension of credit, guarantee, acceptance, or
letter of credit if the collateral is composed
of other debt instruments, including receiv-
ables; or

4. 130 percent of the amount of such loan or
extension of credit, guarantee, acceptance, or
letter of credit if the collateral is composed
of stock, leases, or other real or personal
property.

2020.1.1.4 Limitations on Collateral

Banks may accept as collateral for covered
transactions receivables, leases, or other real or
personal property.9 The following are limita-
tions and collateral restrictions:

1. Any collateral that is subsequently retired or
amortized must be replaced by additional
eligible collateral. This is done, when
needed, to keep the percentage of the collat-
eral value relative to the amount of the out-
standing loan or extension of credit, guaran-
tee, acceptance, or letter of credit equal to the
minimum percentage that was required at the
inception of the transaction.

2. A low-quality asset is not acceptable as col-
lateral for a loan or extension of credit to, or
for a guarantee, acceptance, or letter of credit
issued on behalf of, an affiliate.

3. Securities issued by an affiliate of a bank
shall not be acceptable as collateral for a loan
or extension of credit to, or for a guarantee,

6. Staff opinion of January 21, 1999 (FRRS at 3-1199).
7. The bank must perfect the security interest in the collat-

eral (Fitzpatrick v. FDIC, 765 F.2d 569 (6th Cir. 1985). A
bank, however, is not required by section 23A to secure a
purchase of assets from an affiliate.

8. Regulation A includes a representative list of acceptable
government obligations (12 C.F.R. 201.108).

9. Letters of credit and mortgage-servicing rights may not
be accepted as collateral for purposes of section 23A. See
FRRS 3-1164.3.

Transactions Between Affiliates—Sections 23A and 23B 2020.1
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acceptance, or letter of credit issued on
behalf of, that affiliate or any other affiliate
of the bank.

4. The above collateral requirements are not
applicable to an acceptance that is already
fully secured either by attached documents
or by other property having an ascertain-
able market value that is involved in the
transaction.

2020.1.1.5 Derivative Transactions with
Affiliates and Intraday Extensions of
Credit to Affiliates

The GLB Act required the Board of Governors
of the Federal Reserve System to adopt, by May
12, 2001, final rules under section 23A of the
FRA that would address as covered transactions
(1) credit exposure arising out of derivative
transactions between member banks and their
affiliates and (2) intraday extensions of credit by
member banks to their affiliates (12 U.S.C.
371c(f)(3)). The Board adopted interim final
rules to address these matters on May 3, 2001.
The interim rules are effective January 1, 2002.

2020.1.1.5.1 Derivative Transactions
Between Insured Depository Institutions
and Their Affiliates

Derivative transactions between an insured
depository institution and its affiliates generally
arise from the risk-management needs of the
institution or the affiliate. Transactions arising
from the bank’s needs typically occur when an
institution enters into a swap or other derivative
contract with a customer but chooses not to
hedge directly the market risk generated by the
derivative contract, or when the institution is
unable to hedge the risk directly because it is
not authorized to hold the hedging asset. To
manage the market risk, the institution may
have an affiliate acquire the hedging asset. The
institution would then do a bridging derivative
transaction between itself and the affiliate main-
taining the hedge.

Other derivative transactions between an
insured depository institution and its affiliate are
affiliate-driven. To accomplish its asset-liability-
management goals, an institution’s affiliate may
enter into an interest-rate or foreign-exchange
derivative with the institution. For example, an
institution’s holding company may hold a sub-
stantial amount of floating-rate assets but issue
fixed-rate debt securities to obtain cheaper fund-
ing. The holding company may then enter into a

fixed-to-floating interest-rate swap with its sub-
sidiary insured depository institution to reduce
the holding company’s interest-rate risk.

Insured depository institutions and their affili-
ates that seek to enter into derivative transac-
tions for hedging (or risk-taking) purposes could
enter into the desired derivatives with unaffili-
ated companies. Institutions and their affiliates
often choose to use each other as their deriva-
tive counterparties, however, to maximize the
profits of and manage risks within the consoli-
dated financial group.

Derivative transactions between an insured
depository institution and an affiliate are subject
to section 23B of the FRA under the express
terms of the statute.10 In many respects,
derivative transactions between an insured
depository institution and an affiliate resemble
section 23A covered transactions. Such transac-
tions may expose an insured depository institu-
tion to the credit risk of its affiliates. Although
the typical institution-affiliate derivative transac-
tion does not create actual credit exposure for
the institution at the inception of the transaction,
an institution may incur actual credit exposure
to an affiliate during the term of a derivative
transaction, and it nearly always faces some
amount of potential future exposure on the
transaction. The credit exposure of a derivative
transaction with an affiliate poses a risk to the
safety and soundness of the depository institu-
tion that is similar in many respects to the risk
posed by a loan to an affiliate. In fact, this credit
exposure may be more volatile and indetermi-
nate than the credit exposure created by a loan.

Considering the potential complexities, the
Board adopted the interim rule on institution-
affiliate derivative transactions. The interim rule
clarifies that the transactions are subject to the
market-terms requirement of section 23B of the
FRA. The rule also requires that, under section
23A, an institution establish and maintain poli-
cies and procedures that are reasonably designed
to manage in a safe and sound manner the credit
exposure arising from the institution’s deriva-
tive transactions with affiliates. The poli-

10. In addition to applying to covered transactions, as
defined in section 23A of the FRA, the market-terms require-
ment of section 23B of the FRA applies broadly to, among
other things, ‘‘[t]he payment of money or the furnishing of
services to an affiliate under contract, lease, or otherwise’’ (12
U.S.C. 371c-1(a)(2)(C)). Institution-affiliate derivatives gener-
ally involve a contract or agreement to pay money to the
affiliate or furnish risk-management services to the affiliate.
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cies and procedures must, at a minimum, pro-
vide for monitoring and control of the credit
exposure arising from the institution’s deriva-
tive transactions with each affiliate, and from all
affiliates in the aggregate, and ensure that the
institution’s derivative transactions with affili-
ates comply with section 23B (12 C.F.R.
250.247). In addition, the interim rule defines
the term ‘‘derivative transaction’’ to mean any
derivative contract that is subject to the Board’s
capital adequacy guidelines (which would
include most interest-rate, currency, equity, and
commodity derivative contracts) and any similar
derivative contract, including credit derivative
contracts (12 C.F.R. 225, appendix A, at III.
E.1. a–d).

To comply with section 23B of the FRA, each
institution should have in place credit limits on
its derivatives exposure to affiliates that are at
least as strict as the credit limits the institution
imposes on unaffiliated companies that are
engaged in similar businesses and are substan-
tially equivalent in size and credit quality. Simi-
larly, each institution should monitor derivatives
exposure to affiliates at least as rigorously as it
monitors derivatives exposure to comparable
unaffiliated companies. In addition, each institu-
tion should price and require collateral in its
derivative transactions with affiliates in a way
that is at least as favorable to the institution as
the way in which it would price or require
collateral in a derivative transaction with com-
parable unaffiliated counterparties.

At this time, the Board has not determined to
subject all institution-affiliate derivative transac-
tions to all the requirements of section 23A of
the FRA. However, credit derivatives between
an institution and an unaffiliated third party that
reference the obligations of an affiliate of the
institution and that are the functional equivalent
of a guarantee by the bank on behalf of an
affiliate should be treated as a guarantee by the
institution on behalf of an affiliate for the pur-
poses of section 23A.

2020.1.1.5.2 Intraday Extensions of
Credit

As noted previously, the GLB Act required the
Board to address as covered transactions under
section 23A of the FRA the credit exposure
arising from intraday extensions of credit by
insured depository institutions to their affiliates.
Depository institutions regularly provide trans-

action accounts to their affiliates in conjunction
with providing payment and securities clearing
services. As in the case of unaffiliated commer-
cial customers, these accounts are occasionally
subject to overdrafts during the day that are
repaid in the ordinary course of business.

The interim rule clarifies that intraday exten-
sions of credit by an insured depository institu-
tion to an affiliate are subject to the market-
terms requirement of section 23B. The rule also
requires that, under section 23A, institutions
establish and maintain policies and procedures
that are reasonably designed to manage the
credit exposure arising from an institution’s
intraday extensions of credit to affiliates. The
policies and procedures must, at a minimum,
provide for monitoring and control of the insti-
tution’s intraday credit exposure to each affili-
ate, and to all affiliates in the aggregate, and
ensure that the institution’s intraday credit
extensions to affiliates comply with section 23B.
(See 12 C.F.R. 250.248.)

2020.1.1.6 Statutory Exemptions

There are several exceptions to section 23A for
transactions between banks and their affiliates.
Except for the requirement that all transactions
be on terms and conditions that are consistent
with safe and sound banking practices, the pro-
visions of section 23A are not applicable to the
following transactions:

1. Any transaction between banks when 80 per-
cent or more of each bank’s voting shares are
controlled by the same company or one bank
controls 80 percent or more of the voting
shares of the other bank.11 The purchase of a
low-quality asset is prohibited.

Credit card banks insured by the Bank
Insurance Fund (BIF), savings associations,
and savings banks are banks for purposes of
section 23A. Foreign banks are not banks for
purposes of section 23A, and thus a transac-
tion between a domestic bank and a foreign
bank is not eligible for this exemption.

2. Making deposits in an affiliated bank or
affiliated foreign bank in the ordinary course

11. Banks that are affiliated in this manner are referred to
as ‘‘sister banks.’’ Sister banks can thus improve their effi-
ciency through intercorporate transfers under this exception.
Also, ‘‘company’’ in this context is not limited to a bank
holding company. For example, if a retail bank owns two
credit card banks, the two credit card banks would be sister
banks, although owned by a bank, and the sister-bank excep-
tion could be used for transactions between two credit card
banks.
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of correspondent business, subject to any
restrictions that the Board may prescribe by
regulation or order.

3. Giving immediate credit to an affiliate for
uncollected items received in the ordinary
course of business.

4. Making a loan or extension of credit to, or
issuing a guarantee, acceptance, or letter of
credit on behalf of, an affiliate that is fully
secured by—
a. obligations of the United States or its

agencies,
b. obligations fully guaranteed by the United

States or its agencies as to principal and
interest, or

c. a segregated, earmarked deposit account
with the bank.

5. Purchasing securities that are issued by any
of the kinds of investments in entities
described in section 4(c)(1) of the BHC
Act.12

6. Purchasing assets that have a readily identifi-
able and publicly available market quotation,
and that are purchased at that market
quotation.

7. Subject to the prohibition on the purchase of
low-quality assets, purchasing loans on a
nonrecourse basis from affiliated banks.

8. Purchasing from an affiliate a loan or exten-
sion of credit that was originated by the bank
and sold to the affiliate subject to a repur-
chase agreement or with recourse.13

9. A transaction between affiliated insured
depository institutions if the transaction has
been approved by the appropriate federal
bank agency pursuant to the Bank Merger
Act. (See 12 C.F.R. 250.241 (FRRS
3-1128).)

2020.1.1.7 Purchase of a Security by an
Insured Depository Institution from an
Affiliate

As discussed previously, section 23A of the
FRA restricts the ability of a member bank to
fund its affiliates through asset purchases, loans,
or certain other transactions (referred to as
‘‘covered transactions’’). Paragraph (d)(6) of
section 23A contains an exemption from the
statute (the (d)(6) exemption) for ‘‘purchasing
assets having a readily identifiable and publicly
available market quotation,’’ if the purchase is at
or below such quotation (item 6 above). Board
staff traditionally has restricted the availability
of the (d)(6) exemption to purchases of assets
whose prices are routinely quoted in a widely
disseminated publication, such as the Wall Street
Journal. The Board adopted an interpretation of
the (d)(6) exemption on May 3, 2001 (effective
June 11, 2001), that expands the ability of an
insured depository institution to purchase from a
registered broker-dealer affiliate securities that,
although not so widely traded as to warrant their
prices being included in publications of general
circulation, are actively traded and whose prices
are quoted routinely on an unaffiliated elec-
tronic service that provides indicative data from
real-time financial networks.

For a securities purchase to qualify under the
interpretation, the security must be purchased
from a broker-dealer affiliate that is registered
with the Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC).14 The following additional conditions
must be met:

1. The security has a ‘‘ready market,’’ as
defined in 17 C.F.R. 240.15c3-1(c)(11)(i).15

2. The security is eligible for a state member

12. This refers to the purchase of shares of a company
that—

• holds or operates properties used substantially or entirely
by any banking subsidiary in its operations or property
acquired for such future use;

• conducts a safe deposit business;
• furnishes services to, or performs services for, the bank

holding company or its banking subsidiaries; or
• liquidates assets acquired from the bank holding com-

pany or its banking subsidiaries or those that were
acquired from any other source before May 9, 1956, or
the date upon which the company became a bank holding
company, whichever is later.

13. A sale of federal funds by a bank to an affiliate of the
bank, unless the affiliate is a sister bank, is subject to the
quantitative and collateral limitations of section 23A. (See 12
C.F.R. 250.160.) A transaction in federal funds involves a
loan on the part of the ‘‘selling’’ bank and a borrowing on the
part of the ‘‘purchasing’’ bank.

14. A purchase of securities or other assets from other
types of affiliates would continue to be exempt under section
23A(d)(6) if the price of the asset is routinely quoted in a
widely disseminated news source and the asset is purchased at
or below its current market price. For example, gold is an
asset that could meet the (d)(6) exemption.

15. The SEC defines a ‘‘ready market’’ to include a recog-
nized established securities market (1) in which independent
bona fide offers to buy and sell exist so that a price reasonably
related to the last sales price or to current bona fide competi-
tive bid and offer quotations can be determined for a particu-
lar security almost instantaneously, and (2) in which payment
will be received in settlement of a sale at such price within a
relatively short time, conforming to trade custom. (See 17
C.F.R. 240.15c3-1(c)(11)(i).) The types of securities that meet
this definition include obligations of the United States and its
agencies, as well as many asset-backed, corporate debt, and
sovereign debt securities.
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bank to purchase directly, subject to the same
terms and conditions that govern the invest-
ment activities of a state member bank, and
the institution records the transaction as a
purchase of securities for purposes of the
bank call report, consistent with the require-
ments for a state member bank.16

3. The security is not a low-quality asset as
defined in section 23A(a)(3).

4. The security is not purchased during an
underwriting, or within 30 days of an under-
writing, if an affiliate is an underwriter of the
security, unless the security is purchased as
part of an issue of obligations of, or as obli-
gations fully guaranteed as to principal and
interest by, the United States or its agencies.

5. The security’s price is quoted routinely on an
unaffiliated electronic service that provides
indicative data from real-time financial net-
works, provided that—
a. the price paid by the insured depository

institution is at or below the current mar-
ket quotation for the security and

b. the size of the transaction executed by the
insured depository institution does not
cast material doubt on the appropriateness
of relying on the current market quotation
for the security.

6. The security is not issued by an affiliate,
unless the security is an obligation fully guar-
anteed by the United States or its agencies as
to principal and interest.

The purchase of the security also must comply
with paragraph (a)(4) of section 23A, which
requires that any covered transactions between
an insured depository institution and an affiliate
be on terms and conditions that are consistent
with safe and sound banking practices. (See 12
C.F.R. 250.246.)

2020.1.1.8 Board-Approved Exemptions
from Section 23A

Section 23A gives the Board the authority to
grant exemptions from the statute’s restrictions

if such exemptions are ‘‘in the public interest
and consistent with the purposes of this section’’
(12 U.S.C. 371c(f)(2)). The Board has approved
several exemptions. (See FRRS 3-1125 et seq.)

2020.1.1.8.1 Exemptions from the
Attribution Rule of Section 23A

The attribution rule of section 23A provides that
‘‘a transaction by a member bank with any
person shall be deemed a transaction with an
affiliate to the extent that the proceeds of the
transaction are used for the benefit of, or trans-
ferred to, that affiliate’’ (12 U.S.C. 371c(a)(2)).
One respective interpretation and two exemp-
tions, approved by the Board on May 3, 2001
(effective June 11, 2001), are discussed below.

2020.1.1.8.1.1 Loans to a Nonffiliate That
Purchases Securities or Other Assets Through
a Depository Institution Affiliate Agent or
Broker

The Board issued an interpretation on an insured
depository institution’s loan to a nonaffiliate
that purchases assets through an institution’s
affiliate that is acting as agent. This interpreta-
tion confirms that section 23A of the FRA does
not apply to extensions of credit that an insured
depository institution grants to customers that
use the loan proceeds to purchase a security or
other asset through an affiliate of the depository
institution, so long as (1) the affiliate is acting
exclusively as an agent or broker in the transac-
tion and (2) the affiliate retains no portion of the
loan proceeds as a fee or commission for its
services.

Under this interpretation, the Board con-
cluded that when the affiliated agent or broker
retains a portion of the loan proceeds as a fee or
commission, the portion of the loan not retained
by the affiliate as a fee or commission would
still be outside the coverage of section 23A. On
the other hand, the portion of the loan retained
by the affiliate as a fee or commission would be
subject to section 23A because it represents
proceeds of a loan by a depository institution to
a third party that are transferred to, and used for
the benefit of, an affiliate of the institution. The
Board thus granted an exemption from section
23A for that portion of a loan to a third party
that an affiliate retains as a market-rate broker-
age or agency fee.

The interpretation would not apply if the
securities or other assets purchased by the third-

16. The security will be eligible for the expanded (d)(6)
exemption if it is eligible for purchase by a state member bank
under section 9 of the FRA. The purchase must be recorded
by the insured depository institution as a security purchased,
and not as a loan, pursuant to the instructions of the bank call
report. The interpretation is restricted to purchases of assets
(purchase of eligible asset-backed securities) that are not
low-quality assets.
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party borrower through the affiliate of the
depository institution were issued or underwrit-
ten by, or sold from the inventory of, another
affiliate of the depository institution. In that
case, the proceeds of the loan from the deposi-
tory institution would be transferred to, and
used for the benefit of, the affiliate that issued,
underwrote, or sold the assets on a principal
basis to the third party.

The above-mentioned transactions are subject
to the market-terms requirement of section 23B,
which applies to ‘‘any transaction in which an
affiliate acts as an agent or broker or receives a
fee for its services to the bank or any other
person’’ (12 U.S.C. 371c-1(a)(2)(D)). A market-
rate brokerage commission or agency fee refers
to a fee or commission that is no greater than
that prevailing at the same time for comparable
agency transactions the affiliate enters into with
persons who are neither affiliates nor borrowers
from an affiliated depository institution. (See 12
C.F.R. 250.243.)

2020.1.1.8.1.2 Loans to a Nonaffiliate That
Purchases Securities from a Depository
Institution Securities Affiliate That Acts as a
Riskless Principal

The Board has granted an exemption from sec-
tion 23A of the FRA for extensions of credit by
an insured depository institution to customers
who use the loan proceeds to purchase a secu-
rity that is issued by a third party through a
broker-dealer affiliate of the institution that acts
as riskless principal. The exemption for riskless-
principal transactions would not apply if the
broker-dealer affiliate sold to the third-party bor-
rower securities that were issued or underwrit-
ten by, or sold out of the inventory of, an
affiliate of the depository institution. Riskless-
principal trades, although the functional equiva-
lent of securities brokerage transactions, involve
the purchase of a security by the depository
institution’s broker-dealer affiliate. Accordingly,
the broker-dealer retains the loan proceeds at
least for some moment in time.

There is negligible risk that loans a deposi-
tory institution makes to borrowers to engage in
riskless-principal trades through a broker-dealer
affiliate of the depository institution would be
used to fund the broker-dealer. For this reason,
the Board adopted an exemption from section
23A to cover riskless-principal securities trans-
actions engaged in by depository institution bor-
rowers through broker-dealer affiliates of the
depository institution. This exemption is appli-
cable even if the broker-dealer retains a portion

of the loan proceeds as a market-rate markup for
executing the riskless-principal securities trade.

2020.1.1.8.1.3 Depository Institution Loan to
a Nonaffiliate Pursuant to a Preexisting Line
of Credit and the Proceeds Are Used to
Purchase Securities

The Board approved an exemption from section
23A for a loan by an insured depository institu-
tion to a nonaffiliate pursuant to a preexisting
line of credit, in which the loan proceeds are
used to purchase securities from a broker-dealer
affiliate. The Board exempted extensions of
credit by an insured depository institution to its
customers that use the credit to purchase securi-
ties from a registered broker-dealer affiliate of
the institution, so long as the extension of credit
is made pursuant to, and consistent with any
conditions imposed in, a preexisting line of
credit. This line of credit should not have been
established in expectation of a securities pur-
chase from or through an affiliate of the institu-
tion. The preexisting requirement is an impor-
tant safeguard to ensure that the depository
institution did not extend credit for the purpose
of inducing a borrower to purchase securities
from or issued by an affiliate. In addition, the
line of credit must be ‘‘preexisting,’’ and the
exemption may not be used in circumstances in
which the line has merely been preapproved.

2020.1.1.9 Financial Subsidiaries and
Section 23A

The GLB Act established several special rules
for the application of section 23A to financial
subsidiaries of a bank. First, the GLB Act pro-
vided that the 10 percent quantitative limit of
section 23A does not apply to covered transac-
tions between a bank and any individual finan-
cial subsidiary of the bank. A bank’s covered
transactions with its financial subsidiaries, how-
ever, are subject to the statutory 20 percent
quantitative limit. Accordingly, a bank may
engage in covered transactions with any indi-
vidual financial subsidiary up to 20 percent of
the bank’s capital stock and surplus. For pur-
poses of section 23A, the amount of a bank’s
investment in its financial subsidiary should not,
however, include the retained earnings of the
financial subsidiary.
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Section 23A generally applies only to transac-
tions between a bank and an affiliate of the bank
and to transactions between a bank and a third
party when some benefit of the transactions
accrues to an affiliate of the bank. The statute
generally does not apply to transactions between
two affiliates. Section 23A establishes two spe-
cial anti-evasion rules, however, that govern
transactions between a financial subsidiary of a
bank and another affiliate of the bank. First, the
FRA provides that any purchase of or invest-
ment in the securities of a bank’s financial sub-
sidiary by an affiliate of the bank will be deemed
to be a purchase of, or investment in, such
securities by the bank itself. Second, the GLB
Act authorizes the Board to deem a loan or other
extension of credit made by a bank’s affiliate to
any financial subsidiary of the bank to be an
extension of credit by the bank to the financial
subsidiary, if the Board determines that such
action is necessary or appropriate to prevent
evasion.

2020.1.2 SECTION 23B OF THE
FEDERAL RESERVE ACT

Section 23B of the FRA became law on August
10, 1987, as part of the Competitive Equality
Banking Act of 1987. This section also regu-
lates transactions with affiliates. Section 23B
applies to any covered transaction with an affili-
ate, as that term is defined in section 23A, but
excludes banks from the term ‘‘affiliate.’’ Thus,
transactions between sister banks and banks that
are part of a chain banking organization are
exempt from section 23B.17 FIRREA made sec-
tion 23B of the Federal Reserve Act, as well as
section 23A, applicable to savings associations.
The transactions covered by section 23B consist
of the following:

1. Any covered transaction with an affiliate.
2. The sale of securities or other assets to an

affiliate, including assets subject to an agree-
ment to repurchase.

3. The payment of money or the furnishing of
services to an affiliate under contract, lease,
or otherwise.

4. Any transaction in which an affiliate acts as
an agent or broker or receives a fee for its
services to the bank or to any other person.

5. Any transaction or series of transactions with
a third party if—
a. an affiliate has a financial interest in the

third party, or
b. an affiliate is a participant in such transac-

tion or series of transactions.

Any transaction by a bank or its subsidiary with
any person is deemed to be a transaction with an
affiliate of the bank if any of the proceeds of the
transaction are used for the benefit of, or trans-
ferred to, the affiliate. A bank and its subsidi-
aries may engage in transactions covered by
section 23B of the FRA, but only on terms and
under certain circumstances, including credit
standards, that are substantially the same or at
least as favorable to the bank as those prevailing
at the time for comparable transactions with or
involving nonaffiliated companies. If compa-
rable transactions do not exist, the transaction
must be on terms and under circumstances,
including credit standards, that in good faith
would be offered to or applied to nonfinancial
companies.

Section 23B restricts transactions with affili-
ates in the following situations:

1. A bank or its subsidiary cannot purchase as
fiduciary any securities or other assets from
any affiliate unless the purchase is permitted
(1) under the instrument creating the fidu-
ciary relationship, (2) by court order, or
(3) by law of the jurisdiction creating the
fiduciary relationship.

2. A bank or its subsidiary cannot knowingly
purchase or acquire any security during the
existence of an underwriting or selling syndi-
cate for that security, if an affiliate of the
bank is a principal underwriter in the syndi-
cate, unless the purchase was approved by a
majority of the bank’s directors before the
security was initially offered for sale to the
public. The purchase should be based on a
determination that it is a sound investment
for the bank, irrespective of the fact that an
affiliate is a principal underwriter of the
securities.

In addition, a bank or its affiliate cannot adver-
tise or enter into any agreement stating or sug-
gesting that it is in any way responsible for the
obligations of its affiliates.

17. Although transactions between banks are exempt from
section 23B, the safety-and-soundness provisions of section
23A(a)(4) apply and generally require that transactions be
conducted on terms similar to those terms and standards
outlined in section 23B.
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2020.1.3 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To analyze and assess the financial impact of
transactions (including loans and purchases
of assets) between the subsidiary banks and
their subsidiaries and all affiliates.

2. To determine whether covered transactions
between a subsidiary bank (and its subsidi-
aries) and its affiliates in the holding com-
pany are conducted consistent with sections
23A and 23B of the FRA.

3. To determine if transactions between a sub-
sidiary bank and its affiliates in the holding
company are on terms and conditions and
under circumstances, including credit stan-
dards, that are consistent with safe and sound
banking practices and whether the terms and
conditions of the transactions are the same as
those that would be offered or applied to
nonaffiliated companies.

4. To determine whether a subsidiary bank or
its subsidiary has purchased low-quality
assets or has purchased, as fiduciary, any
securities or other assets from an affiliate in
the holding company.

5. To determine whether a subsidiary bank, or
any subsidiary or affiliate of the bank, has
published any advertisement or has entered
into any agreement that states or suggests
that it will, in any way, be responsible for the
obligations of affiliates.

6. To determine if securities were purchased or
acquired by the subsidiary bank or its subsid-
iaries from an underwriting or selling syndi-
cate affiliated with the bank and, if so, if the
majority of outside directors of the bank
approved the purchase or acquisition of secu-
rities before they were offered for sale to the
public.

7. To confirm that the subsidiary bank or its
subsidiary has not purchased as fiduciary any
securities or other assets from a nonbank
affiliate in the holding company unless the
purchase was permitted in accordance with
the instrument creating the fiduciary relation-
ship, by court order, or by the law governing
the fiduciary relationship.

8. To ascertain if any subsidiary bank (or its
subsidiary) had knowingly purchased or
acquired any security from an affiliate in
which the principal underwriter of that secu-
rity was a nonbank affiliate within the hold-
ing company organization.

9. To determine if the subsidiary bank and its
subsidiaries have conducted transactions
with their parent holding company or any
other company affiliated in the holding com-
pany organization that are not in compliance

with the restrictions in sections 23A and 23B
of the FRA (for FDIC-insured nonmember
banks, section 18(j) of the Federal Deposit
Insurance Act (FDIA)).

2020.1.4 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. During the pre-inspection, perform the fol-
lowing activities:
a. Review examination reports of subsidiary

banks for comments on loans to affiliates,
intercompany transactions, other transac-
tions with affiliates, and violations of the
restrictions of sections 23A or 23B of the
FRA or, for FDIC-insured nonmember
banks, section 18(j) of the FDIA.

b. Review the most current FR Y-8 (Report
of Intercompany Transactions) and
interim reports for information on transac-
tions with affiliates.

2. In the officer’s questionnaire, request a list of
subsidiary bank (and the subsidiaries of the
bank) transactions with affiliates since the
previous inspection, including the terms and
any collateral, consisting of—
a. a loan or extension of credit to the

affiliate;
b. a purchase or sale of an investment in

securities issued by or sold to the affiliate,
or a purchase or sale of other assets,
including assets subject to an agreement
to repurchase;

c. the acceptance of securities issued by the
affiliate as collateral security for a loan or
extension of credit;

d. the issuance of a guarantee, acceptance, or
letter of credit, including an endorsement
or standby letter of credit on behalf of an
affiliate;

e. the payment of money or the furnishing
of services to an affiliate under contract,
lease, or otherwise;

f. transactions in which an affiliate acts as
agent or broker or receives a fee for its
services to the bank or to any other
person;

g. any transaction or series of transactions
with a third party if—
• the affiliate has a financial interest in

the third party or
• the affiliate is a participant in such

transactions; and
h. any transaction by a subsidiary bank or its

subsidiary with any person, if the pro-
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ceeds of that transaction are used for the
benefit of, or transferred to, the affiliate.

3. During the inspection, perform the following
activities:

a. Review the listed transactions with affili-
ates provided in response to the officer’s
questionnaire.

b. Review and determine that all transac-
tions within the holding company orga-
nization comply with the restrictions on
transactions with affiliates in sections
23A and 23B of the FRA (or in section
18(j) of the FDIA for FDIC-insured non-
member banks).

c. Review all related documentation, terms,
conditions, and circumstances for each
transaction, including any resolutions for
securities purchased (or established stan-
dards for securities purchased from
affiliates).

d. Determine the purpose and use of the
proceeds.

e. Review all outstanding guarantees,
endorsements, or pledge agreements by
the bank to support the affiliates’
borrowings.

f. Review, on a test-sample basis, adver-
tisements and written agreements to
ascertain whether the bank or any sub-
sidiary or affiliate of the bank has stated
or suggested that it shall be responsible
for the obligations of any affiliates in the
holding company organization.

g. Review the holding company’s policies
and procedures regarding intercompany
transactions of subsidiary banks.

4. Give additional attention to the following
problems involving the BHC and its
subsidiaries:
a. The subsidiary bank would not have

made the loan or would not have made
the loan with such favorable terms and
conditions, or engaged in any other cov-
ered transaction, except for the parent
holding company’s insistence due to the
affiliate relationship.

b. The bank’s condition is weakened due to
the extension of credit or the nature of
the transaction with the affiliate.

c. The affiliate has not provided adequate
qualifying collateral to support the loan
or extension of credit provided by the
subsidiary bank.

d. The loan, extension of credit, or transac-
tion with an affiliate is not in compliance

with the limits and restrictions in sec-
tions 23A or 23B of the FRA.

e. Purchases of low-quality assets by a sub-
sidiary bank or its subsidiaries from an
affiliate, unless previously exempted by
Board regulation or order, or unless the
bank subsidiary or subsidiary affiliate,
pursuant to an independent credit evalu-
ation, had committed itself to purchase
the low-quality assets before the time
such asset was acquired by the affiliate.

f. During the existence of any underwriting
or selling syndicate, a subsidiary bank or
its subsidiary has purchased or acquired
a security from a bank affiliate or bank
holding company affiliate, including an
affiliated broker-dealer, and the principal
underwriter of that security is an affiliate
of the bank.

g. The purchase or acquisition of securities
(1) was not approved by a majority of
the outside board of directors before the
bank’s securities were offered for sale to
the public and (2) was not, in the ab-
sence of comparable transactions, on
terms and under circumstances, includ-
ing credit standards, that in good faith
would have been offered to, or would
have applied to, nonaffiliated companies.

h. The existence of advertisements or
agreements that state or suggest that the
bank, its subsidiaries, or affiliate will be
responsible for the obligations of its
affiliates.

5. Review any checking accounts and bank
statements to check for overdrafts the par-
ent company or any of its nonbank subsidi-
aries may have with a subsidiary bank.

6. Review the accounts payable to the subsidi-
ary bank (or banks) and other accounts pay-
able accounts for servicers, contractors, les-
sors, and other affiliates to determine if they
arose as the equivalent of an extension of
credit, purchase of securities or other assets,
or as a liability to third parties. Ascertain
whether those transactions were listed in
response to the officer’s questionnaire and
whether the transactions were in accor-
dance with the restrictions in sections 23A
and 23B of the FRA.

7. Review the accounts receivable from the
subsidiary bank (or banks) and other
accounts receivable of other affiliates for
sales of securities or other assets and for the
payment of money or the furnishing of ser-
vices. Ascertain whether those transactions
were reported in response to the officer’s
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questionnaire and whether they are in accor-
dance with the section 23A and 23B restric-
tions placed on transactions with affiliates.

8. Determine if subsidiary depository institu-
tions have established and maintain policies
and procedures to manage, in a safe and
sound manner, the credit exposures of
derivative transactions with affiliates and all
affiliates in the aggregate.

9. Ascertain if the institution’s credit limits,
collateral requirements, and monitoring of
its exposures to affiliates are at least as strict
as those it imposes on unaffiliated
companies.

10. Determine if the institution has policies and
procedures to monitor and control the insti-
tution’s intraday credit exposure to each
affiliate and to all affiliates in the aggregate.

11. Determine if the institutions intraday exten-
sions of credit to affiliates are on compa-
rable market terms and that they comply
with section 23B of the FRA.

12. Review all other transactions that the hold-
ing company organization has engaged in
with its affiliated bank (or banks) and their
subsidiaries, including lease arrangements,
to determine whether they are subject to the

restrictions in sections 23A and 23B, and, if
so, whether they are in compliance.

13. Discuss the findings with appropriate senior
management and, if findings are significant,
the board of directors.

14. a. Determine management’s actions regard-
ing any comments raised by the bank’s
primary regulator in an examination
report. If violations are disclosed in a
subsidiary bank’s examination report or
during an inspection of the holding com-
pany, the examiner may criticize man-
agement on the ‘‘Examiner’s Comments
and Matters Requiring Special Board
Attention’’ page of the inspection report
for causing the bank to be in violation or
for engaging in unsafe and unsound
practices.

b. If loans to or transactions with affiliates
within the holding company organiza-
tion appear to adversely affect a subsidi-
ary bank, request management’s assess-
ment of such effects and its rationale
for the transactions. Use of the ‘‘Examin-
er’s Comments and Matters Requiring
Special Board Attention’’ report page
may be appropriate.

2020.1.5 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws 1 Regulations 2 FRRS 3 Orders

Definition of affiliate,
subsidiary, bank,
company, and covered
transaction

371c, FRA
section 23A(b)

3–1111

Treatment of transactions
with financial subsidiaries
of banks

371c(e), FRA
section 23A

208.73(d) 3–1114.1

Limitations and collateral
requirements

371c, FRA
section 23A(c)

3–1112
3–1199

Applicability to FDIC-
insured banks

1828(j),
FDIA
section 18(j)

1–398

Restrictions on transactions
with affiliates

371c-1, FRA
section 23B

3–1116

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Service reference.
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Subject Laws 1 Regulations 2 FRRS 3 Orders

Undivided profits as part
of ‘‘capital and surplus’’

250.162 3–1505.1

Derivative transactions
with affiliates

250.247 3–1137

Intraday extensions of
credit to affiliates

250.248 3–1137.1

Insured depository institution’s
purchase of securities from
registered broker-dealer affiliates

Broker/riskless-principal
exemption

250.244

Preexisting-line-of-credit
exemption

250.245 3–1128.1

Loan to a nonaffiliate to
purchase asset through an affiliate
as an agent or broker

250.243

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Service reference.

Transactions Between Affiliates—Sections 23A and 23B 2020.1
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Intercompany Transactions
(Loan Participations) Section 2020.2

It is common practice for a bank to sell to or
place with other banks loans that the bank itself
has made to its customers. A loan participation
is a share or part of a loan which entitles the
holder to a pro rata share of the income deter-
mined by the extent of the holder’s contribution
to the original loan and a preference ordering
for repayment. Such loans may be sold outright
without liability to the selling bank in case of
default by the borrower, or they may be sold
with terms granting the purchasing bank
recourse to the selling bank should the loans
become uncollectible. Sales to or placement of
loans with other banks are for the accommoda-
tion of either the selling or purchasing bank and
are arranged for purposes of increasing the rate
of return when loan rates differ between banks,
achieving diversification of loans by type, and
altering liquidity positions. It is also common
practice for banks to sell or place with other
banks those portions of individual loans that
would be in excess of the bank’s legal lending
limit (overlines) if the total loan were retained.
Participations of this type should be placed
without recourse as a matter of prudent banking
practice; otherwise, the purpose of compliance
with the legal lending limitations would be
defeated in the event of default.

Banks also sell or place loans or participa-
tions with their parent holding companies or
nonbank affiliates. A BHC’s purchase of loan
participations from its subsidiary bank(s) gener-
ally constitutes the making of a loan or exten-
sion of credit within the meaning of section
225.28(b)(1) of Regulation Y, and as such, a
bank holding company needs prior approval to
purchase loan participations from its subsidiary
bank(s).

A bank may participate in or purchase a loan
originated by its parent holding company or one
of its nonbank subsidiaries. A subsidiary bank’s
purchase, or participation of a loan, note, or
other asset from an affiliate is considered a
purchase of an asset from an affiliate within the
meaning of section 23A of the Federal Reserve
Act and thus is a ‘‘covered transaction’’ that is
subject to the quantitative limitations and the
prohibition against purchasing of low-quality
assets. Subsidiary banks must make indepen-
dent judgments as to the quality of such partici-
pations before their purchase to avoid compro-
mising the asset quality of such banks for the
benefit of other holding company entities. All
loans and participations must be purchased on
market terms.

A bank’s purchase of a loan or loan participa-

tion from a bank holding company or its subsid-
iary may not be a covered transaction under
section 23A if (1) the bank makes an indepen-
dent credit evaluation on each loan prior to the
affiliate making the loan, (2) the bank agrees to
purchase the loan prior to the affiliate making
the loan, and (3) the bank’s purchase of the
affiliate’s loans is not the primary source of
funding for the affiliate.

In some cases, a bank may renew a loan or a
participation that it purchased from another
affiliated bank even when the original participa-
tion has become a low-quality asset. In some
instances, a bank’s renewal of a low-quality
asset, such as a troubled agricultural loan, or an
extension of limited amounts of additional credit
to such a borrower may enable both the originat-
ing and participating banks to avoid or mini-
mize potential losses. It would be inconsistent
with the purposes of section 23A to bar a partici-
pating bank from using sound banking judg-
ment to take the steps that it may deem neces-
sary to protect itself from harm in such a
situation, so long as the loan was not a low-
quality asset at the time of the original participa-
tion and the participating bank does not assume
more than its original proportionate share of the
credit.

The following factors thus characterize the
situation where it would be reasonable to inter-
pret section 23A as not applying to the renewal
of an otherwise low-quality asset:

1. the original extension of credit was not a
low-quality asset at the time the affiliated
bank purchased its participation,

2. the renewal and/or the extension of addi-
tional credit has been approved by the board
of directors of the participating bank as nec-
essary to protect the bank’s investment by
enhancing the ultimate collection of the
original indebtedness, and

3. the participating bank’s share of the renewal
and/or additional loan will not exceed its
proportionate share of the original invest-
ment. In addition, it is expected that, consis-
tent with safe and sound banking practices,
the originating bank would make its best
efforts to obtain adequate collateral for the
loan(s) to further protect the banks from loss.

Loans and loan participations by the various
members of the holding company family to indi-
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vidual borrowers or to the same or related inter-
ests may represent concentrations of credit
which are large in relation to the holding compa-
ny’s consolidated capital position. These con-
centrations of credit should be assessed for
potentially harmful exposure to the holding
company’s financial condition.

2020.2.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the bank holding company’s
loan participation policy.

2. To assess the impact of a subsidiary bank’s
participation in loans with affiliates and to
ensure that the bank’s financial condition is
not compromised and that the bank is not
providing the funding needs of the affiliates,
except within the parameters of sections 23A
and 23B of the Federal Reserve Act.

3. To assess the impact of any concentrations of
credit on the holding company’s overall
financial position.

2020.2.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. During the preinspection process, review
each subsidiary bank’s examination report
for comments on participations with affili-
ates.

2. In the officer’s questionnaire to the holding
company, request the BHC’s policy on loan
participation. Request a list of any loan par-
ticipations the holding company or the non-
bank subsidiaries have with the subsidiary
bank(s).

3. During the inspection, review the policy
statements and each participation the holding
company or the nonbank subsidiaries have
with the subsidiary bank(s). The following
characteristics should be analyzed:
a. any repetitive transaction patterns which

may indicate policy;
b. the adequacy of credit information on file;
c. the extent to which the terms of the par-

ticipation including interest rates are
handled in an arm’s-length manner;

d. the degree that the bank is accommodat-
ing the funding needs of the nonbank sub-
sidiaries or its parent;

e. the impact of these transactions on the
subsidiary bank;

f. eligibility for exclusion from section 23A
restrictions and, if applicable, compliance
with such restrictions.

4. Review participations among the bank hold-
ing company, nonbank subsidiaries, and
the subsidiary banks to determine potentially
adverse concentrations of credit.

5. Discuss with management—
a. written and verbal policies regarding par-

ticipations both within the holding com-
pany and with nonaffiliated third parties
and

b. any adverse findings on intercompany
participations.

6. Comment on policy on the appropriate page
of the inspection report (see section 5010.6).
If any adverse comments on participations
with affiliates are contained in a bank subsid-
iary’s examination report, comment on their
current status and the bank holding com-
pany’s efforts to remedy the problem.

2020.2.3 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Limitations and restrictions Section 23A(c),
FRA 371c

Purchase of loans from mortgage
banking affiliates

250.250 3–1133

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Service reference.

Intercompany Transactions (Loan Participations) 2020.2
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Intercompany Transactions
(Sale and Transfer of Assets) Section 2020.3

Sales and transfers of assets between subsidiary
banks and other entities in a bank holding com-
pany organization pose the potential of risk to
the subsidiary banks. Asset purchases are cov-
ered by Section 23A and Section 23B of the
Federal Reserve Act. The limitations state that
all covered transactions, including asset pur-
chases, by a bank with a single affiliate, may not
exceed 10 percent of a bank’s capital and sur-
plus, and transactions with all affiliates may not
exceed 20 percent of the bank’s capital and
surplus. In addition, all transactions must be
conducted on market terms.
A bank’s purchase of a loan or loan participa-

tion from a bank holding company or its subsid-
iary may not be a covered transaction under
Section 23A if:
1. the bank makes an independent credit

evaluation on each loan prior to the affiliate
making the loan;
2. the bank agrees to purchase the loan prior

to the affiliate making the loan; and
3. the bank’s purchase of the affiliate’s loans

is not the primary source of funding for the
affiliate.
Sale and transfer of assets can also occur

through swaps and spinoffs. Examples of such
transactions which may have an adverse effect
on a bank include the transfer of a profitable
activity or subsidiary from the bank to the hold-
ing company, or the transfer of an unprofitable
activity or subsidiary from the holding company
to the bank. In addition, the transfer of a bank
holding company subsidiary to a bank, whereby
the bank assumes the liabilities of the affiliate
raises supervisory concerns and may violate
Sections 23A and 23B of the Federal Reserve
Act.
Another example is the transfer of a subsidi-

ary bank’s deferred taxes, together with an
equivalent amount of cash or earning assets, to
the parent. In such a transaction, a subsidiary
bank’s liquidity position is weakened. All such
transfers of deferred taxes must be reversed and
the bank’s asset and liability accounts restored
to their level prior to the transfer. For a detailed
discussion on transfers of a bank’s deferred tax
liability, see Manual section 2070.0.
A bank holding company may transfer a liqui-

dating asset from a subsidiary bank to a section
4(c)(1)(D) liquidating subsidiary of the holding
company. Also, pursuant to section 4(c)(3) of

the Act, a BHC may transfer from a subsidiary
bank an asset to be disposed of pursuant to the
request of the bank’s primary regulator. For
more information on the transfer of such assets
and the time parameters involved, refer to Man-
ual section 3030.0.
The purchase of low-quality assets is prohib-

ited by Section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act.
Refer to section 2020.1.1.5 for a listing of trans-
actions that are exempt from the limitations of
Section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act.

2020.3.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To review intercompany sale and transfer
of assets to assess the impact on the subsidiary
bank.
2. To initiate corrective action to reverse the

transaction, if necessary.

2020.3.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. During the preinspection process, review
all notes to financial statements, the FR Y-8
report, and the examination reports of subsidi-
ary banks to ascertain whether any purchase or
transfer of assets has occurred between the sub-
sidiary banks and the parent holding company
or nonbank subsidiaries.
2. In the officer’s questionnaire, request in-

formation on any transfer or sale of assets be-
tween the subsidiary bank and the parent hold-
ing company or the nonbank subsidiaries.
3. During the inspection, review all facts re-

garding any sale or transfer of assets transac-
tions and assess their impact on the subsidiary
bank. Examiners should determine:

a. Whether the transaction required and
received the approval of the bank’s primary
regulator; and

b. The quality of the assets transferred or
sold, and whether the sale of the assets was at a
price significantly higher than would have been
realized in an arm’s-length transaction.
4. Discuss findings with management

including:
a. Apparent prejudicial transactions and

violations of regulations; and
b. Any unsound practices.
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Intercompany Transactions
(Compensating Balances) Section 2020.4

A compensating balance is a deposit maintained
by a firm at a bank to compensate the bank for
loans and lines of credit granted to the firm.
Often, a commercial bank, when extending
credit, requires an average deposit balance equal
to a fixed percentage of the outstanding loan
balance. Compensating balance requirements
vary from informal understandings to formal
contracts. Deposits maintained as compensating
balances may be demand or time, active or
dormant. Frequently, a lending bank will allow
compensating balances to be supplied by a de-
positor other than the borrower itself. If com-
pensating balances are maintained by a BHC’s
subsidiary bank on behalf of its parent, the
practice is considered a diversion of bank in-
come (i.e., the bank loses the opportunity to
earn income on the balances that could be in-
vested elsewhere). In general, this practice is
inappropriate unless the bank is being compen-
sated at an appropriate rate of interest. If the
bank is not being appropriately reimbursed, the
practice should be criticized and action taken to
insure that the bank is compensated for the use
of its funds.
BHCs borrow directly from nonaffiliated

banks, using the proceeds for both bank and
nonbank operations and investments. Also, bank
holding companies seek credit lines from banks
to back their borrowings in commercial paper
markets and for other liquidity purposes. Non-
bank subsidiaries of bank holding companies
borrow from banks to fund activities such as
mortgage banking, leasing and sales finance. In
some cases, when a bank holding company or
its nonbank subsidiaries borrow, the subsidiary
bank’s deposit at the lending institution may be
accepted as a compensating balance for the bor-
rowings of other members of the bank holding
company organization. Such transactions raise
questions under Section 23B of the Federal Re-
serve Act regarding the bank’s compensation
for such services.
Often the distinction between correspondent

balances and compensating balances is not clear.
Occasionally, the rate of the required compen-
sating balance is written into the loan agree-
ment; however, informal understandings usually
appear to determine the amount of compensat-
ing balance maintained. At times, a balance may
be identified in the bank’s books as a compen-
sating balance. A compensating balance may
also be identified as an amount above a corre-
spondent balance historically maintained by the
bank. Compensating balances may also appear
as a dormant account or may be the aggregate

amount of a number of deposits of various sub-
sidiary banks.
The interest rate on the loan to the holding

company organization may also be helpful in
determining the existence of compensating bal-
ances. Loans below the lending bank’s normal
rate may indicate that the lending bank is receiv-
ing compensation in another form.
At times, excess correspondent balances are

maintained to encourage participation relation-
ships and for other goodwill reasons. Therefore,
the existence of excess balances may not always
indicate that there is a compensating balance
agreement.
Although a bank holding company may com-

pensate its subsidiary banks for the use of the
funds, the compensation may not equal the op-
portunity cost associated with providing the
compensating balance. As a result, subsidiary
banks which maintain compensating balances
for holding company members may forego
profit opportunities, and this practice may have
a negative impact on the bank’s earnings and
capital adequacy. The amount of such compen-
sation should be equal to a fair market rate.
If the lending bank has the right of offset to

compensating balances maintained by the sub-
sidiary bank in case of default by parent or
nonbank subsidiaries, the subsidiary bank’s
funds are jeopardized. Such potential loss of
funds should be commented on by the examiner.

2020.4.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To identify compensating balances main-
tained by a subsidiary bank for the parent hold-
ing company or any nonbank affiliate.
2. To determine whether the subsidiary bank

is adequately reimbursed for the maintenance of
any compensating balances.

2020.4.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. During the preinspection process:
a. Review the subsidiary bank examina-

tion reports or contact management to determine
whether the non-affiliated banks, lending to the
holding company organization, are correspon-
dents of the subsidiary banks. Where applicable,
request detailed loan information which could
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provide information on the compensating bal-
ances’ terms required by the lending bank.

b. Review the notes to the financial state-
ments and other available material, such as
10–K reports filed with the SEC, which may
describe compensating balance agreements.
FR Y–8 reports should be reviewed for ques-
tions applicable to compensating balances.
2. Review interbank loan agreements to de-

termine whether compensating balances are for-
mally required. Assess the terms of the loan to
determine whether the loan appears to be at fair
market rates for this type of credit request.
3. Request and review the account balance

and monthly account statement provided by the
lending bank to identify the amount of compen-
sating balances. The statement should be avail-
able within the holding company or bank.

4. Request from management information re-
garding compensating balances maintained by
subsidiary banks for the benefit of other affili-
ates.
5. Review the subsidiary bank’s historical

level of correspondent balances to assess trends.
Compare levels of balances prior to any loan
origination or interest rate changes.
6. Review intercompany accounts to deter-

mine the amount of compensation paid to the
subsidiary bank for maintaining compensating
balances. Assess adequacy of compensation. As-
sess impact of practice on the bank’s financial
condition.
7. Discuss with management the reasons for

any apparent excess balances, and whether com-
pensating balances are formally or informally
required.

Intercompany Transactions (Compensating Balances) 2020.4
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Intercompany Transactions
(Dividends) Section 2020.5

Dividends are a means by which a corporation
distributes earnings or assets to its shareholders.
Although the word ‘‘dividends’’ usually applies
to funds paid out of net profits or surplus and is
usually thought of in such a context, dividends
can also be made ‘‘in kind,’’ which means in
property or commodities. This section does not
discuss ‘‘stock dividends’’ which represent
transfers from retained earnings to paid-in capi-
tal rather than distributions of earnings. Divi-
dends from the subsidiaries, both bank and non-
bank, to the parent company are the means by
which a cash return is realized on the invest-
ment in subsidiaries, thus enabling the parent to
pay dividends to its shareholders and to meet its
debt service requirements and other obligations.
Dividends paid by any corporation are gener-

ally limited by certain State laws. Banks, how-
ever, are subject to further legal restrictions on
dividends by their chartering authority and other
regulators. Aside from the statutory limitations,
the primary consideration in this area is the
subsidiary’s level of capital and its ability to
meet future capital needs through earnings re-
tention.
Although there are no specific regulations

restricting dividend payments by bank holding
companies other than State corporate laws, su-
pervisory concern focuses on the holding com-
pany’s capital position, its ability to meet its
financial obligations as they come due, and its
capacity to act as a source of financial strength
to its subsidiaries. Some one-bank holding com-
panies may be restricted in the amount of divi-
dends they may pay as a result of certain limita-
tions placed on future dividend distributions at
the time of the holding company’s formation.
(see Manual section 2090.2)
When analyzing the dividend practices of the

subsidiaries and the parent company the follow-
ing must be considered: the present level of
capital in relation to total assets, risk assets, and
classified assets; growth rates and additional
plans for expansion; past earnings performance
and projections; and the ability to service debt.
Aside from reasonable and timely fees for

services rendered, the most appropriate way for
funds to be paid by the bank to the parent is
through dividends. This principle applies, in
general, to bank payments of funds to service
holding company debt, even when the debt was
initially incurred to raise equity capital for the
subsidiary bank. It is not considered an appro-
priate banking practice for the subsidiary bank
to pay management fees for the purpose of
servicing holding company debt. Funds for ser-

vicing holding company debt should, as a
general rule, be upstreamed in the form of
dividends.

2020.5.1 POLICY STATEMENT ON
CASH DIVIDEND PAYMENTS

On November 14, 1985 the Board approved a
policy statement on the payment of cash divi-
dends by state member banks andbank holding
companies that are experiencing financial diffi-
culties.The policy statement addresses the fol-
lowing practices of supervisory concern by in-
stitutions that are experiencing earnings
weaknesses, other serious problems, or that have
inadequate capital:

• The payment of dividends not covered by
earnings,

• The payment of dividends from borrowed
funds,

• The payment of dividends from unusual or
nonrecurring gains, such as the sale of prop-
erty or other assets.

It is the Federal Reserve’s view that an orga-
nization experiencing earnings weaknesses or
other financial pressures should not maintain a
level of cash dividends that exceeds its net
income, that is inconsistent with the organiza-
tion’s capital position, or that can only be
funded in ways that may weaken the organiza-
tion’s financial health. In some instances, it may
be appropriate to eliminate cash dividends alto-
gether. The policy statement is as follows:

2020.5.1.1 Policy Statement on the
Payment of Cash Dividends by State
Member Banks and Bank Holding
Companies

The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System considers adequate capital to be critical
to the health of individual banking organiza-
tions and to the safety and stability of the bank-
ing system. A major determinant of a bank’s or
bank holding company’s capital adequacy is the
strength of its earnings and the extent to which
its earnings are retained and added to capital or
paid out to shareholders in the form of cash
dividends.
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Normally, during profitable periods, divi-
dends represent an appropriate return of a por-
tion of a banking organization’s net earnings to
its shareholders. However, the payment of cash
dividends that are not fully covered by earnings,
in effect, represents the return of a portion of an
organization’s capital at a time when circum-
stances may indicate instead the need to
strengthen capital and concentrate financial
resources on resolving the organization’s
problems.
As a matter of prudent banking, therefore, the

Board believes that a bank or bank holding
company generally should not maintain its exist-
ing rate of cash dividends on common stock
unless 1) the organization’s net income avail-
able to common shareholders over the past year
has been sufficient to fully fund the dividends
and2) the prospective rate of earnings retention
appears consistent with the organization’s capi-
tal needs, asset quality, and overall financial
condition. Any banking organization whose
cash dividends are inconsistent with either of
these criteria should give serious consideration
to cutting or eliminating its dividends. Such an
action will help to conserve the organization’s
capital base and assist it in weathering a period
of adversity. Once earnings have begun to im-
prove, capital can be strengthened by keeping
dividends at a level that allows for an increase
in the rate of earnings retention until an ade-
quate capital position has been restored.
The Board also believes it is inappropriate for

a banking organization that is experiencing seri-
ous financial problems or that has inadequate
capital to borrow in order to pay dividends since
this can result in increased leverage at the very
time the organization needs to reduce its debt or
increase its capital. Similarly, the payment of
dividends based solely or largely upon gains
resulting from unusual or nonrecurring events,
such as the sale of the organization’s building or
the disposition of other assets, may not be pru-
dent or warranted, especially if the funds de-
rived from such transactions could be better
employed to strengthen the organization’s finan-
cial resources.
A fundamental principle underlying the Fed-

eral Reserve’s supervision and regulation of
bank holding companies is that bank holding
companies should serve as a source of manage-
rial and financial strength to their subsidiary
banks. The Board believes, therefore, that a
bank holding company should not maintain a
level of cash dividends to its shareholders that

places undue pressure on the capital of bank
subsidiaries, or that can be funded only through
additional borrowings or other arrangements
that may undermine the bank holding compa-
ny’s ability to serve as a source of strength.
Thus, for example, if a major subsidiary bank
is unable to pay dividends to its parent
company—as a consequence of statutory limi-
tations, intervention by the primary supervisor,
or noncompliance with regulatory capital
requirements—the bank holding company
should give serious consideration to reducing or
eliminating its dividends in order to conserve its
capital base and provide capital assistance to the
subsidiary bank. . . .
This statement of principles is not meant to

establish new or rigid regulatory standards;
rather, it reiterates what for most banks, and
businesses in general, constitutes prudent finan-
cial practice. Boards of directors should contin-
ually review dividend policies in light of their
organizations’ financial condition and compli-
ance with regulatory capital requirements, and
should ensure that such policies are consistent
with the principles outlined above. Federal
Reserve examiners will be guided by these prin-
ciples in evaluating dividend policies and in
formulating corrective action programs for
banking organizations that are experiencing
earnings weaknesses, asset quality problems, or
that are otherwise subject to unusual financial
pressures.

2020.5.2 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To assure compliance with statutes and the
Board’s November 1985, Policy Statement.
2. To determine reasonableness of dividend

payout at both the subsidiary and holding com-
pany levels.
Depending on the type of charter and mem-

bership in the Federal Reserve, all insured com-
mercial banks are subject to certain legal restric-
tions on dividends. In the case of nonbank
subsidiaries and holding companies, there are
no specific federal statutes, other than the policy
statements discussed, which apply to dividend
payments. State corporate laws would apply.
One objective of the inspection process is to
check for compliance with these laws and to
follow-up on any violations.
In some cases dividends which comply with

the regulations still may not be in the best
interest of the bank. It is the examiner’s respon-
sibility to assess the reasonableness of dividend
payments in relation to each subsidiary’s capital

Intercompany Transactions (Dividends) 2020.5
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needs. Evaluation of the holding company’s div-
idend policy and payment requires a review at
both the parent company and the consolidated
levels. On a consolidated basis the holding com-
pany’s capital level in relation to the quantity
and quality of total assets, earnings history and
potential, and growth rates are important in the
assessment of a reasonable dividend payout. At
the parent level, the method of funding divi-
dends should be reviewed. For example, a well
capitalized corporation with strong earnings
might pay dividends which could be considered
unreasonable if the organization were in a
strained liquidity position.

2020.5.3 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Review dividend payments by subsidiaries
and the parent company. Check for compliance
with appropriate statutes and the Board’s No-
vember 14, 1985 policy statement on the Pay-
ment of Cash Dividends. Discuss violations with
management and comment on the ‘‘Examiner’s
Comments’’ page.
This step will often require a review of net

earnings and changes in the capital accounts in
the past years, as legal restrictions on dividends
often apply to cumulative income for several
years rather than just the year the dividend is
actually paid. For this reason detailed working
papers are important, as these can help to avoid
duplications of effort at future inspections. In
some situations the regulations provide that div-
idends may be paid in excess of current year’s
earnings. If prior approval from the bank’s pri-
mary regulator is necessary, verify that it has
been obtained. Any violations of dividend stat-
utes should be discussed with management and
cited in the ‘‘Examiner’s Comments’’ page of
the inspection report.
2. Analyze dividend payouts of subsidiaries

and the parent in terms of capital adequacy,
earnings and earnings potential.
Discuss excessive dividend payouts at any

level with management and comment on the
‘‘Examiner’s Comments’’ page of the inspection
report. In assessing the reasonableness of divi-
dend payments by subsidiaries and the holding
company, the organization’s capital adequacy
and future capital needs must be judged with the
following in mind: the volume of total assets;
asset quality (the percentage of weighted classi-
fied assets to gross capital could be used as an
indicator of quality); asset mix and liquidity;
asset growth rates and projections; and plans for
expansion and development of new areas. The
subsidiary’s or the holding company’s ability to

augment capital through earnings is also impor-
tant. If a bank, nonbank or holding company has
a consistently strong earnings record and its
capital position is healthy, a higher dividend
payout may be acceptable than would be other-
wise. In analyzing the strength of earnings both
quantity and quality must be considered. The
actual quality of earnings and earnings potential
are related to operating income rather than ex-
traordinary items, significant capital or securi-
ties gains, or substantial increases resulting from
tax considerations.
3. Review the funding of dividends paid by

the holding company. Analyze the parent’s cash
flow and income statements in accordance with
section 4010.0 of this manual. Discuss any inap-
propriate funding with management and com-
ment on, based on their severity, either on the
‘‘Cash Flow Statement (Parent),’’ or the ‘‘Analy-
sis of Financial Factors’’ and the ‘‘Examiner’s
Comments’’ pages.
An analysis of the parent company’s cash

flow statement supplemented by the income
statement will identify the source of cash for
dividend payments. The parent company has
cash inflow from various sources including: div-
idends from subsidiaries, income from activities
conducted for its own account, interest income
on advances to subsidiaries, management and
service fees, borrowings, and tax savings result-
ing from filing a consolidated tax return. Divi-
dends should be internally funded from divi-
dends paid by the subsidiaries, the parent
company’s earnings from activities for its own
account or from interest income on advances to
subsidiaries. Should the analysis of the cash
flow statement indicate that dividends paid by
the parent exceed cash inflow from these
sources, further attention to the area is required
to determine the actual underlying source of
dividend funding. As discussed in the section on
management and service fees, these are properly
assessed at market value or cost of services
rendered. They are not to be charged simply to
divert income from subsidiaries in order to pay
dividends. Borrowing to fund dividends is fun-
damentally an unsound practice.
When dividends paid by the holding com-

pany are funded by the bank subsidiary, it is
possible to control indirectly the holding compa-
ny’s dividend payout level when it is deter-
mined to be detrimental to the bank subsidiary.
It is important to remember that the primary
responsibility of bank regulators is the promo-
tion of safe and sound banking operations. Other
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than the mentioned policy statement there are
no specific federal laws restricting dividends
paid by bank holding companies; however, the
System’s cease and desist authority over bank
holding companies does afford the ability to
curb excessive dividend payouts.
Whenever the examiner determines that divi-

dend payments at the subsidiary level or parent
level are not reasonable, are not in the best
interest of the organization, or are not funded in
a proper manner, discussion with management
and a close look at its philosophy are essential.
Remarks on the matter should appear on the
‘‘Examiner’s Comments’’ page of the report.

2020.5.4 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Dividend limits for national
banks

5199(b)
R.S.A.

Dividend limits 5204
R.S.A.

Dividend limits for State
member banks

Section
9, F.R.
Act

Capital limitations and
earnings limitations
on the payment of
dividends by state
member banks

208.19 3–400.81

Board policy statement on
assessment of financial
factors, one bank holding
companies (para. 4
dividend restrictions)

4–855 1980 FRB 320

Board policy statement on
dividends for banking
organizations having
financial difficulties

4–877 1986 FRB 26

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Service reference.
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Intercompany Transactions
(Management and Service Fees) Section 2020.6

A bank holding company is permitted to own
nonbank subsidiaries that furnish services to or
perform services for its other subsidiaries pursu-
ant to section 4(a)(2)(A), 4(c)(1)(C), or 4(c)(8)
of the BHC Act. Many bank holding companies
charge fees for providing to their subsidiaries
services such as management advice, personnel
services, data processing, marketing, supply
administration, investment advice, bookkeep-
ing, and trust services. The fees for these ser-
vices that are assessed against subsidiary banks
take many forms and are an area of potential
abuse. In addition to direct fees paid to an
affiliate, the compensation for providing these
services might take the form of salaries or direc-
tors’ fees paid to the bank holding company’s
management. A holding company should not,
directly or indirectly through other subsidiaries,
burden its bank subsidiaries with excessive
fees or charge for services unrelated to value
received in order to fund its debt service, divi-
dend payments, or support of other subsidiaries.

Examiners should review the fees charged by
a holding company’s bank and nonbank subsid-
iaries to any banking subsidiary and judge the
reasonableness of those fees by examining the
reasonableness of the services provided and the
basis for allocating fees. Fees charged nonbank
subsidiaries and independent third parties should
not be more favorable than fees charged bank-
ing subsidiaries. They should be reasonable and
justifiable and be based on the fair market value
of services provided or, when there is no market
established for a particular service, on actual
cost plus a reasonable profit.The market value
of similar services is the preferred basis of fee
assessment.When fees are based on cost plus a
reasonable profit, there is less incentive for the
efficient and effective use of resources, because
a profit margin is built in regardless of the costs
involved. In many situations, however, the cost
method is the only method possible.

Any method of pricing services provided to
bank subsidiaries that is based on anything other
than value received is inappropriate. The fee
mechanism should not be used to divert income
from any bank subsidiary to meet the parent’s
financial needs if those needs are unrelated to
the provision of services to that subsidiary. In
addition, banks are prohibited from paying man-
agement fees* if it would cause the institution to
become undercapitalized (see title I, section 131

of the FDIC Improvement Act of 1991 or sec-
tion 38 of the FDIC Act).
Any fee for services to a banking subsidiary

should be supported by evidence that the parent
or other affiliate provided the service. Services
provided by bank holding companies should
serve the needs of the subsidiary bank; charges
for services that appear to duplicate existing
subsidiary-bank functions should be supported
by a detailed explanation of the net benefit
derived by the subsidiary bank and by an analy-
sis of the reasonableness of the fee.
When it is impractical to allocate expenses on

a direct-charge basis, bank holding companies
frequently allocate overhead expenses to subsid-
iaries. Although this practice can be considered
acceptable with regard to nonbanking subsidi-
aries, allocating all bank holding company
expenses to bank subsidiaries is not permitted.
The parent company should bear a portion of
the costs connected with, for example, the hold-
ing company’s investor/shareholder relations,
regulatory reporting requirements, acquisitions,
formations, applications, board of directors, and
strategic planning. Bank holding companies are,
however, expected to support their subsidiary
banks, and expenses incurred to serve the needs
of the subsidiary banks, such as expenses
incurred in raising capital for subsidiary banks,
can appropriately be allocated to those subsidi-
ary banks that benefit from the services pro-
vided, in proportion to the benefit received from
the service.
All fees for services rendered should be sup-

ported by written agreements that describe the
service, the fees to be charged, and the method
of allocating the fees among the subsidiaries.
The absence of such contracts between the sub-
sidiaries of the holding company is considered
inappropriate and an unsafe and unsound bank-
ing practice. Supervisory action should be taken,
in a manner consistent with the financial condi-
tion of the holding company and the subsidiary
bank, to eliminate the improper practices. The
practices should be criticized in the inspection
report and actions taken to see that the situation
is satisfactorily resolved. If the practices are
having a serious impact on the bank, or if they
might reasonably be expected to have a severe
impact given the bank’s financial condition, for-
mal administrative action should be considered
in order to require the holding company to ter-
minate the practices and make restitution to the
subsidiary bank.

* ‘‘Management fees’’ does not include fees for such ser-
vices as electronic data processing or auditing.
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A bank’s prepayment of service fees to the
parent company and payment of expenses in-
curred primarily in conjunction with holding
company activities unconnected with the bank
also are cause for supervisory concern. In gen-
eral, prepayment for services is inappropriate
unless the bank holding company can demon-
strate that prepayment is standard industry prac-
tice for nonbanking companies acquiring the
same service. Prepayment of sums for services
that are not to be provided in the immediate
future (for example, prepayment of an entire
year’s fees for services to be rendered through-
out the year) can have an adverse impact on the
bank and is therefore inappropriate. These prac-
tices should be addressed by requiring timely
and reasonable payments for services and reim-
bursement to the banks for what are essentially
holding company expenses. If bank expenses
are incurred substantially in support of a hold-
ing company activity, the bank should be reim-
bursed for that portion of its cash outlay that
benefits the holding company. Reimbursement
is necessary to ensure that bank resources are
not diverted to a holding company affiliate with
little or no benefit to the bank.
Aside from reasonable and timely fees for

services rendered, the most appropriate way,
from a supervisory standpoint, for funds to be
paid to the parent company is through divi-
dends. This principle applies, in general, to bank
payment of funds to service holding company
debt, even when the debt was initially incurred
to raise equity capital for the subsidiary bank. It
is an inappropriate banking practice for the sub-
sidiary bank to pay management fees for the
purpose of servicing holding company debt.
Funds for servicing holding company debt
should, as a general rule, be upstreamed in the
form of dividends.

2020.6.1 TRANSACTIONS SUBJECT
TO FEDERAL RESERVE ACT
SECTION 23B

Section 23B of the FRA applies to any covered
transaction with an ‘‘affiliate,’’ as that term is
defined in section 23A of the FRA. Section 23B
also applies to a number of transactions that are
not covered by section 23A, for example, trans-
actions that involve the payment of money or
the furnishing of services to an affiliate under
contract, lease, or otherwise, or transactions in
which an affiliate acts as an agent or a broker or

receives a fee for its services. Although transac-
tions between sister banks and banks that are
part of a chain banking organization are exempt
from section 23B, section 23A requires that
covered transactions between a bank and an
affiliate be conducted at arm’s length. See sec-
tion 2020.1.2 for other transactions that are cov-
ered by section 23B and the requirements that
pertain to all such transactions. For examples of
transactions that could violate section 23B, see
section 3700.10, dealing with an application to
provide armored car services through a bank
holding company’s nonbank subsidiary.

2020.6.2 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine whether the holding com-
pany and its subsidiaries charge fees to bank
subsidiaries based on value received and fair
market value.
2. To determine whether the subsidiaries are

actually receiving these services.
3. To determine that the timing of fee pay-

ments is appropriate.
4. To determine whether there is an agree-

ment between the entities relating to specific
services and fees charged.
5. To determine if any fees result in an

unsafe or unsound condition in any subsidiary
bank.
Once the management policy underlying the

fee structure is clearly understood, it is impor-
tant for the examiner to determine that practice
is consistent with policy. For example, if man-
agement indicates that fees charged are based
on the fair market value of services received but
the fee structure is actually geared to the bank
subsidiary’s asset size, an inconsistency exists.
Assuming either that all of the bank subsidiaries
have access to the same or similar markets for
the services being provided by the bank holding
company or that cost is used consistently to
determine pricing, the established pricing struc-
ture should be used for all subsidiaries. Devia-
tions from established policy intended to
channel a greater proportion of income from
financially sound banks to financially weak ones
should be noted.
When it has been established that the fee

structure is reasonable and is consistently fol-
lowed, a final question remains. Are the bank
subsidiaries actually receiving the services for
which they are charged? This may be difficult to
ascertain in many cases, but serious efforts must
be made.
It is important that the basic business princi-

ples of an arm’s-length transaction be applied to
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all transactions between banks and their affili-
ates. This approach provides protection for all
the interests involved. In addition, payment
should be made within a reasonable time of the
rendering of the services. It is inequitable for the
bank subsidiary to pay fees far in advance in
order to suit the parent’s cash needs. A clearly
understood agreement between the holding
company and its bank subsidiaries detailing the
duties and responsibilities of each party and the
method to be used for fee assessment is also
important to the servicing arrangement.

2020.6.3 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Review and analyze the policy regarding
management and other services provided to
bank subsidiaries and the method of assessing
fees.
2. Determine the basis for valuation.
3. Review the actual pricing structure as it is

applied.
4. Verify the following:
a. Fees are charged in accordance with

pricing structure.
b. Pricing structure is consistently applied

for all bank subsidiaries.
c. Bank subsidiaries are actually receiving

services for which they are assessed. Determine
whether fee payments have caused the institu-
tion to become undercapitalized.

d. Payments are made in a timely manner.
5. Review examination reports on bank sub-

sidiaries for comments on fee assessment.
6. Analyze the parent company’s cash flow

and income statements for intercompany fees.
7. Review recordkeeping.
A review of management’s written or stated

policy regarding services provided subsidiaries
and fee assessment is a logical starting point for
the analysis of this area. The policy should be
discussed with the holding company’s officers
to ensure that the examiner has a clear under-
standing of the purpose and basic underlying
philosophy. Any policy that calls for fee assess-
ment based on standards other than fair market
value or the cost of providing the services
requires discussion with management and com-
ment on page 1 of the report.
The determination of fair market value or

cost of providing services is the responsibility
of the holding company. The examiner should
review the market or cost information used to
justify the pricing of services and be satisfied
that the data presented actually supports the fee
structure. Request a copy of the pricing sched-
ule as it is applied, and determine that it is

actually based on the valuation of the services
received and consistent with stated policy. Any
variations from the basic structure among the
bank subsidiaries would also require support
from the market or cost data furnished.
Once the holding company’s policy, valua-

tion data, and pricing structure are analyzed,
they should be verified. Check the service at the
bank-subsidiary level. The verification process
can be modified as deemed appropriate by the
examiner.
Note the timing of payment for services. Fees

for services should be billed and paid as they are
received, just as they would be with an unaffili-
ated servicer. Prepayments are inappropriate in
most cases.
Written service agreements should be in

effect specifically detailing the types and extent
of services being rendered and the method of
pricing. Any significant exceptions found dur-
ing the verification process merit follow-up and
comments in the report.
Thus far, these inspection procedures for

management and service fees have emphasized
a review of management’s stated intent and the
actual fees charged on the individual bank-
subsidiary level and have been somewhat ori-
ented toward micro-level analysis. An overall
view of the parent company’s cash flow and
income statements can also provide certain indi-
cators of appropriateness of fees. The parent
company should be servicing its debt and pay-
ing dividends from sources other than manage-
ment fees and service fees collected from bank
subsidiaries. If the ratio of management and
service fees to parent-company salaries and
other expenses significantly exceeds 100 per-
cent, the holding company could be charging
fees that are unrelated to the value of the ser-
vice. This situation would call for further
investigation.
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2020.6.4 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Statement of practice and
procedure in reference to
unsound banking
practices; diversion-of-bank-
income practices (SR-79-533,
March 19, 1979)

4–876

Potential violations of
section 23B of the
Federal Reserve Act:

1993 FRB 352

1. Proposal by a bank holding
company to provide armored
car services to its banking
subsidiary through a de novo
nonbank subsidiary. The cost
of the service would be more
than the cost of armored car
services currently received
from an unaffiliated provider.

2. Proposal whereby the bank
holding company’s de novo
nonbanking subsidiary would
pay a flat fee based on a
percentage of its direct
operating expenses to cover
all the back-office services
provided by the holding
company’s banking subsidiary.

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Servicereference.
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Intercompany Transactions (Transfer of
Low-Quality Loans or Other Assets) Section 2020.7

The transfer of low-quality loans or other assets
from one depository institution to another can
be reason for supervisory concern. Such trans-
fers may be made to avoid detection and classi-
fication during regulatory examinations, and
may be accomplished through participations,
purchases/sales, and asset swaps with other affil-
iated or nonaffiliated financial institutions. Sec-
tion 23A of the Federal Reserve Act prohibits
bank purchases of low-quality assets from an
affiliate. Examiners should be alert to situations
where an institution’s intention appears to be
the concealment of low quality assets for the
purpose of avoiding examination scrutiny and
possible classification.
During bank holding company inspections,

examiners are requested to identify situations
where low-quality assets have been transferred
between the institution being examined and an-
other depository institution. Low-quality loans
broadly defined include loans which are classi-
fied or specially mentioned, or if subjected to
review would most likely be classified or spe-
cially mentioned, past due loans, nonaccrual
loans, loans on which the terms have been rene-
gotiated because of a borrower’s poor financial
condition, and any other loans which the exam-
iner feels are of questionable quality. Other as-
sets of questionable quality would include de-
preciated or sub-investment grade securities and
other real estate. The transfer of assets to avoid
supervisory review is a highly improper and
unsound banking practice and may be a viola-
tion of section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act
that should be addressed through formal super-
visory enforcement action, if necessary.
Any situations involving the transfer of low-

quality or questionable assets should be brought
to the attention of Reserve Bank supervisory
personnel who, in turn, should notify the local
office of the primary Federal regulator(s) of the
other depository institution(s) involved in the
transaction. For example, Reserve Banks should
notify the primary Federal regulator of any de-
pository institution to whom a State member
bank or holding company is transferring or has
transferred low quality loans. Reserve Banks
should also notify the primary regulator of any
depository institution from which a State mem-
ber bank or holding company is acquiring or has
acquired low-quality loans. This procedure ap-
plies to transfers involving savings and loan
associations and savings banks, as well as com-
mercial banking organizations.
If it is determined that a transfer of assets was

undertaken for legitimate reasons, the examiner

should make certain that the assets have been
properly recorded on the books of the acquiring
institution at fair market value. If the transfer
was with the parent holding company or a non-
bank affiliate, determine that the transaction is
also properly recorded on the books of the affil-
iate. Refer to SR Letter 83–24 (FIS).

2020.7.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To ensure that loan transfers involving
state member banks, bank holding companies,
and nonbank affiliates are carefully evaluated to
determine if they were carried out to avoid
classification, and to determine the effect of the
transfer on the condition of the institution and to
ascertain whether the transfer was consistent
with the requirements of Section 23A. Under
section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act, an asset
purchase is a ‘‘covered transaction.’’ All ‘‘cov-
ered transactions’’ by a bank with a single affil-
iate and with all affiliates combined may not
exceed 10 percent and 20 percent, respectively,
of a bank’s capital and surplus.
2. To ensure that the primary regulator of the

other financial institution involved in the trans-
fer is notified.

2020.7.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Investigate any situations where assets
were transferred prior to the date of examination
to determine if any were transferred to avoid
possible criticism during the examination.
2. Determine whether any of the loans trans-

ferred were nonperforming at the time of trans-
fer, classified at the previous examination, or for
any other reason were considered to be of ques-
tionable quality.
3. Review the policies and procedures to de-

termine whether or not assets or participations
purchased are given an independent, complete
and adequate credit evaluation. If a bank is a
holding company subsidiary or a member of a
chain banking organization, review asset pur-
chases or participations from affiliates or other
known members of the chain to determine if the
asset purchases are given anarms-lengthand
independentcredit evaluation by the purchasing
bank.
4. Determine whether or not any purchases
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of assets from an affiliate are in conformance
with section 23A which generally prohibits pur-
chases of low-quality assets from an affiliate
and limits asset purchases and all other ‘‘cov-
ered transactions’’ by a bank from a single affil-
iate and all affiliates combined to 10 percent and
20 percent, respectively, of a bank’s capital and
surplus.
5. Determine that any assets purchased are

properly reflected at fair market value (while
fair market value may be difficult to determine,
it should at a minimum reflect both the rate of
return being earned on such assets and an appro-
priate risk premium). Determine that appropri-
ate write-offs are taken on any assets sold at less
than book value.
6. Determine that transactions involving

transfers of low- quality assets to the parent
holding company or a nonbank affiliate are
properly reflected at fair market value on the
books of both the bank and the holding com-
pany affiliate.

7. If poor quality assets were transferred to
or from another financial institution for which
the Federal Reserve is not the primary regulator,
prepare a memorandum to be submitted to the
Reserve Bank supervisory personnel. The Re-
serve Bank will then inform the local office of
the primary Federal regulator of the other insti-
tution involved in the transfer. The memoran-
dum should include the following information,
as applicable:

• Name of originating and receiving institu-
tions.

• Type of assets involved and type of transfer
(i.e., participation, purchase/sale, swap).

• Date(s) of transfer.
• Total number and dollar amount of assets
transferred.

• Status of the assets when transferred (e.g.,
nonperforming, classified, etc.)

• Any other information that would be help-
ful to the other regulator.
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Intercompany Transactions
(Trade Name or Royalty Fees) Section 2020.8

A bank holding company may be assessing
trade-name or royalty fees on its subsidiary
banks for their use of the holding company’s
name. Such holding companies may assert that
the trade name-licensing agreements were cre-
ated to achieve certain state tax benefits. They
may also claim that such agreements were
implemented to establish a basis for any dam-
ages that the company might seek if its trade
name is used by an unauthorized third party.
Further, consultants may try to market this prac-
tice to other bank holding companies.

Such payments are unlikely to bear any rea-
sonable or justifiable relationship to any tangi-
ble asset or service provided by a holding
company to a subsidiary bank. They are thus
considered an improper diversion of bank
income. If this practice is found during the
course of an inspection, the practice should be
stopped and examiners should direct the parent
company to reimburse subsidiary banks for the
fees paid. Depending on the materiality of the
trade name or royalty fees, the Reserve Bank
may also require restatement of regulatory fil-
ings. See SR-91-3.
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Intercompany Transactions
(Split-Dollar Life Insurance) Section 2020.9

Split-dollar life insurance is a type of life insur-
ance in which the purchaser of the policy pays
at least part of the insurance premiums and is
entitled to only a portion of the cash surrender
value, or death benefit, or both. See SR-93-37
and its attachments for further discussion of the
Federal Reserve’s position on such arrange-
ments between bank holding companies and
their subsidiary banks.

2020.9.1 SPLIT-DOLLAR LIFE
INSURANCE POLICY
ARRANGEMENTS

Certain split-dollar life insurance policy
arrangements involving banks and their parent
bank holding companies raise legal and safety-
and-soundness concerns. These arrangements
fall into two general categories: (1) those in
which the subsidiary bank owns the policy, pays
all or substantially all of the premiums and is
reimbursed for the premium payments (if at all)
at some time in the future (endorsement plans)
and (2) those in which the parent holding com-
pany owns the policy, and pays the premium,
but uses the insurance policy as collateral for
loans from its subsidiary bank (collateral assign-
ment plans).

2020.9.1.1 Split-Dollar Life Insurance
Endorsement Plan

Under an endorsement plan, the subsidiary bank
purchases a policy in which its parent bank
holding company or an officer, director, or prin-
cipal shareholder thereof is the primary benefi-
ciary, rather than the bank or one of its officers
or directors. In this instance, the subsidiary bank
receives only a limited portion of the death
benefit—usually an amount equal to its pre-
mium payments plus interest. The primary ben-
eficiary—the holding company or one of its
officers, directors, or principal shareholders—
receives a majority of the insurance proceeds
but pays little or nothing for the benefit. Many
of the policies in this category are single-
premium universal life policies, whereby the
subsidiary bank pays one large lump sum pre-
mium payment for the policy. Generally, a sub-
sidiary bank involved in an endorsement plan
records the cash surrender value of the policy as
an asset on its books; the bank holding company
does not record anything at the parent-only
level.

A variation of the endorsement plan is an
arrangement in which the bank pays an annual
premium towards the policy and the parent hold-
ing company reimburses the bank for a nominal
amount of the annual premium payments. These
amounts are substantially lower than the pre-
mium payments made by the subsidiary bank
and therefore do not accurately reflect the eco-
nomic benefit derived by the holding company
as primary beneficiary of the insurance policy.

2020.9.1.2 Split-Dollar Life Insurance
Collateral Assignment Plan

Under a collateral assignment plan, the parent
bank holding company owns the policy and
pays the entire premium. The subsidiary bank
makes annual loans to the bank holding com-
pany in an amount equal to the annual increase
in the cash surrender value of the policy (or, in
some cases, in amounts equal to premiums paid)
with the policy itself serving as collateral for the
loan. The loans are repayable at either the termi-
nation of employment or the death of the insured
employee, and will be paid using the death
benefits available from the policy.

2020.9.2 COMPLIANCE WITH
APPLICABLE LAWS

2020.9.2.1 Compliance with Sections
23A and 23B of the FRA

Both of the aforementioned types of split-dollar
life insurance policy arrangements may be inap-
propriate if they are inconsistent with sections
23A or 23B of the Federal Reserve Act (FRA).
Section 23A places quantitative restrictions and
other requirements on certain transactions,
including loans, between banks and their affili-
ates. The statute also requires that loans between
banks and their affiliates be secured with col-
lateral having a specified market value that
depends on the type of collateral used to secure
the loan. Under an endorsement plan, where the
subsidiary bank pays all or substantially all of
the insurance premiums, an unsecured extension
of credit from the subsidiary bank to its parent
holding company generally results because the
subsidiary bank has paid the bank holding com-
pany’s portion of the premium, and the bank
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will not be reimbursed fully for its payment
until sometime in the future.
Under a collateral assignment plan, if the

insurance policy held by the parent bank hold-
ing company serves as collateral to secure a
loan from its subsidiary bank, the loan may be a
violation of section 23A unless it meets the
quantitative requirements of section 23A and
the cash surrender value of the insurance policy
used as security is equal to 130 percent of the
amount of the loan. Thus, a bank loan to the
parent bank holding company that equals the
cash surrender value of the insurance policy that
is serving as collateral would not be adequately
secured under section 23A, unless additional
collateral was provided.
Both categories of split-dollar life insurance

policy arrangements may also lead to violations
of section 23B of the Federal Reserve Act,
which requires that certain transactions involv-
ing a bank and its affiliates be on terms and
under circumstances substantially the same or at
least as favorable to the bank as those prevailing
at the time for comparable transactions with or
involving nonaffiliated companies. Because the
bank holding company is the beneficiary of the
life insurance policy, it is a participant in a
transaction between a bank and a third party;
therefore, the split-dollar life insurance transac-
tion must meet the standards of section 23B.1

In order to conform to the statutory restrictions
of section 23B, the return to the bank from
ownership of the policy should be commensu-
rate with the size and nature of its financial
commitment. In most split-dollar insurance
arrangements, the bank makes an investment in
the policy not for the purpose of insuring itself
against risk but for the purpose of obtaining
insurance for its holding company. The only
return that the bank will get from its participa-
tion in ownership of the policy is the return of
its initial investment and possibly some interest.
However, the insurance company deducts the
cost of maintaining the insurance coverage from
interest that would otherwise be credited to the
equity in the policy. These costs include policy
loads, surrender charges, and mortality costs.
The holding company should fully reimburse
the bank for all of these charges. Examiners
should carefully evaluate these arrangements
because, in many cases, the reimbursement the

bank receives from the holding company is
based on an implied value of the insurance
coverage received by the holding company that
is less than the assessments made to the policy
equity.
In the process of evaluating split-dollar insur-

ance arrangements, examiners should keep in
mind the fact that the advances made by a bank
to purchase the insurance are the equivalent of a
loan to the holding company. Therefore, to com-
ply with section 23B, the terms of the loan, such
as its duration and interest rate, must be on
market terms.

2020.9.2.2 Investment Authority Under
the National Bank Act

Participation by bank holding companies and
their state-chartered and national bank subsidi-
aries in split-dollar life insurance policy arrange-
ments may also raise concerns whether the poli-
cies are permissible bank investments under
section 24(7) of the National Bank Act. The
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency’s
interpretation of this provision of the National
Bank Act (OCC Banking Circular 249, May 9,
1991).2 In addition, under section 24 to the
Federal Deposit Insurance Act, a state-chartered
bank generally may not, without the FDIC’s
permission, engage in any activity that is imper-
missible for a national bank.3

2020.9.3 SAFETY-AND-SOUNDNESS
CONCERNS

The purchase of a split-dollar life insurance
policy may also constitute an unsafe and
unsound banking practice involving the diver-
sion of bank income or assets. If a subsidiary
bank pays the entire insurance premium but is
not the beneficiary, it provides an economic
benefit to its parent holding company or other
beneficiary for which it is not being adequately
reimbursed or compensated. In this instance, the
bank loses the opportunity to use its assets pro-
ductively. Generally, the bank pays the premium
in return for the insurance company’s payment
of the entire proceeds. When the bank receives
less than the entire proceeds, it has, in effect,

1. The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation has taken
the same position in a published interpretive letter, FDIC
92-40, dated June 18, 1992.

2. National banks may not purchase life insurance as an
investment. See OCC Banking Circular 249, for the tests
under which life insurance may be purchased and held for
noninvestment purposes.
3. SR-92-97 (FIS) and SR-92-98 (FIS), dated December 16

and 21, 1992, respectively, describe the provisions of section
24 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
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paid a higher than market price for whatever
limited benefit it may receive. This is also the
case when the primary beneficiary of the policy
is an officer, director, or principal shareholder of
the parent holding company. Such an arrange-
ment is not consistent with safe and sound bank-
ing practices because the subsidiary bank is
conferring an economic benefit on an insider of
the parent bank holding company without
receiving adequate compensation.

2020.9.4 EXAMINER REVIEW OF
SPLIT-DOLLAR LIFE INSURANCE

Examiners should be fully aware of the prob-
lems inherent in split-dollar life insurance pol-
icy arrangements between bank holding compa-
nies and their subsidiary banks. During the
course of all bank examinations and bank hold-
ing company inspections, examiners should
review corporate life insurance policy arrange-
ments for compliance with applicable banking
laws and safety-and-soundness standards.4 If a
split-dollar life insurance policy arrangement
exists in either a bank holding company or a
state member bank, it should be reviewed and
modified if it does not comply fully with the law
and principles of safe and sound banking. If a
bank holding company or a state member bank
fails to take appropriate action to bring its split-
dollar life insurance policy arrangements into
compliance, then the Reserve Bank should con-
sider appropriate follow-up supervisory action
(including a formal enforcement action) against
the banking organization or its institution-
affiliated parties, or both.

2020.9.5 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine if split-dollar life insurance
arrangements between the parent holding com-
pany and its subsidiary banks are consistent
with the provisions of sections 23A and 23B of
the FRA.

2. To ascertain whether participation by bank
holding companies and their national bank or
state-chartered bank subsidiaries is consistent
with section 24(7) of the National Bank Act and
section 24 of the Federal Deposit Insurance Act.
3. To verify the cash surrender values of

split-dollar life insurance policies and to
establish whether those values have been
impaired by loans to, liens by, or assignments
to, third parties or by unauthorized borrowings
or cancellations.

2020.9.6 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Review corporate life insurance policy
arrangements between the parent company and
its subsidiary banks.

a. Determine if there are split-dollar life
insurance arrangements between any subsidiary
bank and the parent company or officers or
directors of the parent company.

b. If any such insurance arrangement
exists, establish if the plan is either an endorse-
ment plan or a collateral assignment plan.

c. Review arrangements involving a split-
dollar life insurance policy purchased by the
parent company.

(1) Review external documentation evi-
dencing the cash surrender value. If no docu-
mentation exists, ask the audit committee and its
internal auditors—

(a) to obtain external documentation
verifying its value and

(b) to verify that there are no out-
standing loans, liens, or assignments against the
insurance policies.

(2) Establish whether the parent compa-
ny’s board of directors has established policies
and implemented procedures for transactions
between the insurance carrier and the parent
company to prevent unauthorized borrowing or
cancellation of any insurance policy that has a
cash surrender value.

(3) Determine whether the corporate life
insurance policy arrangements are consistent
with applicable safety-and-soundness standards.

(4) Verify that the recorded value of the
respective asset is equal to the unimpaired cash
surrender value of the asset.
2. If an endorsement plan arrangement is pur-

chased by a subsidiary bank, establish whether
the bank holding company is the beneficiary. If
the parent company is the beneficiary, such an
arrangement may result in an unsecured exten-

4. Examiners conducting examinations of U.S. branches
and agencies of foreign banks and Edge corporations should
also be alerted to the problems associated with split-dollar life
insurance arrangements because these institutions could pur-
chase insurance for the benefit of a parent foreign bank or
company, or one of the parent’s officers or directors. In
addition, section 7(h) of the International Banking Act of
1978 prohibits state-licensed branches or agencies from
engaging in any activity that is impermissible for a federal
branch unless the Board determines that such activity is
consistent with ‘‘sound banking practice’’ and, in the case of
an FDIC-insured branch, the FDIC determines that the activ-
ity poses no significant risk to the deposit insurance fund.
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sion of credit when the subsidiary bank pays all
or substantially all of the insurance premiums
but is not reimbursed until some time in the
future. Ascertain if the investment return to the
bank from ownership of the policy is commen-
surate with the size and nature of its financial
commitment.
3. If a collateral assignment plan (when the

insurance policy held by the parent company
serves as collateral to secure a loan from a
subsidiary bank), ascertain whether the cash sur-
render value of the insurance policy is equal to
130 percent of the amount of the loan.
4. For both types of split-dollar life

insurance:
a. Determine if the investment return from

ownership of the policy is commensurate with
the size and nature of the financial commitment,
including all costs incurred for maintaining the
insurance coverage.

b. Determine if the terms (duration and
market interest rate) of the advances made to
purchase the insurance are on market terms.

c. If the bank holding company is the
beneficiary of a bank insurance policy and a
bank is a participant in the purchase of the
insurance from a third party, determine if the
transaction was on terms and under circum-
stances that were substantially the same as or at
least as favorable to the bank as those then
prevailing for comparable transactions with or
involving nonaffiliated companies.

2020.9.7 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Split-dollar life
insurance:

1. Endorsement plan:
When a subsidiary
bank has paid all
the BHC’s portion
of the premium and
the bank will not be
reimbursed until
some time in the
future, a loan results
that must be secured.

371c, FRA
section 23A

2. Collateral assignment
plan securing a loan:
Cash surrender value
must be 130 percent
of the loan.

371c, FRA
section 23A

3. Both plans:

a. Transactions must
be on terms and
under circumstances
substantially the
same as those
prevailing for third-
party transactions.

371c, FRA
section 23B
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2020.9.7 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

b. When the BHC is
the beneficiary, the
bank’s investment
return from the split-
dollar life insurance
policy should be
commensurate with
the size and nature
of the financial
commitment.

371c-1, FRA
section 23B

Split-dollar life
insurance premiums
paid by a bank on behalf
of an executive officer of
the bank are not deemed
an extension of credit for
purposes of Regulation O,
if the officer reported the
premiums as taxable
compensation to the IRS.

Regulation O
staff opinion
3-1081.3

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Servicereference.
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Grandfather Rights—Retention and Expansion of Activities
Section 2030.0

The history of bank holding company legisla-
tion reflects a principle that banking and com-
merce should be separated in order to prevent
abuses in the distribution of credit. The 1956
Act generally required companies to divest their
nonbank activities and shares within two years.
In the 1970 Amendments, the same requirement
applied to companies formed in the future. How-
ever, one-bank holding companies in existence
at the time of these amendments were given a
‘‘grace period’’ to comply with divestiture re-
quirements of the legislation. Those companies
whose bank and nonbank interests had been
combined on or before June 30, 1968, were
permitted to continue the existing combination
for an indefinite period (indefinite or permanent
grandfather privileges). But those BHCs which
existed at the time of the 1970 Amendments, but
whose bank was acquired or whose nonbank
activity was initiated after June 30, 1968, were
permitted to continue their nonbank activities
for only 10 years until December 31, 1980. An
exception to the divestiture deadline existed with
respect to certain real estate holdings.
Because of Congressional concern about the

effectiveness of a divestiture, Congress included
section 2(g) in the Act, and particularly subsec-
tion 2(g)(3) which treats the transfer of control.
In this section, care is taken to eliminate possi-
ble control relationships between the company
and its divested assets.
Although indefinitely grandfathered compa-

nies may continue to engage in nonbanking
activities, these grandfather privileges are sub-
ject to review by the Federal Reserve Board at
the time when a company’s banking assets ex-
ceed $60 million.1

2030.0.1 INDEFINITE GRANDFATHER
PRIVILEGES

Under the provisions of section 4(a)(2) of the
Act, as amended in 1970, relating to grandfather
privileges for certain nonbanking activities of
bank holding companies, the Reserve Banks
have been delegated the authority to determine
that termination of grandfathered activities of a

particular bank holding company is not war-
ranted; provided, the Reserve Bank is satisfied
that all of the following conditions are met:
1. The company or its successor is ‘‘a com-

pany covered in 1970;’’
2. The nonbanking activities for which indef-

inite grandfather privileges are being sought do
not present any significant unsettled policy
issues; and
3. The bank holding company was lawfully

engaged in such activities as of June 30, 1968
and has been engaged in such activities continu-
ously thereafter.
A company covered in 1970 is defined in

section 2(b) of the Act as ‘‘a company which
becomes a bank holding company as a result of
the enactment of the Bank Holding Company
Act Amendments of 1970 and which would
have been a bank holding company on June 30,
1968, if those amendments had been enacted on
that date.’’ The Board has also determined that
the company must have owned at least 25 per-
cent of the voting shares of the same subsidiary
bank on June 30, 1968, and December 31, 1970,
in order to qualify as a company covered in
1970. If a company was not actively engaged in
a nonbank activity prior to June 30, 1968, either
directly, or indirectly through a subsidiary, it
may still qualify for indefinite grandfather privi-
leges if the company had entered into a binding
contract prior to June 30, 1968. The binding
contract must be a written document which
specifies that the company (or its subsidiary) or
persons representing the company will purchase
another company which is already engaged in
the activity.
Within two years after the subsidiary bank of

an indefinitely grandfathered company attains
banking assets in excess of $60 million, the
status of the company’s grandfather privileges is
subject to review to determine whether the
rights should remain in effect or be terminated.
The Board or Reserve Bank may also review
any company’s grandfather privileges and termi-
nate them if it determines that such action is
necessary to prevent (1) undue concentration of
resources, (2) decreased or unfair competition,
(3) conflicts of interests, or (4) unsound banking
practices. Moreover, when a company applies
for approval of an acquisition, it may expect the
Board or Reserve Bank to review the legitimacy
of its grandfather privileges.

1. Effective October 20, 1981 the Board amended its Rules
Regarding Delegation of Authority to delegate to the Reserve
Banks authority to make these determinations regarding indef-
inite grandfather privileges.
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2030.0.2 ACTIVITIES AND
SECURITIES OF NEW BANK
HOLDING COMPANIES

A company that becomes a bank holding com-
pany may, for a period of two years, engage in
nonbanking activities and control voting securi-
ties or assets of a nonbank subsidiary, if the
bank holding company engaged in such activi-
ties or controlled such voting securities or assets
on the date it became a bank holding company.
The Board can grant requests for up to three
one-year extensions of the two-year period. This
is in accordance with a December 1983 revision
to Regulation Y (12 C.F.R. 225.22(e)). The reg-
ulatory provision implements Section 4(a)(2) of
the BHC Act.

2030.0.3 LIMITATIONS ON
EXPANSION OF GRANDFATHER
RIGHTS FOR INSURANCE AGENCY
NONBANKING ACTIVITIES OF BANK
HOLDING COMPANIES

Refer to Manual section 3170.0.3.4.1.

2030.0.4 SUCCESSOR RIGHTS

When a bank holding company transfers its
bank shares to another company in a manner
that produces no substantial change in the con-
trol of the bank, the transferee qualifies under
section 2(e) of the Act as a ‘‘successor.’’ The
‘‘successor’’ provision prevents a bank holding
company from transferring its bank to some
other organization. A successor is considered a
bank holding company from the date the trans-
feror became a bank holding company. Thus, it
may hold the same grandfather privileges as its
predecessor. By the same token, it becomes
subject to any conditions or restrictions, such as
divestiture requirements, imposed by the Sys-
tem upon its predecessor. For example, an irre-
vocable declaration filed by the predecessor
would be binding upon the successor.

2030.0.5 EXPANSION OF
GRANDFATHER ACTIVITIES

Grandfather privileges apply to activities, not to
companies. As a general rule, these activities
are permitted to be expanded through internal

growth; however, there are a few exceptions.
See Appendix 1 in this section.
In Appendix 1 it is important to distinguish

between a purchase in the ordinary course of
business and a purchase, in whole or in part, of a
going concern. Each of the following conditions
must be satisfied in order for the transaction to
be in the ‘‘ordinary course of business,’’ which
is permissible: (1) less than a substantial amount
of the assets of the company to be acquired must
be involved; (2) the operations of the purchased
company must not be terminated or substan-
tially discontinued; (3) the assets acquired must
not be significant in relation to the size of the
same line of nonbank activity already in the
holding company (an acquisition is deemed sig-
nificant if the book value of the acquired non-
bank assets exceeds 50 percent of the book
value of the nonbank assets of the holding com-
pany or nonbank subsidiary comprising the
same line of activity); (4) if the transaction
involves the acquisition of assets for resale, the
sale must be a nominal business activity of the
acquiring company; and (5) the major purpose
of the transaction must not be to hire essentially
all of the seller’s principal employees who are
expert, skilled and experienced in the business
of the company being acquired. If any of these
five conditions is not satisfied, the transaction
may be considered to be an acquisition of a
going concern, which is not permissible without
prior approval. Refer to 12 C.F.R. 225.132.

2030.0.6 DIVESTITURES(also see
Manual section 2090.6)

The act specifies the time in which a company
must divest of any impermissible activity. Any
company becoming a bank holding company
subsequent to the 1970 Amendments has two
years in which to divest its impermissible activ-
ity. The Act allowed a temporarily grandfath-
ered company ten years from December 31,
1970, to divest of its impermissible activities,
except certain real estate holdings discussed ear-
lier; and allows indefinitely grandfathered com-
panies ten years from the date on which grand-
father privileges are terminated by the Board or
Reserve Bank, should they be terminated for
good cause.
As mentioned earlier, reviews of a company’s

grandfather privileges may be precipitated by
such circumstances as: (1) a subsidiary bank of
an indefinitely grandfathered company attaining
assets in excess of $60 million (reviewed within
two years); (2) a company seeking approval to
engage in another activity or acquire another
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bank; (3) a company which violates the Act; or
(4) a company operating in a manner which
results in an undue concentration of resources,
decreased or unfair competition, conflicts of
interests, or unsound banking practices.
When a company has filed an application

requiring the Board’s or Reserve Bank’s ap-
proval, the Board or Reserve Bank may approve
the application subject to the condition that the
company divest of certain grandfathered shares
or assets within a specified time period. The
specified time period generally will be shorter
than the aforementioned time periods stipulated
in the Act.
The plan of divestiture should have provided

for the removal of any control relationship
between the company and its divested activities.
These control requirements, as outlined in
section 2(g) of the Act, include one or more of
the following: (1) no interlocking directorates;
(2) ownership of less than 25 percent of the
voting shares by the BHC and related parties;
(3) no interlocking management positions in
policymaking functions; (4) no indebtedness
between the transferor and the transferee; (5) no
agreement or understanding which restricts the
voting privileges of shares. Further discussion
of these and other control requirements and
issues is found in Manual sections 2090.1 and
2090.6.

2030.0.7 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine when the company acquired
its subsidiary bank.
2. To determine when the company com-

menced its nonbanking activities and whether
these activities were conducted continuously
thereafter.
3. To determine if the banking assets of a

bank controlled by a holding company with
indefinite grandfather privileges have reached
$60 million.
4. To determine if a change of ownership

or control of the company has taken place,
and whether the transferee qualifies as a
‘‘successor.’’

5. To determine if expansions of grandfath-
ered activities occurred in accordance with the
Act.

2030.0.8 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. If necessary, examine the subsidiary
bank’s stock certificate book to determine when
the company acquired 25 percent or more of the
bank.
2. Review the minute books and historical

financial records of the company and its subsid-
iaries for evidence of the date of commence-
ment of any nonbank activity and its continua-
tion thereafter. In particular, the financial records
should reflect the activity’s impact as either an
asset and/or an income item. From these
records, also determine whether there has been
expansion of the activity and whether such ex-
pansion complies with the Act.
3. If necessary, review the latest quarterly

Call Report of Condition for the subsidiary bank
to determine whether total assets exceeded
$60 million. If appropriate, advise management
that its grandfather status is subject to review.
4. If necessary, examine the stock certificate

records and minutes of the bank or BHC to
determine if the bank’s shares have been trans-
ferred from one bank holding company to an-
other in such a manner that the transferee quali-
fies as a successor.
5. Upon review of the aforementioned

records, discuss the status of the company’s
grandfather privileges with the Reserve Bank’s
management, if necessary.
6. If divestment is required, encourage its

execution as soon as possible during the divest-
ment period. Request a divestment plan which
specifies the manner by which divestment will
be accomplished, the specific steps necessary to
effect the divestment, and the time schedule for
taking such steps. Advise management that fail-
ure to divest within the prescribed time period
will be viewed as a violation of the Act.
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2030.0.9 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Divestment of activities
which are temporarily
grandfathered

S-2346
February 15,
1977

Escrow agreements used
in divestiture

1976 FRB 151

Companies with
temporarily grandfathered
activities encouraged to
submit plans by June 30,
1978

1977 FRB 962

Divestment policies 4(a)(2) 1977 FRB 263

Denial of grandfather
rights for activities which
were shifted from
subsidiary bank to
nonbank subsidiary

Whitney
Holding
Corporation,
New Orleans,
Louisiana;
April 27, 1973

Denied continued
ownership of a savings
and loan association,
despite permanent
grandfather rights

D.H. Baldwin
Company,
Cincinnati,
Ohio;
February 22,
1977

Discussion of indefinite
grandfather rights
acquired through the
indirect power to exercise
a controlling influence

Patagonia
Corporation,
Tucson,
Arizona;
February 24,
1977

Denial of grandfather
rights on additional stock
acquired after June 30,
1968, for lack of a
controlling influence over
the subsidiary as of June
30, 1968

Patagonia
Corporation,
Tucson,
Arizona;
July 6, 1973

Successor rights Republic of
Texas
Corporation,
Dallas, Texas;
October 25,
1973
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Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Interprets ‘‘Company
covered in 1970’’ and
‘‘Successor’’

American
Security
Corporation,
Washington,
D.C.; July 21,
1976

Review of grandfather
rights as a result of
subsidiary bank reaching
$60 million in total assets

Colorado
Funding
Company,
Denver,
Colorado;
September 9,
1977

Review of grandfather
rights as a result of
subsidiary bank reaching
$60 million in total
assets—charitable trust
involved

General
Education
Fund, Inc.,
Burlington,
Vermont;
September
13, 1977

Companies going out of
business are not going
concerns

Senate Report
90–1084,
page 5524

Failing companies are not
going concerns

1974 FRB 725

Ownership of less than 25
percent of a nonbanking
company represents an
investment rather than a
subsidiary

1973 FRB 539

Divestitures 225.138 and
225.140

Extension of divestiture
deadline for real estate
interests

Monetary
Control
Act of
1980
Section
701(b)

Delegation of authority to
Reserve Banks re:
Indefinite Grandfathered
activities

265.2(f)(42) 1981 FRB 856
and 860
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Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Activities and securities
of new bank holding
companies

225.22(e)

Denial of a BHC
acquisition—‘‘successor’’

1984 FRB 667

Acquisition of assets 225.132

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Service reference.

2030.0.10 APPENDIX 1—EXPANSION OF GRANDFATHERED ACTIVITIES

Permissible Type of Expansion Without Approval Requires Approval

FOR COMPANIES WITH AN INDEFINITELY
GRANDFATHERED NONBANK ACTIVITY

1. Opening of additional offices of existing
subsidiary X

2. Acquisition of assets in the ‘‘ordinary
course of business’’ as defined X

3. Acquisition of a going concern:

a. Additional shares of the grandfathered
nonbanking subsidiary X

b. Additional shares of a nonbanking
company which is regarded as an
investment (generally companies in
which the holding company has an
interest of between 5 and 25 percent) X

c. Initial acquisition of shares of any
other company engaging in the
activity X
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Commitments to the Federal Reserve
Section 2040.0

Commitments to the Board arise most often
through the application process. Many commit-
ments are included within the text of accompa-
nying Board orders or letters transmitted to the
applicants. Commitments can also arise through
the supervisory process. Commitments should
be specific and furnished in written form.
The most common type involves a commit-

ment to inject capital (either equity or debt
capital) into the company or subsidiary to be
acquired or possibly into other subsidiaries of
the bank holding company. The required injec-
tions may be for a specific dollar amount or for
an unspecified amount necessary to achieve a
predetermined capital relationship. Determining
compliance with such commitments is generally
not difficult since an agreed upon quantifiable
result must be achieved.
Types of commitments made to the Board in

the past include: divestiture of nonpermissible
stock holdings or activities; introduction of new
services; and reduction or elimination of divi-
dends or management fees from subsidiaries.
Several of the above forms of commitments

are rather difficult to monitor due to their inex-
act nature. The examiner should determine in
such cases whether good faith compliance ef-
forts have been made. Where an order approv-
ing an application imposes specific conditions,
however, compliance is of the utmost impor-
tance since a conditional order is based on the
theory that such conditions were necessary to
eliminate or outweigh adverse factors. Willful
noncompliance in these cases might necessitate

the use of cease-and-desist powers to prevent
evasion of the purposes of the Act. Pursuant to
the Board’s request, each Reserve Bank reports
semi-annually on the status of all outstanding
commitments made by holding companies in its
District.

2040.0.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine that the bank holding com-
pany is taking the necessary steps to fulfill any
outstanding commitments as scheduled.
2. To determine whether additional commit-

ments or conditions should be imposed to
achieve complete compliance.
3. To determine whether a request for an

extension of time to fulfill any outstanding com-
mitment is warranted.

2040.0.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Review semi-annual commitment reports
to the Board for commitments fulfilled since the
last inspection. Determine whether such com-
mitments were completed as required.
2. Review with management any actions

taken to comply with outstanding commitments
or plans to effect fulfillment.
3. If warranted, initiate action to consider

an extension for compliance on outstanding
commitments.
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Extensions of Credit to BHC Officials
Section 2050.0

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS REVISED
SECTION

Effective January 2007, this section has been
revised to incorporate a May 22, 2006, Board
staff interpretation of Regulation O on the use of
bank-owned or bank-issued credit cards by bank
insiders for the bank’s business purposes. The
interpretation includes a discussion of Regula-
tion O’s extension of credit provisions and its
market-terms requirement if a bank insider uses
a bank-owned or bank-issued credit card to
acquire goods and services for personal
purposes. The section’s inspection procedures
have been amended for the provisions of this
interpretation.

2050.0.1 BHC OFFICIAL AND
RELATED INTEREST
TRANSACTIONS BETWEEN THE
PARENT COMPANY OR ITS
NONBANK SUBSIDIARIES

Business transactions between a parent bank
holding company or its nonbank subsidiary and
a BHC official or a BHC official’s related inter-
ests require close supervisory review. ‘‘Bank
holding company official’’ is defined as any
director, executive officer, or principal share-
holder of the parent company or any of its
subsidiaries, excluding the subsidiary bank’s
nonbank subsidiaries.

Most of these transactions are soundly struc-
tured and have a legitimate business purpose
that result in equitable treatment for all parties.
However, examiners should pay close attention
to all extensions of credit by a BHC or its
nonbank subsidiary to a BHC official or related
interest to ensure that the terms of the credit,
particularly interest-rate and collateral terms,
are not preferential and that the credit does not
involve more than a normal risk of repayment.

An extension of credit by a BHC or nonbank
subsidiary may be considered abusive or self-
serving if its terms are unfavorable to the lender,
or if the credit would not have been extended on
the same terms absent the official relationship;
that is, it would be improbable that each party to
the credit would have entered into the credit
transaction under the same terms if the relation-
ship did not exist. When a transaction appears
questionable, a complete inquiry into the facts
and circumstances should be undertaken so that
a legal determination can be obtained.

In addition to the above supervisory consider-
ations, the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (Pub. L.

No. 107-204) (the act) imposed certain insider
lending restrictions on public companies,
including BHCs that are public companies. A
BHC generally is considered a public company
for these purposes if it has a class of securities
registered under section 12 of the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the 1934 act) or is
required to file reports with the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) under section 15
of the 1934 act. The Sarbanes-Oxley Act1 pro-
hibits a publicly owned BHC (public BHC) and
its subsidiaries from extending credit, or arrang-
ing for another entity to extend credit, in the
form of a personal loan to any director or execu-
tive officer of the public BHC.2 This prohibition
does not apply to any extension of credit made
before July 30, 2002, so long as the loan is not
renewed or materially modified after that date.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act includes two excep-
tions to this loan prohibition. First and most
importantly, the prohibition does not apply to
any loan made by an insured depository institu-
tion that is subject to the insider lending restric-
tions of section 22(h) of the Federal Reserve
Act, as implemented by the Board’s Regulation
O. Thus, loans by the insured depository institu-
tion subsidiaries of a public BHC to a director
or executive officer of the BHC likely are
exempt from the prohibition, although they
would be subject to Regulation O as discussed
below. The second exception permits the direc-
tors and executive officers of a public BHC to
obtain home improvement and manufactured
home loans, consumer loans, and loans under
open-end credit plans or charge cards from the
public BHC or its subsidiaries, so long as the
credit (1) is extended in the ordinary course of
the company’s consumer credit business, (2) is a
kind of credit generally made available to the
public, and (3) is made on market terms or on
terms that are no more favorable than those
offered to the general public. 2a

1. See 15 U.S.C. 78m (section 402 of the act).
2. The act does not restrict lending by a subsidiary of a

public BHC to the subsidiary’s own directors and executive
officers, so long as these persons are not also directors or
executive officers of the public BHC.

2a. A registered broker-dealer that is a public company, or
a subsidiary of a public company, also is not prohibited from
providing margin credit to its employees to buy, trade, or
carry securities if the credit is made in accordance with the
margin rules; is not made to purchase stock of the broker-
dealer; and complies with the requirements set forth in (1),
(2), and (3) above.
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2050.0.2 TRANSACTIONS
INVOLVING OTHER PROPERTY
OR SERVICES

Other transactions involving BHC officials, their
related interests, and the BHC and nonbank
subsidiary that should be reviewed by the exam-
iner include the—

1. purchase of assets or services from the BHC
or nonbank subsidiary, particularly if at a
discount or on preferential terms;

2. sale of assets or services to the BHC
or nonbank subsidiary, particularly if at a
premium;

3. lease of property to or from the BHC or
nonbank subsidiary; and

4. use of BHC or nonbank subsidiary property
or personnel by a BHC official or related
interest.

As with loans and other extensions of credit
to BHC officials on preferential terms, abusive
or self-serving insider transactions involving
other property or services deprive the BHC or
nonbank subsidiary of higher returns or gains
that may have been achieved had the same
transaction been at a fair market price. A fair
market price would be that price charged or
received from an unaffiliated party.

A fair market price is often difficult to deter-
mine because the assets or services involved
may be unique to a given situation and individu-
als. In general, the fair market price of even
unique assets or services can be approximated
by the cost of the assets or services to the party
selling or furnishing them, if appropriate. The
value of services or properties provided by a
BHC or nonbank subsidiary should be estab-
lished and justified either by policy or on a
case-by-case basis, and appropriate documenta-
tion should be available to the examiner.

Services provided by a BHC official or a
related interest to a BHC or nonbank subsidiary,
while not unusual, may be most difficult to
value. In part because of the problem of valua-
tion, this type of transaction is among the most
susceptible to abuse. The cost of providing ser-
vices is frequently derived by placing value on
the time of the individuals providing the ser-
vices. When services are provided by a BHC
official who normally places a very high billing
value on time provided, the benefits to the BHC
must be assessed in order to form a basis for
determining a fair price. The BHC official may

be a highly regarded professional whose time
and services have great value to the organiza-
tion. However, when the BHC requires routine
clerical services, officials should not charge the
BHC a professional-level rate for such services.
Under these or similar circumstances, the BHC
would be considered imprudent in paying such
rates and could be subject to critical comment.

2050.0.3 REGULATION O

For ease of reference, certain Regulation O defi-
nitions and limitations, as revised by the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation Improve-
ment Act of 1991 (FDICIA), are presented here,
some in abbreviated form. A thorough review of
the entire regulation (found at FRRS 3–960),
and the Board’s press releases pertaining to
Regulation O, is necessary for a complete
understanding of the regulation. (Note that sec-
tion 108 of the Financial Institutions Regulatory
Act of 1978 amended section 18(j) of the Fed-
eral Deposit Insurance Act to make section
22(h) of the Federal Reserve Act applicable to
nonmember insured banks.)

Purpose of Regulation O. Regulation O gov-
erns any extension of credit by a member bank
and its subsidiaries (based on amendments con-
tained in FDICIA, Regulation O also applies to
nonmember insured depository institutions) to
an executive officer, director, or principal share-
holder of (1) the member bank, (2) a bank
holding company of which the member bank is
a subsidiary, and (3) any other subsidiary of that
bank holding company. It also applies to any
extension of credit by a member bank to (1) a
company controlled by such a person and (2) a
political or campaign committee that benefits or
is controlled by such a person.

Supervision of BHCs and their nonbank sub-
sidiaries. Regulation O deals exclusively with
extensions of credit by banks and their subsidi-
aries, not extensions of credit by BHCs and their
nonbank subsidiaries. However, because the
regulations curtail or eliminate abusive transac-
tions, they can be used as a guide or model in
providing standards for the supervisory review
of extensions of credit by BHCs and nonbank
subsidiaries. Although a direct extension of
credit by a BHC could not be determined to be a
violation of Regulation O, if the credit fails to
meet the requirements that Regulation O estab-
lishes for banks, it may be possible to conclude
that the BHC is engaging in either an unsafe or
unsound practice that exposes the entire banking
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organization to undue risk and exposure to loss.
Regulation O limits credit extensions by a bank
to officials of that bank and their related inter-
ests; therefore, examiners should be especially
alert to credit extensions from BHCs and non-
bank subsidiaries. If credit extensions appear to
circumvent the intent of Regulation O, they
should be identified and discussed with manage-
ment and noted in the inspection report for
follow-up review and possible formal corrective
action by regulatory authorities.

2050.0.3.1 FDICIA and BHC Inspection
Guidance for Regulation O

On April 22, 1992, the Board adopted amend-
ments to Regulation O, effective May 18, 1992,
to implement the changes required by section
306 of FDICIA. Section 306 amended section
22(h) of the Federal Reserve Act and replaced
the language of section 22(h) with the provi-
sions of the Board’s Regulation O. Section 306
also made several substantive modifications to
section 22(h) that required revisions to Regula-
tion O. These changes are outlined in the
Board’s press release and Federal Register
notice of May 28, 1992 (57 Fed. Reg. 22,417).

The following are some of the more signifi-
cant changes that were made effective May 18,
1992: 2b

1. Aggregate lending limit (section 215.4(d)).
The aggregate limit on the total amount that a
bank can lend to its insiders and their related
interests as a class was changed. In general, this
amount is equal to the bank’s unimpaired capi-
tal and unimpaired surplus. The Board also
decided as a one-year interim measure to permit
banks with deposits under $100 million to adopt
a higher limit, not to exceed 200 percent of the
bank’s unimpaired capital and unimpaired sur-
plus. (This interim period was extended twice
by the Board, extending the higher limit through
February 18, 1994, when the higher limit
became permanent. The board of directors must
provide an annual resolution authorizing the use
of this higher limit. Other conditions also apply.)

2. Lending limits for directors and related
interests (section 215.4(c)). Loans to directors
(and their related interests) are subject to the
same lending limit that is applicable to execu-
tive officers and principal shareholders (and
their related interests).

3. Credit standards (section 215.4(a)). When
lending to an insider 2c a bank must follow credit
underwriting procedures that are as stringent as
those applicable to comparable transactions by
the bank with persons outside the bank.

4. Definition of ‘‘principal shareholder’’ (sec-
tion 215.2(m)(1)). The definition of principal
shareholder was tightened for banks located in
small communities. The previously existing
10 percent limitation was made applica-

2b. The Regulation O cites are to the February 18, 1994,
amendment.

2c. The term insider refers to an executive officer, director,
or principal shareholder, and includes any related interest of
such a person.
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ble to all banks, regardless of the size of the
communities in which they were located.3

5. Definition of ‘‘member bank’’ (section
215.2(j)).The term ‘‘member bank’’ was rede-
fined to include any subsidiary of the member
bank. This revision clarified that an extension of
credit from a subsidiary of a member bank is
subject to the same insider restrictions as an
extension of credit from a member bank itself.

6. Coverage of all companies that own banks
(section 215.2(b)).All companies that own
banks became subject to Regulation O, regard-
less of whether they are technically bank hold-
ing companies.

7. Prohibition on knowingly receiving unau-
thorized extensions of credit (section 215.6).
Insiders are prohibited from knowingly receiv-
ing (or permitting their related interests to
receive) any extension of credit not authorized
by section 22(h) of the Federal Reserve Act.

8. Reporting requirement for certain credit
(section 215.12).Executive officers and direc-
tors of member banks that do not have publicly
traded stock are required to report annually to
their institutions the outstanding amount of
any credit secured by shares of the insider’s
institution.

In a February 18, 1994, press release, the
Federal Reserve Board announced its approval
of a final rule that further amended several
provisions of Regulation O, effective on that
date. Some of the provisions carried out or
further refined provisions of FDICIA. The
amendments were designed to increase the abil-
ity of banks to make extensions of credit that
pose minimal risk of loss, to eliminate record-
keeping requirements that impose a paperwork
burden, and to remove certain transactions from
the regulation’s coverage consistent with bank
safety and soundness. The amendments were
expected to increase the availability of credit,
particularly in communities served by small
banks. The following is a discussion of some of
the rule’s primary provisions.

1. Aggregate lending limit—exception for
small, adequately capitalized banks (section
215.4(d)).This revision of Regulation O made
permanent an interim rule increasing the aggre-
gate lending limit for small, adequately capital-
ized banks from 100 percent of the bank’s unim-
paired capital surplus to 200 percent, provided
the bank satisfies three conditional criteria.

2. Exceptions to the general limits on lend-
ing (section 215.4(d)(3)).The Board adopted
certain exceptions to the general restrictions on
lending to insiders. The exceptions apply to
loans fully secured by—

a. obligations of the United States or other
obligations fully guaranteed as to principal and
interest by the United States;

b. commitments or guarantees of a depart-
ment or agency of the United States; or

c. a segregated deposit account with the
lending bank.

An exception is also made for loans arising
from the discount of installment consumer paper
by an insider with full or partial recourse
endorsement or guarantee by the insider, if the
maker of the paper is not an insider and the
loan was made relying primarily on the maker
and this is properly documented. Such loans
continue to be subject to the prohibitions against
preferential lending.

3. Including closing costs in the refinancing
of home mortgage loans (section 215.5(c)(2)).
Section 22(g) of the Federal Reserve Act allows
a bank to make a loan to its executive officer,
without restrictions on the amount, if the loan is
secured by a first lien on a dwelling that is
owned and used by the executive officer as a
residence after the loan is made. The Board’s
amendment includes the refinancing of home
mortgage loans in this category only if the pro-
ceeds are used to pay off the previous home
mortgage loan or for the other purposes listed in
this section. The regulation states that closing
costs can be included as part of the exempt
portion of a home mortgage refinancing.

4. Prior approval of home mortgage loans
(section 215.5(c)).This section was revised to
mirror section 22(g) of the Federal Reserve Act.
It provides that a bank’s board of directors must
specifically approve in advance a home mort-
gage loan to an executive officer. This require-
ment is in addition to the general requirements
for insiders. Section 22(g) was recently
amended to eliminate this prior-approval
requirement, and the requirement in Regulation
O is no longer in effect.

3. The Board amended the definition of ‘‘principal share-
holder of a member bank,’’ effective December 17, 1992, so
that it does not include a company of which a member bank is
a subsidiary. This amendment excludes from Regulation O
loans to a company that owns, controls, or exercises a control-
ling influence over a member bank, as those relationships are
defined in section 2(d) of the Bank Holding Company Act, as
well as the related interests of such a parent bank holding
company. The definition of ‘‘principal shareholder’’ for pur-
poses of reporting obligations under section 215.11 and sub-
part B of Regulation O was not changed as a result of the
Housing and Community Development Act of 1992 because
those portions of Regulation O implement provisions of law
in addition to section 22(h) of the Federal Reserve Act.
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5. Alternative recordkeeping procedures
(section 215.8).Banks are permitted to follow
alternative recordkeeping procedures on loans
to insiders of affiliates. The amendment allows a
bank to decide on its own how to gather infor-
mation on related interests, so long as its method
is effective. For example, a nonbank credit card
bank or other bank that does not make commer-
cial loans could decide not to keep records on
related interests. For banks that make commer-
cial loans, one of two acceptable methods is
required, unless a bank can demonstrate that
another method is equally effective: (a) the ‘‘sur-
vey’’ method or (b) the ‘‘borrower inquiry’’
method. Every bank, regardless of the record-
keeping method it selects, must conduct an
annual survey to identifyits own insiders, but
not those of its holding company affiliates.
Every bank is expected to check this short list
before extending credit, even if it is using the
borrower-inquiry method of recordkeeping for
affiliates in lieu of the survey method.

6. Tangible-economic-benefit rule (section
215.3(f)).This rule was similar to a provision
in section 23A of the Federal Reserve Act
and was adopted at a time when the Board was
required by section 22(h) of the Federal Reserve
Act to use the definition of ‘‘extension of credit’’
found in section 23A. However, the definition of
extension of credit in section 22(h) is no longer
tied to section 23A. The Board has therefore
revised the tangible-economic-benefit rule to
clarify that it does not reach certain transactions
that may benefit an insider. The Board explicitly
provided that the rule does not apply to an
arm’s-length extension of credit by a bank to a
third party where the proceeds of the credit are
used to finance the bona fide acquisition of
property, goods, or services from an insider or
an insider’s related interest.

2050.0.3.2 Definitions in Regulation O
(abbreviated listing)

NOTE: Regulation O definitions, prohibitions,
and exceptions and exemptions are particularly
detailed and complex. Therefore, inspection staff
should consult with Reserve Bank or Board
supervisory or legal staff before discussing with
management or presenting in an inspection
report any BHC inspection findings that rely
upon Regulation O.

(a) ‘‘Affiliate’’ means any company of which

a member bank is a subsidiary or any other
subsidiary of that company.

(b) ‘‘Company’’ means any corporation, part-
nership, trust (business or otherwise), associa-
tion, joint venture, pool syndicate, sole propri-
etorship, unincorporated organization, or any
other form of business entity. The term, how-
ever, does not include (1) an insured bank (as
defined in 12 U.S.C. 1813) or (2) a corporation
the majority of the shares of which are owned
by the United States or by any state.

(c)(1) ‘‘Control of a company or bank’’
means that a person directly or indirectly, or
acting through or in concert with one or more
persons (i) owns, controls, or has the power to
vote 25 percent or more of any class of voting
securities of the company or bank; (ii) controls
in any manner the election of a majority of the
directors of the company or bank; or (iii) has the
power to exercise a controlling influence over
the management or policies of the company or
bank. (Note: If a company does not have voting
securities (i.e., a partnership), review the degree
of interest in the company to determine control.)

(2) A person is presumed to have control,
including the power to exercise a controlling
influence over the management or policies, of a
company or bank if (i) the person is an execu-
tive officer or director of the company or bank
and directly or indirectly owns, controls, or has
the power to vote more than 10 percent of any
class of voting securities of the company or
bank; or (ii) the person directly or indirectly
owns, controls, or has the power to vote more
than 10 percent of any class of voting securi-
ties of the company or bank, and no other
person owns, controls, or has the power to vote
a greater percentage of that class of voting
securities.

(3) An individual is not considered to have
control, including the power to exercise a con-
trolling influence over the management or poli-
cies, of a company or bank solely by virtue of
the individual’s position as an officer or director
of the company or bank.

(d) ‘‘Director’’ of a member bank or com-
pany means any director of a member bank
or company, whether or not receiving
compensation.3aAn advisory director is not con-

3a. Extensions of credit to a director of an affiliate of a
bank are not subject to the general prohibitions (section
215.4), the prohibitions on knowingly receiving unauthorized
extensions of credit (section 215.6), and the alternative record-
keeping procedures (section 215.8) if—

(1) the director of the affiliate is excluded, by resolution of
the board of directors or by the bylaws of the bank, from
participation in major policymaking functions of the bank,
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sidered a director if the advisory director (1) is
not elected by the shareholders of the bank or
company, (2) is not authorized to vote on mat-
ters before the board of directors, and (3) pro-
vides solely general policy advice to the board
of directors.

(e)(1) ‘‘Executive officer’’ of a company or
bank means a person who participates or has
authority to participate (other than in the capac-
ity of a director) in major policymaking func-
tions of the company or bank, whether or not
the officer has an official title; the title desig-
nates the officer an assistant; or the officer is
serving without salary or other compensation.4

The chairman of the board, the president, every
vice president, the cashier, the secretary, and the
treasurer of a company or bank are considered
executive officers, unless the officer is excluded,
by resolution of the board of directors or by the
bylaws of the bank or company, from participa-
tion (other than in the capacity of a director) in
major policymaking functions of the bank or
company, and the officer does not actually par-
ticipate therein.

(2) Extensions of credit to an executive
officer of an affiliate of a member bank (other
than a company that controls the bank) are not
subject to sections 215.4, 215.6, and 215.8 of
Regulation O if—

(i) the executive officer of the affiliate is
excluded, by resolution of the board of directors
or by the bylaws of the bank, from participation
in major policymaking functions of the bank,

and the executive officer does not actually par-
ticipate in those functions;

(ii) the affiliate does not control the
bank; and

(iii) as determined annually, the assets
of the affiliate do not constitute more than
10 percent of the consolidated assets of the
company that controls the bank and is not con-
trolled by any other company, and the execu-
tive officer of the affiliate is not otherwise
subject to sections 215.4, 215.6, and 215.8 of
Regulation O.

If the executive officer of the affiliate is
excluded, by resolution of the board of directors
or by the bylaws of the bank, from participation
in major policymaking functions of the bank, a
resolution of the board of directors or a corpo-
rate bylaw may (i) include the executive officer
(by name or by title) in a list of persons
excluded from participation in such functions;
or (ii) not include the executive officer in a list
of persons authorized (by name or by title) to
participate in such functions.

(f) ‘‘Immediate family’’ means the spouse of
an individual, the individual’s minor children,
and any of the individual’s children (including
adults) residing in the individual’s home.

(g) ‘‘Insider’’ means an executive officer,
director, principal shareholder, and any related
interest of such person.

(h) The ‘‘lending limit’’ for a member bank
is an amount equal to the limit on loans to a
single borrower established by section 5200 of
the Revised Statutes,5 12 U.S.C. 84. This
amount is 15 percent of the bank’s unimpaired
capital and unimpaired surplus in the case of
loans that are not fully secured, and an addi-
tional 10 percent of the bank’s unimpaired capi-
tal and unimpaired surplus in the case of loans
that are fully secured by readily marketable
collateral having a market value, as determined
by reliable and continuously available price
quotations, at least equal to the amount of the
loan. The lending limit also includes any higher
amounts that are permitted by section 5200 of
the Revised Statutes for the types of obligations
listed therein as exceptions to the limit.

A member bank’sunimpaired capitaland
unimpaired surplusequals the (1) member
bank’s tier 1 and tier 2 capital included in the

and the director does not actually participate in those
functions;

(2) the affiliate does not control the bank; and
(3) as determined annually, the assets of the affiliate do not

constitute more than 10 percent of the consolidated assets of
the company that controls the bank and is not controlled by
any other company, and the director of the affiliate is not
otherwise subject to sections 215.4, 215.6, and 215.8 of
Regulation O.

If the director of the affiliate is excluded, by resolution of
the board of directors or by the bylaws of the bank, from
participation in major policymaking functions of the bank, a
resolution of the board of directors or a corporate bylaw may
(1) include the director (by name or by title) in a list of
persons excluded from participation in such functions or
(2) not include the director in a list of persons authorized (by
name or by title) to participate in such functions.

4. The term ‘‘executive officer’’ is not intended to include
persons who may have official titles and may exercise a
certain measure of discretion in the performance of their
duties, including discretion in the making of loans, but who
do not participate in determining major policies of the bank or
company and whose decisions are limited by policy standards
fixed by the senior management of the bank or company. For
example, the term does not include a manager or assistant
manager of a branch of a bank unless that individual partici-
pates, or is authorized to participate, in major policymaking
functions of the bank or company.

5. Where state law establishes a lending limit for a state
member bank that is lower than the amount permitted in
section 5200 of the Revised Statutes, the lending limit estab-
lished by the applicable state laws shall be the lending limit
for the state member bank.
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bank’s risk-based capital, under the capital
guidelines of the appropriate federal banking
agency, and (2) balance of the member bank’s
allowance for loan and lease losses that was not
included in the bank’s tier 2 capital. This com-
putation is based on the bank’s risk-based capi-
tal under the capital guidelines of the appropri-
ate federal banking agency, based on the bank’s
most recent consolidated report of condition
filed under 12 U.S.C. 1817(a)(3).

(i) ‘‘Member bank’’ means any banking insti-
tution that is a member of the Federal Reserve
System, including any subsidiary of a member
bank. The term does not include any foreign
bank that maintains a branch in the United
States, whether or not the branch is insured
(within the meaning of 12 U.S.C. 1813(s)) and
regardless of the operation of 12 U.S.C. 1813(h)
and 12 U.S.C. 1828(j)(3)(B).

(j) ‘‘Person’’ means an individual or a
company.

(k) ‘‘Principal shareholder’’6 means an indi-
vidual or a company (other than an insured
bank) that directly or indirectly, or acting
through or in concert with one or more persons,
owns, controls, or has the power to vote more
than 10 percent of any class of voting securities
of a member bank or company. Shares owned or
controlled by a member of an individual’s
immediate family are considered to be held by
the individual. A principal shareholder of a
member bank includes (1) a principal share-
holder of a company of which the member bank
is a subsidiary and (2) a principal shareholder of
any other subsidiary of that company, exclusive
of nonbank subsidiaries of member banks.

(l) ‘‘Related interest’’ means (1) a company
that is controlled by a person or (2) a political or
campaign committee that is controlled by a per-
son or the funds or services of which will bene-
fit a person.

(m) ‘‘Subsidiary’’ has the meaning given in
section 2(d) of the BHC Act, but does not
include a subsidiary of a member bank.

2050.0.3.2.1 Extension of Credit

For the purposes of Regulation O, an ‘‘exten-
sion of credit’’ is a making or renewal of any
loan, a granting of a line of credit, or an extend-
ing of credit in any manner whatsoever, and
includes—

(1) a purchase under repurchase agree-
ment of securities, other assets, or obligations;

(2) an advance by means of an overdraft,
cash item, or otherwise;

(3) issuance of a standby letter of credit
(or other similar arrangement regardless of name
or description) or an ineligible acceptance;

(4) an acquisition by discount, purchase,
exchange, or otherwise of any note, draft, bill of
exchange, or other evidence of indebtedness
upon which an insider may be liable as maker,
drawer, endorser, guarantor, or surety;

(5) an increase of an existing indebted-
ness, but not if the additional funds are
advanced by the bank for its own protection for
(i) accrued interest or (ii) taxes, insurance, or
other expenses incidental to the existing
indebtedness;

(6) an advance of unearned salary or other
unearned compensation for a period in excess of
30 days; and

(7) any other similar transaction as a result
of which a person becomes obligated to pay
money (or its equivalent) to a bank, whether
the obligation arises directly or indirectly, or
because of an endorsement on an obligation or
otherwise, or by any means whatsoever.

An extension of creditdoes notinclude—
(1) an advance against accrued salary or

other accrued compensation, or an advance for
the payment of authorized travel or other
expenses incurred or to be incurred on behalf
of the bank;

(2) a receipt by a bank of a check depos-
ited in or delivered to the bank in the usual
course of business unless it results in the carry-
ing of a cash item for or the granting of an
overdraft (other than an inadvertent overdraft in
a limited amount that is promptly repaid under
terms that are not more favorable than those
offered to the general public).

(3) an acquisition of a note, draft, bill of
exchange, or other evidence of indebtedness
through (i) a merger or consolidation of banks
or a similar transaction by which a bank
acquires assets and assumes liabilities of another
bank or similar organization, or (ii) foreclosure
on collateral or similar proceeding for the pro-
tection of the bank, provided that such indebted-
ness is not held for a period of more than three
years from the date of the acquisition, subject to

6. On October 28, 1992, in section 955 of the Housing and
Community Development Act of 1992, Congress amended
section 22(h) of the Federal Reserve Act to exclude from the
definition of ‘‘principal shareholder’’ a company of which a
member bank is a subsidiary. Regulation O was amended,
effective December 17, 1992, to implement this change. As a
result of the amendment, extensions of credit by a bank to its
holding company and to any related interests of its subsidiary
are governed solely by sections 23A and 23B of the Federal
Reserve Act.
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extension by the appropriate federal banking
agency for good cause;

(4)(i) an endorsement or guarantee for the
protection of a bank of any loan or other asset
previously acquired by the bank in good faith or
(ii) any indebtedness to a bank for the purpose
of protecting the bank against loss or of giving
financial assistance to it;

(5) indebtedness of $15,000 or less arising
by reason of any general arrangement by which
a bank (i) acquires charge or time credit
accounts or (ii) makes payments to or on behalf
of participants in a bank credit card plan, check
credit plan, or similar open-end credit plan,
provided—

(A) the indebtedness does not involve
prior individual clearance or approval by the
bank other than for the purposes of determining
authority to participate in the arrangement and
compliance with any dollar limit under the
arrangement, and

(B) the indebtedness is incurred under
terms that are not more favorable than those
offered to the general public;

(6) indebtedness of $5,000 or less arising
by reason of an interest-bearing overdraft credit
plan (see Regulation O, section 215.4(e)); or

(7) a discount of promissory notes, bills of
exchange, conditional sales contracts, or similar
paper, without recourse.

Non-interest-bearing deposits to the credit of
a bank are not considered loans, advances, or
extensions of credit to the bank of deposit. Also,
the giving of immediate credit to a bank upon
collected items received in the ordinary course
of business is not considered to be a loan,
advance, or extension of credit to the depositing
bank.

An extension of credit by a member bank (for
the purposes of section 215.4 of Regulation O)
is considered to have been made at the time the
bank enters into a binding commitment to make
the extension of credit. A participation without
recourse is considered to be an extension of
credit by the participating bank, not by the origi-
nating bank.

Tangible-economic-benefit rule. In general, an
extension of credit is considered made to an
insider to the extent that the proceeds are trans-
ferred to the insider or are used for the tangible
economic benefit of the insider. An extension of
credit is not considered made to an insider if—

(1) the credit is extended on terms that
would satisfy the standard set forth in section
215.4(a) of Regulation O for extensions of credit
to insiders and

(2) the proceeds of the extension of credit
are used in a bona fide transaction to acquire
property, goods, or services from the insider.

2050.0.3.2.2 Insider Use of a
Bank-Owned Credit Card

Board staff issued a May 22, 2006, legal opinion
in response to an FDIC request for clarification
on the application of the Board’s Regulation O
(12 CFR 215) to credit cards that are issued to
bank insiders for the bank’s business purposes.7
The FDIC asked whether, and under what cir-
cumstances, an insider’s use of a bank-owned
credit card would be deemed an extension of
credit by the bank to the insider for purposes of
Regulation O.

The FDIC indicated that insiders of a bank
often use a bank-owned credit card to purchase
goods and services for the bank’s business pur-
poses. A bank-owned credit card is a credit card
that is issued by a third-party financial institu-
tion to a bank to enable the bank (through its
employees) to finance the purchase of goods
and services for the bank’s business. Board staff
commented that it was understood that (1) a
bank that provides a bank-owned credit card to
its employees typically forbids or discourages
use of the card by employees for their personal
purposes and that an employee who uses the
card for personal purposes is obligated to
promptly reimburse the bank and (2) a bank is
liable to the card-issuing institution for all
extensions of credit made under the card
(whether for the bank’s business purposes or for
an employee’s personal purposes)8.

Although section 215.3(a) of Regulation O
broadly defines an extension of credit to include
‘‘a making or renewal of a loan, a granting of a
line of credit, or an extending of credit in any
manner whatsoever,’’ the rule also provides sev-
eral important exceptions to the definition that
are relevant to the FDIC’s inquiry. Section
215.3(b)(1) of Regulation O excludes from the

7. The provisions of Regulation O apply to a bank holding
company of which a member bank is a subsidiary, and any
other subsidiary of that bank holding company. (See
2050.0.3.)

8. In the responding letter, Board legal staff notes that it
was understood that some banks directly issue credit cards to
their employees to enable the employees to finance the pur-
chase of goods and services for the bank’s business (bank-
issued credit cards). Also, the letter states that the principles
set forth with regard to bank-owned credit cards also would
apply to bank-issued credit cards.
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definition of extension of credit any advance by
a bank to an insider for the payment of autho-
rized or other expenses incurred or to be
incurred on behalf of the bank. Also, section
215.3(b)(5) of Regulation O excludes from the
definition of extension of credit indebtedness of
up to $15,000 incurred by an insider with a bank
under an ordinary credit card.

Considering the provisions of Regulation O
and the purposes of the insider lending restric-
tions in the Federal Reserve Act, Board legal
staff opined that a bank does not make an exten-
sion of credit to an insider for purposes of
Regulation O at the time of issuance of a bank-
owned credit card to the insider (regardless of
whether the line of credit associated with the
card is greater than $15,000). The opinion states
also that a bank does not extend credit to an
insider for the purposes of Regulation O when
the insider uses the card to purchase goods or
services for the bank’s business purposes. How-
ever, when an insider uses the card to purchase
goods or services for the insider’s personal pur-
poses, the bank may be making an extension of
credit to the insider. The opinion states that an
extension of credit would occur for the purposes
of Regulation O if—and to the extent that—the
amount of outstanding personal charges made to
the card, when aggregated with all other indebt-
edness of the insider that qualifies for the credit
card exception in section 215.3(b)(5) of Regula-
tion O, exceeds $15,000.

The FDIC also asked whether incidental per-
sonal expenses charged by an insider to a bank-
owned credit card are per se violations of the
market-terms requirement in section 215.4(a) of
Regulation O because non-insiders do not have
access to this form of credit from the bank. In
response, Board staff stated that section 215.4(a)
requires extensions of credit by a bank to its
insiders to (1) be on substantially the same
terms (including interest rates and collateral) as,
and subject to credit underwriting standards that
are not less stringent than, those prevailing at
the time for comparable transactions with non-
insiders and (2) not involve more than the nor-
mal risk of repayment or other features unfavor-
able to the bank.

The opinion states that a bank may be able to
satisfy the market-terms requirement, however,
if the bank approves an insider for use of a
bank-owned credit card only (1) if the insider
meets the bank’s normal credit underwriting
standards and (2) the card does not have prefer-
ential terms (or the card does not have preferen-

tial terms in connection with uses of the card for
personal purposes). Nonetheless, use of a bank-
owned credit card by an insider for personal
purposes may violate the market- terms require-
ment of Regulation O if the card carries a lower
interest rate or permits a longer repayment
period than comparable consumer credit offered
by the bank.

The Board staff’s legal opinion applies only
to the specific issues and circumstances
described in the letter and does not address any
other issues or circumstances.

2050.0.3.3 General Prohibitions and
Limitations of Regulation O

(a) Terms and creditworthiness. No member
bank may extend credit to any insider of the
bank or insider of its affiliates unless the exten-
sion of credit (1) is made on substantially the
same terms (including interest rates and collat-
eral) as, and following credit-underwriting pro-
cedures that are not less stringent than, those
prevailing at the time for comparable transac-
tions by the bank with other persons that are not
covered by Regulation O and who are not
employed by the bank and (2) does not involve
more than the normal risk of repayment or
present other unfavorable features.

Nothing stated above (as to ‘‘terms and cred-
itworthiness’’) should prohibit any extension of
credit made in accordance with a benefit or
compensation program that—

1. is widely available to employees of the
member bank, and in the case of extensions of
credit to an insider of its affiliates, is widely
available to employees of the affiliates at which
that person is an insider and

2. does not give preference to any insider
of the member bank over other employees of the
member bank and, in the case of extensions of
credit to an insider of its affiliates, does not give
preference to any insider of its affiliates over
other employees of the affiliates of which that
person is an insider.

(b) Prior approval. A member bank may not
extend credit (including granting a line of credit)
to any insider of the bank or insider of its
affiliates in an amount that, when aggregated
with the amount of all other extensions of credit
to that person and to all related interests of that
person, exceeds the higher of $25,000 or 5 per-
cent of the member bank’s unimpaired capital
and unimpaired surplus, but in no event can it
exceed $500,000. This provision applies unless
(1) the extension of credit or line of credit has
been approved in advance by a majority of the
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entire board of directors of that bank and (2) the
interested party has abstained from participating
directly or indirectly in the voting.

The board of directors’ approval is not
required for an extension of credit that is made
pursuant to a line of credit that was approved by
the board of directors within 14 months of the
date of the extension of credit. Participation in
the discussion, or any attempt to influence the
voting, by the board of directors regarding an
extension of credit constitutes indirect participa-
tion in the voting by the board of directors on an
extension of credit.

(c) Individual lending limit. A member bank
may not extend credit to any insider of the bank
or insider of its affiliates in an amount that,
when aggregated with the amount of all other
extensions of credit by the member bank to that
person and to all related interests of that person,
exceeds the lending limit described above in
section 2050.0.3.2 (paragraph h). This prohibi-
tion does not apply to an extension of credit by a
member bank to a company of which the mem-
ber bank is a subsidiary or to any other subsidi-
ary of that company.

(d) Aggregate lending limit.
(1) General limit. A member bank may

not extend credit to any insider of the bank or
insider of its affiliates unless the extension of
credit is in an amount that, when aggregated
with all outstanding extensions of credit to all
such insiders, would exceed the bank’s unim-
paired capital and unimpaired surplus as defined
in section 215.2(i) of Regulation O (see section
2050.0.3.2, paragraph h).

(2) A member bank with deposits of less
than $100,000,000 may, by an annual resolution
of its board of directors, increase the general
limit (specified above) to a level that does not
exceed two times the bank’s unimpaired capital
and unimpaired surplus if the board of directors
determines that such higher limit is consistent
with prudent, safe, and sound banking practices
in light of the bank’s experience in lending to its
insiders and is necessary to attract or retain
directors or to prevent the restriction of the
availability of credit in small communities.

The board of directors’ resolution must
set forth the facts and reasoning on which it
bases its finding, including the amount of the
bank’s lending to its insiders as a percentage of
the bank’s unimpaired capital and unimpaired
surplus as of the date of the resolution. In addi-
tion, the bank must meet or exceed, on a fully
phased-in basis, all applicable capital require-
ments established by the appropriate federal
banking agency. The bank would also have had
to receive a satisfactory composite rating in its

most recent bank examination report.
If a member bank has adopted a resolu-

tion authorizing a higher limit and subsequently
fails to meet the above-listed requirements, the
member bank cannot extend any additional
credit (including a renewal of any existing
extension of credit) to any insider of the bank or
its affiliates unless the extension or renewal is
consistent with the general limit.

(3) Exceptions to the general limit. Effec-
tive May 3, 1993, the general limit, described in
manual section 2050.0.3.3 (paragraph d) and
specified in section 215.4(d)(1) of the Board’s
Regulation O does not apply to—

(i) extensions of credit secured by a per-
fected security interest in bonds, notes, certifi-
cates of indebtedness, or Treasury bills of the
United States or in other such obligations fully
guaranteed as to principal and interest by the
United States;

(ii) extensions of credit to or secured by
unconditional takeout commitments or guaran-
tees of any department, agency, bureau, board,
commission, or establishment of the United
States or any corporation wholly owned directly
or indirectly by the United States;

(iii) extensions of credit secured by a
perfected security interest in a segregated
deposit account in the lending bank; or

(iv) extensions of credit arising from the
discount of negotiable installment consumer
paper that is acquired from an insider and
carries a full or partial recourse endorsement or
guarantee by the insider,9 provided that—

(A) the financial condition of each
maker of such consumer paper is reasonably
documented in the bank’s files or known to its
officers;

(B) an officer of the bank designated
for that purpose by the board of directors of the
bank certifies in writing that the bank is relying
primarily upon the responsibility of each maker
for the payment of the obligation and not upon
any endorsement or guarantee by the insider;
and

(C) the maker of the instrument is not
an insider.

(e) Overdrafts. A member bank may not pay
an overdraft of an executive officer or director
of the bank10 on an account at the bank, unless

9. The exceptions to the aggregate lending limit pertaining
to extensions of credit secured in the manner described above
(i through iii) apply only to the amounts of such extensions of
credit that are secured in such manner.

10. This prohibition does not apply to the payment by a
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the payment of funds is made in accordance
with (1) a written, preauthorized, interest-
bearing extension of credit plan that specifies a
method of repayment or (2) a written, preautho-
rized transfer of funds from another account of
the account holder at the bank.

The prohibition above does not apply to
payment of inadvertent overdrafts on an account
in an aggregate amount of $1,000 or less, pro-
vided (1) the account is not overdrawn for more
than five business days and (2) the member
bank charges the executive officer or director
the same fee charged any other customer of the
bank in similar circumstances.11

2050.0.3.4 Additional Restrictions
on Loans to Executive Officers
of Member Banks

The following restrictions on extensions of
credit by a member bank to any of its executive
officers are in addition to any restrictions on
extensions of credit by a member bank to insid-
ers of itself or its affiliates. The restrictions
listed below apply only to the executive officers
of the member bank and not to the executive
officers of its affiliates.

A member bank may not extend credit to any
of its executive officers, and no executive officer
of a member bank can borrow from or otherwise
become indebted to the bank, except in the
amounts, for the purposes, and upon the condi-
tions specified in items 3 and 4 below.

A member bank is authorized to extend credit
to any executive officer of the bank—

(1) in any amount to finance the education of
the executive officer’s children;

(2) in any amount to finance or refinance
the purchase, construction, maintenance, or
improvement of a residence of the executive
officer, provided—

(i) the extension of credit is secured by a
first lien on the residence and the residence is

owned (or expected to be owned after the exten-
sion of credit) by the executive officer; and

(ii) in the case of refinancing, that only the
amount used to repay the original extension of
credit, together with the closing costs of the
refinancing, and any additional amount thereof
used for any of the purposes enumerated in
item 2 above, are included within this category
of credit;

(3) in any amount, if the extension of credit
is secured in a manner described in the first
three exceptions to the general limit of the
aggregate lending limit (see section 2050.0.3.3,
paragraph d, subparagraphs i to iii); and

(4) for any other purpose (not specified in
items 1 through 3 above), if the aggregate
amount of loans to that executive officer does
not exceed, at any one time, the higher of
2.5 percent of the bank’s unimpaired capital and
unimpaired surplus or $25,000, but in no event
more than $100,000.

Any extension of credit by a member bank to
any of its executive officers must be—

(1) promptly reported to the member bank’s
board of directors,

(2) in compliance with the general prohibi-
tions of section 215.4 of Regulation O (manual
section 2050.0.3.3),

(3) preceded by the submission of a current
detailed financial statement of the executive
officer, and

(4) made subject to the condition in writing
that the extension of credit will, at the option of
the member bank, become due and payable at
any time that the officer is indebted to any other
bank or banks in an aggregate amount greater
than the amount specified for a category of
credit that may be made available by a member
bank to any of its executive officers.

No member bank may extend credit in an
aggregate amount greater than the amount per-
mitted for general-purpose loans to an executive
officer (section 215.5(c)(4) of Regulation O) to
a partnership in which one or more of the bank’s
executive officers are partners and, either indi-
vidually or together, hold a majority interest.
The total amount of credit extended by a mem-
ber bank to such partnership is considered to be
extended to each executive officer of the mem-
ber bank who is a member of the partnership.

Prohibition on knowingly receiving unautho-
rized extensions of credit. Insiders are prohib-
ited from knowingly receiving (or permitting
their related interests to receive) any extensions
of credit not authorized by section 22(h) of the
Federal Reserve Act and by Regulation O.

member bank of an overdraft of a principal shareholder of the
member bank, unless the principal shareholder is also an
executive officer or director. This prohibition also does not
apply to the payment by a member bank of an overdraft of a
related interest of an executive officer, director, or principal
shareholder of the member bank.

11. The requirement that the member bank charge the
executive officer or director the same fee charged any other
customer of the bank in similar circumstances does not pro-
hibit the member bank from charging a fee provided for in a
benefit or compensation program that satisfies the require-
ments detailed in section 2050.0.3.3, item (a).
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2050.0.3.5 Grandfathering Provisions

(a) Under FDICIA. FDICIA provided that
the amendments to Regulation O would not
affect extensions of credit entered into on or
before the effective date of the regulation.
Therefore, extensions of credit, including lines
of credit, made on or before May 18, 1992,
are not required to comply with either the
individual-borrower limit made applicable to
directors and their related interests, or with the
aggregate limit on all loans to insiders. All
extensions of credit, loan renewals, and loan
rollovers made after May 18, 1992, must com-
ply with all of the provisions of Regulation O.
In other words, banks cannot make new loans or
renew outstanding extensions of credit in
amounts that, when aggregated with all other
outstanding loans to insiders, would exceed
either of the new limits.

(b) Extensions of credit outstanding on
March 10, 1979. Any extension of credit that
was outstanding on March 10, 1979, and that
would have, if made on or after March 10, 1979,
violated the individual lending limit, had to be
reduced in amount by March 10, 1980, to be in
compliance with the aggregate lending limit of
Regulation O. Any renewal or extension of such
a credit extension on or after March 10, 1979,
must have been made only on terms that would
have brought it into compliance with the aggre-
gate lending limit by March 10, 1980. However,
any extension of credit made before March 10,
1979, that bears a specific maturity date of
March 10, 1980, or later, had to be repaid in
accordance with the repayment schedule in
existence on or before March 10, 1979.

2050.0.3.6 Reports by Executive Officers

Each executive officer of a member bank who
becomes indebted to any other bank or banks in
an aggregate amount greater than the amount
specified for a category of credit in section
215.5(c) of Regulation O (manual section
2050.0.3.4) must make a written report to the
board of directors of the officer’s bank within
10 days of the date the indebtedness reaches
such a level. The report must state the lender’s
name, the date and amount of each extension of
credit, any security for it, and the purposes for
which the proceeds have been or are to be used.

Report on credit secured by BHC stock. In
addition to the report required above, each
executive officer or director of a member bank
the shares of which are not publicly traded must
report annually to the bank’s board of directors

the outstanding amount of any credit that was
extended to the executive officer or director that
is secured by shares of the member bank. (See
also Regulation Y section 225.4(f) for the iden-
tical restriction on executive officers and direc-
tors of a bank holding company with loans
secured by shares of the bank holding company.)

2050.0.3.7 Report on Credit
to Executive Officers

Each member bank must include with (but not
as part of) each report of condition (and copy
thereof) filed pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1817(a)(3) a
report of all extensions of credit made by the
member bank to its executive officers since the
date of the bank’s previous report of condition.

2050.0.3.8 Disclosure of Credit from
Member Banks to Executive Officers and
Principal Shareholders

(a) Definitions. For the purposes of this sec-
tion, the following definitions apply:

(1) ‘‘Principal shareholder of a member
bank’’ means a person (individual or a com-
pany), other than an insured bank, or branch or
representative office of a foreign bank as defined
in 12 U.S.C. 3101(7)12 that, directly or indi-
rectly, or acting through or in concert with one
or more persons, owns, controls, or has power to
vote more than 10 percent of any class of voting
securities of the member bank or company. The
term includes an individual or company that
controls a principal shareholder (for example, a
person that controls a bank holding company).
Shares of a bank (including a foreign bank),
bank holding company, or other company
owned or controlled by a member of an indi-
vidual’s immediate family are considered to be
held or controlled by the individual for the
purposes of determining principal shareholder
status.13

12. A foreign bank means any company organized under
the laws of a foreign country, a territory of the United States,
Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, or the Virgin Islands
that engages in the business of banking, or any subsidiary or
affiliate, organized under such laws, of any such company.
This includes foreign commercial banks, foreign merchant
banks, and other foreign institutions that engage in banking
activities usual in connection with the business of banking in
the countries where such foreign institutions are organized or
operating.

13. See footnote 3.
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(2) ‘‘Related interest’’ means (i) any com-
pany controlled by a person; or (ii) any political
or campaign committee the funds or services of
which will benefit a person or that is controlled
by a person. A related interest does not include
a bank or a foreign bank (as defined in 12 U.S.C.
3101(7)).

(b) Public disclosure. Upon receipt of a writ-
ten request from the public, a member bank
shall make available the names of each of its
executive officers (with the exception of any
executive officer of a bank holding company of
which the member bank is a subsidiary or of any
other subsidiary of that bank holding company
unless the executive officer is also an executive
officer of the member bank) and each of its
principal shareholders to whom, or to whose
related interests, the member bank had outstand-
ing at the end of the latest previous quarter of
the year, an extension of credit that, when aggre-
gated with all other outstanding extensions of
credit at that time from the member bank to
such person and to all related interests of such
person, equaled or exceeded 5 percent of the
member bank’s capital and unimpaired surplus
or $500,000, whichever amount is less. No dis-
closure under this paragraph is required if the
aggregate amount of all extensions of credit
outstanding at that time from the member bank
to the executive officer or principal shareholder
of the member bank and to all related interests
of such a person does not exceed $25,000.

A member bank is not required to disclose
the specific amounts of individual extensions of
credit.

(c) Maintaining records. Each member bank
is required to maintain records of all requests
for the information described above and the
disposition of the requests. These records may
be disposed of two years after the date of the
request.

2050.0.3.9 Civil Penalties of
Regulation O

Any member bank, or any officer, director,
employee, agent, or other person participating in
the conduct of the affairs of the bank, that
violates any provision of Regulation O is sub-
ject to a civil penalty, as specified in section 29
of the Federal Reserve Act.

2050.0.3.10 Records of Member Banks
(and BHCs)

To help inspection and examination personnel
identify BHC officials, Regulation O requires
each member bank to maintain records neces-
sary to monitor compliance with this regulation.
BHCs and nonbank subsidiaries should be
given access to the records identifying ‘‘bank
officials.’’ Each state member bank is required
to (1) identify, through an annual survey, all
insiders of the bank itself; and (2) maintain
records of all extensions of credit to insiders of
the bank itself, including the amount and terms
of each such extension of credit.

2050.0.3.10.1 Recordkeeping for Insiders
of the Member Bank’s Affiliates

A member bank is required to maintain records
of extensions of credit to insiders of the member
bank’s affiliates by—

(1) a ‘‘survey’’ method, which identifies,
through an annual survey, each of the insiders of
the member bank’s affiliates. Under the survey
method, the member bank must maintain
records of the amount and terms of each exten-
sion of credit by the member bank to such
insiders or

(2) a ‘‘borrower inquiry’’ method, which
requires, as part of each extension of credit, the
borrower to indicate whether the borrower is an
insider of an affiliate of the member bank.
Under this method, the member bank must
maintain records that identify the amount and
terms of each extension of credit by the member
bank to borrowers so identifying themselves.

Alternative recordkeeping method for insid-
ers of affiliates. A member bank may use a
recordkeeping method other than those identi-
fied above if the appropriate federal banking
agency determines that the bank’s method is at
least as effective.

2050.0.3.10.2 Special Rule for
Noncommercial Lenders

A member bank that is prohibited by law or by
an express resolution of the bank’s board of
directors from making an extension of credit to
any company, or other entity that is covered by
Regulation O as a company, is not required to
maintain any records of the related interests of
the insiders of the bank or its affiliates. The
bank is also not required to inquire of borrowers
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whether they are related interests of the insiders
of the bank or its affiliates.

2050.0.3.11 Section 23A Ramifications

Loans to a holding company parent and its
affiliates are governed by section 23A of the
Federal Reserve Act and are not subject to
Regulation O.

2050.0.4 REMEDIAL ACTION

Self-serving and abusive transactions deprive a
BHC of opportunities and benefits that may
otherwise have been available and may strip a
BHC of its ability to serve as a source of finan-
cial and managerial strength to its subsidiary
banks. Even if not extended on preferential
terms, self-serving loans and other extensions of
credit to insiders may be an imprudent business
practice and may reduce the lender’s liquidity or
otherwise overextend the BHC. In such situa-
tions, formal or informal remedial measures by
the Federal Reserve may be necessary. Formal
enforcement action is provided for in the 1974
amendments to the Financial Institutions Super-
visory Act of 1966 (12 U.S.C. 1818), which
grant the Board authority to issue cease-and-
desist orders in appropriate situations. For com-
plete details on formal corrective actions, see
section 2110.0.

2050.0.5 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine if any transactions between
BHC officials, their related interests, and the
BHC or its nonbank subsidiaries are based
on preferential treatment.

2. To determine if any transactions between
BHC officials, their related interests, and the
BHC or its nonbank subsidiaries result in
any undue loss exposure to the BHC or its
subsidiaries.

3. To determine if any BHC or nonbank
extension of credit to a BHC official or
related interest is in the spirit of Regulation
O’s requirements or whether it is an attempt
to circumvent Regulation O’s prohibition on
various bank extensions of credit to similar
parties.

4. To determine that BHC officials are aware of
Regulation O’s limitations and prohibitions
and have established internal policies and
procedures for the bank subsidiaries to
ensure compliance by the banks.

5. To determine that the BHC has arranged to
make available, upon request, a listing or
some other form of information sufficient to
identify all ‘‘BHC officials’’ and to make
certain that such information is available to
the bank subsidiaries in particular.

2050.0.6 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Review the balance sheets and other records
of the parent-only and nonbank subsidiaries
to determine if there are any loans or other
extensions of credit to BHC officials.

2. Review the income statements and support-
ing records of the parent-only and nonbank
subsidiaries to determine if any interest
income, other income, or expense is associ-
ated with a transaction with a BHC official or
a related interest.

3. Ask management to identify all such
transactions and to provide supporting
documentation.

4. Review management’s familiarity with
Regulation O’s limitations and the steps they
have taken to establish policies for the inter-
nal administration of their subsidiary banks’
extensions of credit to BHC officials.

5. Review any information prepared by man-
agement that presents a listing of all BHC
officials and their related interests.

6. Review any corporate resolutions declaring
an individual not to be an ‘‘executive offi-
cer’’ for purposes of Regulation O and, if
necessary, confirm the individual’s nonpar-
ticipation in the formulation of corporate pol-
icy.

7. As the provision of Regulation O apply to
the BHC and its subsidiaries, determine if
the BHC provides employees or other insid-
ers with extensions of credit, including BHC-
owned or BHC-issued credit cards. Find out
if any of the credit cards are used to conduct
the BHC’s business.
a. Verify that the BHC has a written policy

that forbids or discourages an employee
or other insider from using a BHC-owned
or BHC-issued credit card for the insid-
er’s personal purposes and that the policy
obligates the insider to promptly make
reimbursement to the BHC.

b. Determine the BHC’s compliance with
Regulation O regarding its extensions of
credit (including BHC-owned or BHC-
issued credit card loans) to insiders.
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Verify that the BHC monitors the amount
of personal charges outstanding on its
BHC-owned or BHC-issued credit cards
that are held by insiders so that the out-
standing charges, when aggregated with
all of an insider’s other indebtedness
owed to the BHC, do not exceed $15,000.

c. Verify the BHC’s compliance with the
market-terms requirement of Regulation
O. Determine if—

• the BHC requires employees and other
insiders who have extensions of credit,

or use BHC-owned or BHC-issued
credit cards for personal purposes, to
meet the BHC’s normal credit under-
writing standards and

• the BHC has verified that the insiders’
extensions of credit (or BHC-owned
or BHC-issued credit cards) do not
have more preferential terms (for
example, a lower interest rate or a
longer repayment period) than the con-
sumer credit cards offered by the BHC.

2050.0.7 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws 1 Regulations 2 Interpretations 3 Orders

Loans and extensions
of credit to executive
officers, directors, and
principal shareholders

375a and
375b
(sections 22(g)
and 22(h) of
F.R. Act)

215.4
215.5
(Reg. O)

Granting of below-
market interest rate
mortgage loans to
executives of BHC
subsidiaries as
compensation

4–514
3–1094

Loans from
correspondents

215.22
215.23

Loans to
correspondents

1972 215.20

Board staff interpretation
on the use of bank-
owned or bank-issued
credit cards by bank
insiders

3–1081.5

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Service reference.
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Management Information Systems
(General) Section 2060.0

Management Information Systems refers to the
policies and operating procedures, including
systems of internal control, that the board of
directors of a bank holding company initiates to
monitor and ensure control of its operations and
activities, while maintaining and improving the
financial strength and objectives of the overall
organization. These policies should focus on the
overall organizational structure with respect to
identifying, monitoring, and managing risks.
Subsequent sections of the manual focus on the
essential elements of various management infor-
mation systems. Included are inspection objec-

tives and procedures to be used by Federal
Reserve Bank examiners when conducting
inspections of bank holding companies.

See 2060.05 Internal Audit Function
and Its Outsourcing

2060.1 Audit
2060.2 Budget
2060.3 Records and Statements
2060.4 Reporting
2060.5 Insurance
5052.0 Targeted MIS Inspection
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Policy Statement on the Internal Audit Function and Its
Outsourcing (Management Information Systems) Section 2060.05

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS REVISED
SECTION

Effective July 2006, this section was revised to
incorporate the FDIC’s November 28, 2005,
amendment (effective December 28, 2005) to
part 363 of its regulations (12 C.F.R. 363). The
amendment raised the asset-size threshold from
$500 million to $1 billion for internal control
assessments by management and external audi-
tors. For institutions with between $500 million
and $1 billion in assets, only a majority, rather
than all, of the members of the audit committee,
who must be outside directors, must be indepen-
dent of management.

2060.05.01 AN EFFECTIVE SYSTEM
OF INTERNAL CONTROLS

Effective internal control1 is a foundation for the
safe and sound operation of a financial institu-
tion (institution).2 The board of directors and
senior management of an institution are respon-
sible for ensuring that the system of internal
control operates effectively. Their responsibility
cannot be delegated to others within the institu-
tion or to outside parties. An important element
in assessing the effectiveness of the internal
control system is an internal audit function.
When properly structured and conducted, inter-

nal audit provides directors and senior manage-
ment with vital information about weaknesses in
the system of internal control so that manage-
ment can take prompt, remedial action. The
federal banking agencies’ 3 (agencies) long-
standing inspection policies call for examiners
to review an institution’s internal audit function
and recommend improvements, if needed. In
addition, pursuant to section 39 of the Federal
Deposit Insurance Act (FDI Act) (12 U.S.C.
1831p-1), the agencies have adopted Inter-
agency Guidelines Establishing Standards for
Safety and Soundness that apply to insured
depository institutions.4 Under these guidelines
and policies, each institution should have an
internal audit function that is appropriate to its
size and the nature and scope of its activities.

In addressing various quality and resource
issues, many institutions have been engaging
independent public accounting firms and other
outside professionals (outsourcing vendors) in
recent years to perform work that traditionally
has been done by internal auditors. These
arrangements are often called ‘‘internal audit
outsourcing,’’ ‘‘internal audit assistance,’’ ‘‘audit
co-sourcing,’’ and ‘‘extended audit services’’
(hereafter collectively referred to as outsourc-
ing). Typical outsourcing arrangements are
more fully illustrated in part II below.

Outsourcing may be beneficial to an institu-
tion if it is properly structured, carefully con-
ducted, and prudently managed. However, the
agencies have concerns that the structure, scope,
and management of some internal audit out-
sourcing arrangements do not contribute to the
institution’s safety and soundness. Furthermore,
the agencies want to ensure that these arrange-
ments with outsourcing vendors do not leave
directors and senior management with the erro-
neous impression that they have been relieved
of their responsibility for maintaining an effec-
tive system of internal control and for oversee-
ing the internal audit function.

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the act)

1. In summary, internal control is a process designed to
provide reasonable assurance that the institution will achieve
the following internal control objectives: efficient and effec-
tive operations, including safeguarding of assets; reliable
financial reporting; and compliance with applicable laws and
regulations. Internal control consists of five components that
are a part of the management process: control environment,
risk assessment, control activities, information and communi-
cation, and monitoring activities. The effective functioning of
these components, which is brought about by an institution’s
board of directors, management, and other personnel, is essen-
tial to achieving the internal control objectives. This descrip-
tion of internal control is consistent with the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(COSO) report Internal Control—Integrated Framework. In
addition, under the COSO framework, financial reporting is
defined in terms of published financial statements, which, for
purposes of this policy statement, encompasses both financial
statements prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles and regulatory reports (such as the
Reports of Condition and Income). Institutions are encour-
aged to evaluate their internal control against the COSO
framework.

2. The term ‘‘institution’’ includes depository institutions
insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC),
U.S. financial holding companies and bank holding companies
supervised by the Federal Reserve System, thrift holding
companies supervised by the Office of Thrift Supervision
(OTS), and the U.S. operations of foreign banking
organizations.

3. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System,
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, Office of the Comp-
troller of the Currency, and Office of Thrift Supervision.

4. For national banks, appendix A to part 30; for state
member banks, appendix D-1 to part 208; for insured state
nonmember banks and insured state-licensed branches of for-
eign banks, appendix A to part 364; for savings associations,
appendix A to part 570.
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became law on July 30, 2002.5 The act addresses
weaknesses in corporate governance and the
accounting and auditing professions, and
includes provisions addressing audits, financial
reporting and disclosure, conflicts of interest,
and corporate governance at publicly owned
companies. The act, among other things,
requires public companies to have an audit com-
mittee composed entirely of independent direc-
tors. Public banking organizations that are listed
on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and
Nasdaq must also comply with those exchanges’
listing requirements, which include audit com-
mittee requirements.

The act also established a Public Company
Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) that has
the authority to set and enforce auditing, attesta-
tion, quality-control, and ethics (including inde-
pendence) standards for auditors of public com-
panies, subject to SEC review. (See SR-02-20.)
Accounting firms that conduct audits of public
companies (i.e., registered accounting firms)
must register with the PCAOB and be subject to
its supervision. The PCAOB is also empowered
to inspect the auditing operations of public
accounting firms that audit public companies, as
well as impose disciplinary and remedial sanc-
tions for violations of its rules, securities laws,
and professional auditing and accounting
standards.

[Sections 2060.05.02–2060.05.04 are
reserved.]

2060.05.05 APPLICATION OF THE
SARBANES-OXLEY ACT TO
NONPUBLIC BANKING
ORGANIZATIONS

In May 2003, the Federal Reserve, the Office of
the Comptroller of the Currency, and the Office
of Thrift Supervision announced that they did
not expect to take actions to apply the corporate-
governance and other requirements of the
Sarbanes-Oxley Act generally to nonpublic
banking organizations that are not otherwise
subject to them. 5a (See SR-03-08.) The agen-

cies, however encouraged nonpublic banking
organizations to periodically review their poli-
cies and procedures relating to corporate-
governance and auditing matters. This review
should ensure that such policies and procedures
are consistent with applicable law, regulations,
and supervisory guidance and remain appropri-
ate in light of the organization’s size, opera-
tions, and resources. Furthermore, the agencies
stated that a banking organization’s policies and
procedures for corporate governance, internal
controls, and auditing will be assessed during
the supervisory process, and the agencies may
take appropriate supervisory action if there
are deficiencies or weaknesses in these areas
that are inconsistent with sound corporate-
governance practices or safety-and-soundness
considerations.

2060.05.06 INTERAGENCY POLICY
STATEMENT ON THE INTERNAL
AUDIT FUNCTION AND ITS
OUTSOURCING

The Federal Reserve and other federal banking
agencies 6 adopted on March 17, 2003, an inter-
agency policy statement addressing the internal
audit function and its outsourcing. The policy
statement revises and replaces the former 1997
policy statement and incorporates recent devel-
opments in internal auditing. In addition, the
revised policy incorporates guidance on the
independence of accountants who provide insti-
tutions with both internal and external audit
services in light of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002 and associated SEC rules. (See also sec-
tions 2124.0.2.4, 2060.1, 3230.0.10.2.5, 5010.7,
and 5030.0 [page 7] pertaining to internal and
external audits.)

The act prohibits an accounting firm from
acting as the external auditor of a public com-
pany during the same period that the firm pro-
vides internal audit services to the company.
The policy statement discusses the applicability
of this prohibition to institutions that are public
companies, insured depository institutions with
assets of $500 million or more that are subject
to the annual audit and reporting requirements
of section 36 of the Federal Deposit Insurance
Act, and also nonpublic institutions that are not
subject to section 36.

5. Pub. L. No. 107-204.
5a. As discussed below, some aspects of the auditor-

independence rules established by the Sarbanes-Oxley Act
apply to all federally insured depository institutions with $500
million or more in total assets. See part 363 of the FDIC’s
regulations.

6. The FDIC, OCC, and OTS.
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2060.05.1 INTERNAL AUDIT
FUNCTION (PART I)

2060.05.1.1 Director and Senior
Management Responsibilities for Internal
Audit

The board of directors and senior management
are responsible for having an effective system of
internal control and an effective internal audit
function in place at their institution. They are
also responsible for ensuring that the impor-
tance of internal control is understood and
respected throughout the institution. This over-
all responsibility cannot be delegated to anyone
else. They may, however, delegate the design,
implementation, and monitoring of specific
internal controls to lower-level management and
the testing and assessment of internal controls to
others. Accordingly, directors and senior man-
agement should have reasonable assurance that
the system of internal control prevents or detects
significant inaccurate, incomplete, or unautho-
rized transactions; deficiencies in the safeguard-
ing of assets; unreliable financial reporting
(which includes regulatory reporting); and
deviations from laws, regulations, and the insti-
tution’s policies.7

Some institutions have chosen to rely on
so-called management self-assessments or con-
trol self-assessments, wherein business-line
managers and their staff evaluate the perfor-
mance of internal controls within their purview.
Such reviews help to underscore management’s
responsibility for internal control, but they are
not impartial. Directors and members of senior
management who rely too much on these
reviews may not learn of control weaknesses
until they have become costly problems, particu-
larly if directors are not intimately familiar with
the institution’s operations. Therefore, institu-
tions generally should also have their internal

controls tested and evaluated by units without
business-line responsibilities, such as internal
audit groups.

Directors should be confident that the internal
audit function addresses the risks and meets the
demands posed by the institution’s current and
planned activities. To accomplish this objective,
directors should consider whether their institu-
tion’s internal audit activities are conducted in
accordance with professional standards, such as
the Institute of Internal Auditors’ (IIA) Stan-
dards for the Professional Practice of Internal
Auditing. These standards address indepen-
dence, professional proficiency, scope of work,
performance of audit work, management of
internal audit, and quality-assurance reviews.
Furthermore, directors and senior management
should ensure that the following matters are
reflected in their institution’s internal audit
function.

2060.05.1.1.1 Internal Audit Placement
and Structure Within the Organization

Careful thought should be given to the place-
ment of the audit function in the institution’s
management structure. The internal audit func-
tion should be positioned so that the board has
confidence that the internal audit function will
perform its duties with impartiality and not be
unduly influenced by managers of day-to-day
operations. The audit committee,8 using objec-
tive criteria it has established, should oversee
the internal audit function and evaluate its per-
formance.9 The audit committee should assign
responsibility for the internal audit function to a
member of management (that is, the manager of
internal audit or internal audit manager) who

7. As noted above, under section 36 of the FDI Act, as
implemented by part 363 of the FDIC’s regulations (12 C.F.R.
363), FDIC-insured depository institutions with total assets of
$500 million or more must submit an annual management
report signed by the chief executive officer (CEO) and chief
accounting or chief financial officer. This report must contain
the following: (1) a statement of management’s responsibili-
ties for preparing the institution’s annual financial statements,
for establishing and maintaining an adequate internal control
structure and procedures for financial reporting, and for com-
plying with designated laws and regulations relating to safety
and soundness; (2) management’s assessment of the institu-
tion’s compliance with those laws and regulations; and (3) for
an institution with total assets of $1 billion or more at the
beginning of the institution’s most recent fiscal year, the
report should include an assessment by management of the
effectiveness of such internal control structure and procedures
as of the end of such fiscal year. (See 12 C.F.R. 363.2(b) and
70 Fed. Reg. 71,232, November 28, 2005.)

8. Depository institutions subject to section 36 of the FDI
Act and part 363 of the FDIC’s regulations must maintain an
independent audit committee (i.e., consisting of directors who
are not members of management). For institutions with
between $500 million and $1 billion in assets, only a majority,
rather than all, of the members of the audit committee—who
must be outside directors—must be independent of manage-
ment. Consistent with the 1999 Interagency Policy Statement
on External Auditing Programs of Banks and Savings Asso-
ciations, the agencies also encourage the board of directors of
each depository institution that is not otherwise required to do
so to establish an audit committee consisting entirely of
outside directors. Where the term ‘‘audit committee’’ is used
in this policy statement, the board of directors may fulfill the
audit committee responsibilities if the institution is not subject
to an audit committee requirement.

9. For example, the performance criteria could include the
timeliness of each completed audit, comparison of overall
performance to plan, and other measures.
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understands the function and has no responsibil-
ity for operating the system of internal control.
The ideal organizational arrangement is for this
manager to report directly and solely to the
audit committee regarding both audit issues and
administrative matters, e.g., resources, budget,
appraisals, and compensation. Institutions are
encouraged to consider the IIA’s Practice Advi-
sory 2060-2: Relationship with the Audit Com-
mittee, which provides more guidance on the
roles and relationships between the audit com-
mittee and the internal audit manager.

Many institutions place the manager of inter-
nal audit under a dual reporting arrangement:
functionally accountable to the audit committee
on issues discovered by the internal audit func-
tion, while reporting to another senior manager
on administrative matters. Under a dual report-
ing relationship, the board should consider the
potential for diminished objectivity on the part
of the internal audit manager with respect to
audits concerning the executive to whom he or
she reports. For example, a manager of internal
audit who reports to the chief financial officer
(CFO) for performance appraisal, salary, and
approval of department budgets may approach
audits of the accounting and treasury operations
controlled by the CFO with less objectivity than
if the manager were to report to the chief execu-
tive officer. Thus, the chief financial officer,
controller, or other similar officer should ideally
be excluded from overseeing the internal audit
activities even in a dual role. The objectivity
and organizational stature of the internal audit
function are best served under such a dual
arrangement if the internal audit manager
reports administratively to the CEO.

Some institutions seek to coordinate the inter-
nal audit function with several risk-monitoring
functions (for example, loan review, market-risk
assessment, and legal compliance departments)
by establishing an administrative arrangement
under one senior executive. Coordination of
these other monitoring activities with the inter-
nal audit function can facilitate the reporting of
material risk and control issues to the audit
committee, increase the overall effectiveness of
these monitoring functions, better utilize avail-
able resources, and enhance the institution’s
ability to comprehensively manage risk. Such
an administrative reporting relationship should
be designed so as to not interfere with or hinder
the manager of internal audit’s functional
reporting to and ability to directly communicate
with the institution’s audit committee. In addi-

tion, the audit committee should ensure that
efforts to coordinate these monitoring functions
do not result in the manager of internal audit
conducting control activities nor diminish his
or her independence with respect to the other
risk-monitoring functions. Furthermore, the
internal audit manager should have the ability to
independently audit these other monitoring
functions.

In structuring the reporting hierarchy, the
board should weigh the risk of diminished inde-
pendence against the benefit of reduced admin-
istrative burden in adopting a dual reporting
organizational structure. The audit committee
should document its consideration of this risk
and mitigating controls. The IIA’s Practice
Advisory 1110-2: Chief Audit Executive Report-
ing Lines provides additional guidance regard-
ing functional and administrative reporting
lines.

2060.05.1.1.2 Internal Audit
Management, Staffing, and Audit Quality

In managing the internal audit function, the
manager of internal audit is responsible for con-
trol risk assessments, audit plans, audit pro-
grams, and audit reports.

1. A control risk assessment (or risk-assessment
methodology) documents the internal audi-
tor’s understanding of the institution’s sig-
nificant business activities and their associ-
ated risks. These assessments typically
analyze the risks inherent in a given business
line, the mitigating control processes, and the
resulting residual risk exposure of the institu-
tion. They should be updated regularly to
reflect changes to the system of internal con-
trol or work processes and to incorporate
new lines of business.

2. An internal audit plan is based on the control
risk assessment and typically includes a sum-
mary of key internal controls within each
significant business activity, the timing and
frequency of planned internal audit work,
and a resource budget.

3. An internal audit program describes the
objectives of the audit work and lists the
procedures that will be performed during
each internal audit review.

4. An audit report generally presents the pur-
pose, scope, and results of the audit, includ-
ing findings, conclusions, and recommenda-
tions. Workpapers that document the work
performed and support the audit report
should be maintained.
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Ideally, the internal audit function’s only role
should be to independently and objectively
evaluate and report on the effectiveness of an
institution’s risk-management, control, and gov-
ernance processes. Internal auditors increas-
ingly have taken a consulting role within institu-
tions on new products and services and on
mergers, acquisitions, and other corporate reor-
ganizations. This role typically includes helping
design controls and participating in the imple-
mentation of changes to the institution’s control
activities. The audit committee, in its oversight
of the internal audit staff, should ensure that the
function’s consulting activities do not interfere
or conflict with the objectivity it should have
with respect to monitoring the institution’s sys-
tem of internal control. In order to maintain its
independence, the internal audit function should
not assume a business-line management role
over control activities, such as approving or
implementing operating policies or procedures,
including those it has helped design in connec-
tion with its consulting activities. The agencies
encourage internal auditors to follow the IIA’s
standards, including guidance related to the
internal audit function acting in an advisory
capacity.

The internal audit function should be compe-
tently supervised and staffed by people with
sufficient expertise and resources to identify the
risks inherent in the institution’s operations and
assess whether internal controls are effective.
The manager of internal audit should oversee
the staff assigned to perform the internal audit
work and should establish policies and proce-
dures to guide the audit staff. The form and
content of these policies and procedures should
be consistent with the size and complexity of
the department and the institution. Many poli-
cies and procedures may be communicated
informally in small internal audit departments,
while larger departments would normally
require more formal and comprehensive written
guidance.

2060.05.1.1.3 Internal Audit Frequency
and Scope

The frequency and extent of internal audit
review and testing should be consistent with the
nature, complexity, and risk of the institution’s
on- and off-balance-sheet activities. At least
annually, the audit committee should review and
approve internal audit’s control risk assessment
and the scope of the audit plan, including how
much the manager relies on the work of an
outsourcing vendor. It should also periodically

review internal audit’s adherence to the audit
plan. The audit committee should consider
requests for expansion of basic internal audit
work when significant issues arise or when sig-
nificant changes occur in the institution’s envi-
ronment, structure, activities, risk exposures, or
systems.10

2060.05.1.1.4 Communication of Internal
Audit Findings to the Directors, Audit
Committee, and Management

To properly carry out their responsibility for
internal control, directors and senior manage-
ment should foster forthright communications
and critical inspection of issues to better under-
stand the importance and severity of internal
control weaknesses identified by the internal
auditor and operating management’s solutions

10. Major changes in an institution’s environment and
conditions may compel changes to the internal control system
and also warrant additional internal audit work. These include
(1) new management; (2) areas or activities experiencing
rapid growth or rapid decline; (3) new lines of business,
products, or technologies or disposals thereof; (4) corporate
restructurings, mergers, and acquisitions; and (5) expansion
or acquisition of foreign operations (including the impact
of changes in the related economic and regulatory
environments).
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to these weaknesses. Internal auditors should
report internal control deficiencies to the appro-
priate level of management as soon as they are
identified. Significant matters should be
promptly reported directly to the board of direc-
tors (or its audit committee) and senior manage-
ment. In periodic meetings with management
and the manager of internal audit, the audit
committee should assess whether management
is expeditiously resolving internal control weak-
nesses and other exceptions. Moreover, the audit
committee should give the manager of internal
audit the opportunity to discuss his or her find-
ings without management being present.

Furthermore, each audit committee should
establish and maintain procedures for employ-
ees of their institution to submit confidentially
and anonymously concerns to the committee
about questionable accounting, internal account-
ing control, or auditing matters.11 In addition,
the audit committee should set up procedures
for the timely investigation of complaints
received and the retention for a reasonable time
period of documentation concerning the com-
plaint and its subsequent resolution.

2060.05.1.1.5 Contingency Planning

As with any other function, the institution
should have a contingency plan to mitigate any
significant discontinuity in audit coverage, par-
ticularly for high-risk areas. Lack of contin-
gency planning for continuing internal audit
coverage may increase the institution’s level of
operational risk.

2060.05.1.2 U.S. Operations of Foreign
Banking Organizations

The internal audit function of a foreign banking
organization (FBO) should cover its U.S. opera-
tions in its risk assessments, audit plans, and
audit programs. Its U.S.-domiciled audit func-
tion, head-office internal audit staff, or some
combination thereof normally performs the
internal audit of the U.S. operations. Internal
audit findings (including internal control defi-
ciencies) should be reported to the senior man-
agement of the U.S. operations of the FBO and
the audit department of the head office. Signifi-
cant adverse findings also should be reported to
the head office’s senior management and the
board of directors or its audit committee.

2060.05.1.3 Internal Audit Systems and
the Audit Function for Small Financial
Institutions

An effective system of internal control and an
independent internal audit function form the
foundation for safe and sound operations,
regardless of an institution’s size. Each institu-
tion should have an internal audit function that
is appropriate to its size and the nature and
scope of its activities. The procedures assigned
to this function should include adequate testing
and review of internal controls and information
systems.

It is the responsibility of the audit committee
and management to carefully consider the extent
of auditing that will effectively monitor the
internal control system after taking into account
the internal audit function’s costs and benefits.
For institutions that are large or have complex
operations, the benefits derived from a full-time
manager of internal audit or an auditing staff
likely outweigh the cost. For small institutions
with few employees and less complex opera-
tions, however, these costs may outweigh the
benefits. Nevertheless, a small institution with-
out an internal auditor can ensure that it main-
tains an objective internal audit function by
implementing a comprehensive set of indepen-
dent reviews of significant internal controls. The
key characteristic of such reviews is that the
person(s) directing and/or performing the review
of internal controls is not also responsible for
managing or operating those controls. A person
who is competent in evaluating a system of
internal control should design the review proce-
dures and arrange for their implementation. The
person responsible for reviewing the system of
internal control should report findings directly
to the audit committee. The audit committee
should evaluate the findings and ensure that
senior management has or will take appropriate
action to correct the control deficiencies.

2060.05.2 INTERNAL AUDIT
OUTSOURCING ARRANGEMENTS
(PART II)

2060.05.2.1 Examples of Internal Audit
Outsourcing Arrangements

An outsourcing arrangement is a contract
between an institution and an outsourcing ven-
dor to provide internal audit services. Outsourc-

11. Where the board of directors fulfills the audit commit-
tee responsibilities, the procedures should provide for the
submission of employee concerns to an outside director.
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ing arrangements take many forms and are used
by institutions of all sizes. Some institutions
consider entering into these arrangements to
enhance the quality of their control environment
by obtaining the services of a vendor with the
knowledge and skills to critically assess, and
recommend improvements to, their internal con-
trol systems. The internal audit services under
contract can be limited to helping internal audit
staff in an assignment for which they lack exper-
tise. Such an arrangement is typically under the
control of the institution’s manager of internal
audit, and the outsourcing vendor reports to him
or her. Institutions often use outsourcing ven-
dors for audits of areas requiring more technical
expertise, such as electronic data processing and
capital-markets activities. Such uses are often
referred to as ‘‘internal audit assistance’’ or
‘‘audit co-sourcing.’’

Some outsourcing arrangements may require
an outsourcing vendor to perform virtually all
the procedures or tests of the system of internal
control. Under such an arrangement, a desig-
nated manager of internal audit oversees the
activities of the outsourcing vendor and typi-
cally is supported by internal audit staff. The
outsourcing vendor may assist the audit staff in
determining risks to be reviewed and may rec-
ommend testing procedures, but the internal
audit manager is responsible for approving the
audit scope, plan, and procedures to be per-
formed. Furthermore, the internal audit manager
is responsible for the results of the outsourced
audit work, including findings, conclusions, and
recommendations. The outsourcing vendor may
report these results jointly with the internal audit
manager to the audit committee.

2060.05.2.2 Additional Inspection and
Examination Considerations for Internal
Audit Outsourcing Arrangements

Even when outsourcing vendors provide inter-
nal audit services, the board of directors and
senior management of an institution are respon-
sible for ensuring that both the system of inter-
nal control and the internal audit function oper-
ate effectively. In any outsourced internal audit
arrangement, the institution’s board of directors
and senior management must maintain owner-
ship of the internal audit function and provide
active oversight of outsourced activities. When
negotiating the outsourcing arrangement with an
outsourcing vendor, an institution should care-

fully consider its current and anticipated busi-
ness risks in setting each party’s internal audit
responsibilities. The outsourcing arrangement
should not increase the risk that a breakdown of
internal control will go undetected.

To clearly distinguish its duties from those of
the outsourcing vendor, the institution should
have a written contract, often taking the form of
an engagement letter.12 Contracts between the
institution and the vendor typically include pro-
visions that—

1. define the expectations and responsibilities
under the contract for both parties;

2. set the scope and frequency of, and the fees
to be paid for, the work to be performed by
the vendor;

3. set the responsibilities for providing and
receiving information, such as the type and
frequency of reporting to senior manage-
ment and directors about the status of con-
tract work;

4. establish the process for changing the terms
of the service contract, especially for expan-
sion of audit work if significant issues are
found, and stipulations for default and ter-
mination of the contract;

5. state that internal audit reports are the prop-
erty of the institution, that the institution
will be provided with any copies of the
related workpapers it deems necessary, and
that employees authorized by the institution
will have reasonable and timely access to
the workpapers prepared by the outsourcing
vendor;

6. specify the locations of internal audit
reports and the related workpapers;

7. specify the period of time (for example,
seven years) that vendors must maintain the
workpapers;13

8. state that outsourced internal audit services
provided by the vendor are subject to regu-
latory review and that examiners will be
granted full and timely access to the inter-
nal audit reports and related workpapers
prepared by the outsourcing vendor;

12. The engagement letter provisions described are compa-
rable to those outlined by the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants (AICPA) for financial statement audits
(see AICPA Professional Standards, AU section 310). These
provisions are consistent with the provisions customarily
included in contracts for other outsourcing arrangements,
such as those involving data processing and information tech-
nology. Therefore, the federal banking agencies consider these
provisions to be usual and customary business practices.

13. If the workpapers are in electronic format, contracts
often call for the vendor to maintain proprietary software that
enables the bank and examiners to access the electronic
workpapers for a specified time period.
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9. prescribe a process (arbitration, mediation,
or other means) for resolving disputes and
for determining who bears the cost of con-
sequential damages arising from errors,
omissions, and negligence; and

10. state that the outsourcing vendor will not
perform management functions, make man-
agement decisions, or act or appear to act
in a capacity equivalent to that of a member
of management or an employee and, if
applicable, will comply with AICPA,
SEC, PCAOB, or regulatory independence
guidance.

2060.05.2.2.1 Management of the
Outsourced Internal Audit Function

Directors and senior management should ensure
that the outsourced internal audit function is
competently managed. For example, larger insti-
tutions should employ sufficient competent staff
members in the internal audit department to
assist the manager of internal audit in oversee-
ing the outsourcing vendor. Small institutions
that do not employ a full-time audit manager
should appoint a competent employee who ide-
ally has no managerial responsibility for the
areas being audited to oversee the outsourcing
vendor’s performance under the contract. This
person should report directly to the audit com-
mittee for purposes of communicating internal
audit issues.

2060.05.2.2.2 Communication of
Outsourced Internal Audit Findings to
Directors and Senior Management

Communication between the internal audit func-
tion and the audit committee and senior manage-
ment should not diminish because the institution
engages an outsourcing vendor. All work by the
outsourcing vendor should be well documented
and all findings of control weaknesses should be
promptly reported to the institution’s manager
of internal audit. Decisions not to report the
outsourcing vendor’s findings to directors and
senior management should be the mutual deci-
sion of the internal audit manager and the out-
sourcing vendor. In deciding what issues should
be brought to the board’s attention, the concept
of ‘‘materiality,’’ as the term is used in financial
statement audits, is generally not a good indica-
tor of which control weakness to report. For
example, when evaluating an institution’s com-
pliance with laws and regulations, any excep-
tion may be important.

2060.05.2.2.3 Competence of Outsourced
Internal Audit Vendor

Before entering an outsourcing arrangement, the
institution should perform due diligence to sat-
isfy itself that the outsourcing vendor has suffi-
cient staff qualified to perform the contracted
work. The staff’s qualifications may be demon-
strated, for example, through prior experience
with financial institutions. Because the outsourc-
ing arrangement is a personal-services contract,
the institution’s internal audit manager should
have confidence in the competence of the staff
assigned by the outsourcing vendor and receive
timely notice of key staffing changes. Through-
out the outsourcing arrangement, management
should ensure that the outsourcing vendor main-
tains sufficient expertise to effectively perform
its contractual obligations.

2060.05.2.2.4 Contingency Planning to
Avoid Discontinuity of Internal Audit
Coverage

When an institution enters into an outsourcing
arrangement (or significantly changes the mix of
internal and external resources used by internal
audit), it may increase its operational risk.
Because the arrangement may be terminated
suddenly, the institution should have a contin-
gency plan to mitigate any significant disconti-
nuity in audit coverage, particularly for high-
risk areas.

2060.05.3 INDEPENDENCE OF THE
INDEPENDENT PUBLIC
ACCOUNTANT (PART III)

The following discussion applies only when a
financial instituion is considering using a public
accountant to provide both external audit and
internal audit services to the institution.

When one accounting firm performs both the
external audit and the outsourced internal audit
function, the firm risks compromising its inde-
pendence. These concerns arise because, rather
than having two separate functions, this out-
sourcing arrangement places the independent
public accounting firm in the position of appear-
ing to audit, or actually auditing, its own work.
For example, in auditing an institution’s finan-
cial statements, the accounting firm will con-
sider the extent to which it may rely on the
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internal control system, including the internal
audit function, in designing audit procedures. . .

2060.05.3.1 Applicability of the SEC’s
Auditor Independence Requirements

2060.05.3.1.1 Institutions That Are Public
Companies

To strengthen auditor independence, Congress
passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002 (the
act). Title II of the act applies to any public
company—that is, any company that has a class
of securities registered with the SEC or the
appropriate federal banking agency under sec-
tion 12 of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934
or that is required to file reports with the SEC
under section 15(d) of that act.14 The act prohib-
its an accounting firm from acting as the exter-
nal auditor of a public company during the same
period that the firm provides internal audit out-
sourcing services to the company.15 In addition,
if a public company’s external auditor will be
providing auditing services and permissible non-
audit services, such as tax services, the compa-
ny’s audit committee must preapprove each of
these services.

According to the SEC’s final rules (effective
May 6, 2003) implementing the act’s nonaudit
service prohibitions and audit committee preap-
proval requirements, an accountant is not inde-
pendent if, at any point during the audit and
professional engagement period, the accountant
provides internal audit outsourcing or other pro-

hibited nonaudit services to the public company
audit client. The SEC’s final rules generally
become effective May 6, 2003, although a one-
year transition period is provided if the accoun-
tant is performing prohibited nonaudit services
and actual audit services for a public company
pursuant to a contract in existence on May 6,
2003. The services provided during this transi-
tion period, however, must not have impaired
the auditor’s independence under the preexist-
ing independence requirements of the SEC, the
Independence Standards Board, and the AICPA.
Although the SEC’s pre-Sarbanes-Oxley inde-
pendence requirements (issued November 2000
(effective August 2002)) did not prohibit the
outsourcing of internal audit services to a public
company’s independent public accountant, they
did place conditions and limitations on internal
audit outsourcing.

2060.05.3.1.2 Depository Institutions
Subject to the Annual Audit and
Reporting Requirements of Section 36 of
the FDI Act

Under section 36, as implemented by part 363
of the FDIC’s regulations, each FDIC-insured
depository institution with total assets of
$500 million or more is required to have an
annual audit performed by an independent pub-
lic accountant.16 The part 363 guidelines address
the qualifications of an independent public
accountant engaged by such an institution by
stating that ‘‘[t]he independent public accoun-
tant should also be in compliance with the
AICPA’s Code of Professional Conduct and
meet the independence requirements and inter-
pretations of the SEC and its staff.’’ 17

Thus, the guidelines provide for each FDIC-
insured depository institution with $500 million
or more in total assets, whether or not it is a
public company, and its external auditor to com-
ply with the SEC’s auditor independence
requirements that are in effect during the period
covered by the audit. These requirements
include the nonaudit-service prohibitions and
audit committee preapproval requirements
implemented by the SEC’s January 2003 audi-
tor independence rules, once the rules come into
effect.18

14. 15 U.S.C. 78l and 78o(d).
15. In addition to prohibiting internal audit outsourcing,

the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (15 U.S.C. 78j-1) also identifies other
nonaudit services that an external auditor is prohibited from
providing to a public company whose financial statements it
audits. The legislative history of the act indicates that three
broad principles should be considered when determining
whether an auditor should be prohibited from providing a
nonaudit service to an audit client. These principles are that an
auditor should not (1) audit his or her own work, (2) perform
management functions for the client, or (3) serve in an advo-
cacy role for the client. To do so would impair the auditor’s
independence. Based on these three broad principles, the other
nonaudit services . . . referred to in this section . . . that an
auditor is prohibited from providing to a public company
audit client include bookkeeping or other services related to
the client’s accounting records or financial statements; finan-
cial information systems design and implementation; appraisal
or valuation services, fairness opinions, or contribution-in-
kind reports; actuarial services; management functions or
human resources; broker or dealer, investment adviser, or
investment banking services; legal services and expert ser-
vices unrelated to the audit; and any other service determined
to be impermissible by the PCAOB.

16. 12 C.F.R. 363.3(a). (See FDIC Financial Institutions
Letter, FIL-17-2003 (Corporate Governance, Audits, and
Reporting Requirements), Attachment II, March 5, 2003.)

17. Appendix A to part 363, Guidelines and Interpreta-
tions, paragraph 14, Independence.

18. If a depository institution subject to section 36 and
part 363 satisfies the annual independent audit requirement by
relying on the independent audit of its parent holding com-
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2060.05.3.1.3 Institutions Not Subject to
Section 36 of the FDI Act That Are
Neither Public Companies Nor
Subsidiaries of Public Companies

The agencies have long encouraged each institu-
tion not subject to section 36 of the FDI Act that
is neither a public company nor a subsidiary of a
public company 19 to have its financial state-
ments audited by an independent public accoun-
tant.20 The agencies also encourage each such
institution to follow the internal audit outsourc-
ing prohibition in the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, as
discussed above for institutions that are public
companies. As previously mentioned, some
institutions seek to enhance the quality of their
control environment by obtaining the services of
an outsourcing vendor who can critically assess
their internal control system and recommend
improvements. The agencies believe that a small
nonpublic institution with less complex opera-
tions and limited staff can, in certain circum-
stances, use the same accounting firm to per-
form both an external audit and some or all of
the institution’s internal audit activities. These
circumstances include, but are not limited to,
situations where—

1. splitting the audit activities poses significant
costs or burden,

2. persons with the appropriate specialized
knowledge and skills are difficult to locate
and obtain,

3. the institution is closely held and investors
are not solely reliant on the audited financial
statements to understand the financial posi-
tion and performance of the institution, and

4. the outsourced internal audit services are lim-
ited in either scope or frequency.

In circumstances such as these, the agencies
view an internal audit outsourcing arrangement
between a small nonpublic institution and its
external auditor as not being inconsistent with

their safety-and-soundness objectives for the
institution.

When a small nonpublic institution decides to
hire the same firm to perform internal and exter-
nal audit work, the audit committee and the
external auditor should pay particular attention
to preserving the independence of both the inter-
nal and external audit functions. Furthermore,
the audit committee should document both that
it has preapproved the internal audit outsourcing
to its external auditor and has considered the
independence issues associated with this
arrangement.21 In this regard, the audit commit-
tee should consider the independence standards
described in parts I and II of the policy state-
ment, the AICPA guidance discussed below,
and the broad principles that the auditor should
not perform management functions or serve in
an advocacy role for the client.

Accordingly, the agencies will not consider
an auditor who performs internal audit outsourc-
ing services for a small nonpublic audit client to
be independent unless the institution and its
auditor have adequately addressed the associ-
ated independence issues. In addition, the insti-
tution’s board of directors and management
must retain ownership of and accountability for
the internal audit function and provide active
oversight of the outsourced internal audit
relationship.

A small nonpublic institution may be required
by another law or regulation, an order, or
another supervisory action to have its financial
statements audited by an independent public
accountant. In this situation, if warranted for
safety-and-soundness reasons, the institution’s
primary federal regulator may require that the
institution and its independent public accountant
comply with the auditor independence require-
ments of the Act.22

2060.05.3.1.4 AICPA Guidance

As noted above, the independent public accoun-
tant for a depository institution subject to sec-
tion 36 of the FDI Act also should be in compli-
ance with the AICPA’s Code of Professional
Conduct. This code includes professional ethics
standards, rules, and interpretations that are

pany, once the SEC’s January 2003 regulations prohibiting an
external auditor from performing internal audit outsourcing
services for an audit client take effect May 6, 2003, or May 6,
2004, depending on the circumstances, the holding company’s
external auditor cannot perform internal audit outsourcing
work for that holding company or the subsidiary institution.

19. FDIC-insured depository institutions with less than
$500 million in total assets are not subject to section 36 of the
FDI Act. Section 36 does not apply directly to holding compa-
nies, but it provides that, for an insured depository institution
that is a subsidiary of a holding company, its audited financial
statements requirement and certain of its other requirements
may be satisfied by the holding company.

20. See, for example, the 1999 Interagency Policy State-
ment on External Auditing Programs of Banks and Savings
Institutions.

21. If a small nonpublic institution is considering having
its external auditor perform other nonaudit services, its audit
committee may wish to discuss the implications of the perfor-
mance of these services on the auditor’s independence.

22. 15 U.S.C. 78j-1.
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binding on all certified public accountants
(CPAs) who are members of the AICPA in order
for the member to remain in good standing.
Therefore, this code applies to each member
CPA who provides audit services to an institu-
tion, regardless of whether the institution is
subject to section 36 or is a public company.

The AICPA has issued guidance indicating
that a member CPA would be deemed not inde-
pendent of his or her client when the CPA acts
or appears to act in a capacity equivalent to a
member of the client’s management or as a
client employee. The AICPA’s guidance
includes illustrations of activities that would be
considered to compromise a CPA’s indepen-
dence. Among these are activities that involve
the CPA authorizing, executing, or consummat-
ing transactions or otherwise exercising author-
ity on behalf of the client. For additional details,
refer to Interpretation 101-3, Performance of
Other Services, and Interpretation 101-13,
Extended Audit Services, in the AICPA’s Code
of Professional Conduct.

2060.05.4 INSPECTION GUIDANCE
(PART IV)

2060.05.4.1 Review of the Internal Audit
Function and Outsourcing Arrangements

Examiners should have full and timely access to
an institution’s internal audit resources, includ-
ing personnel, workpapers, risk assessments,
work plans, programs, reports, and budgets. A
delay may require examiners to widen the scope
of their inspection work and may subject the
institution to follow-up supervisory actions.

Examiners should assess the quality and
scope of an institution’s internal audit function,
regardless of whether it is performed by the
institution’s employees or by an outsourcing
vendor. Specifically, examiners should consider
whether—

1. the internal audit function’s control risk
assessment, audit plans, and audit programs
are appropriate for the institution’s
activities;

2. the internal audit activities have been ad-
justed for significant changes in the institu-
tion’s environment, structure, activities, risk
exposures, or systems;

3. the internal audit activities are consistent
with the long-range goals and strategic

direction of the institution and are respon-
sive to its internal control needs;

4. the audit committee promotes the internal
audit manager’s impartiality and indepen-
dence by having him or her directly report
audit findings to it;

5. the internal audit manager is placed in the
management structure in such a way that
the independence of the function is not
impaired;

6. the institution has promptly responded to
significant identified internal control
weaknesses;

7. the internal audit function is adequately
managed to ensure that audit plans are met,
programs are carried out, and results of
audits are promptly communicated to senior
management and members of the audit
committee and board of directors;

8. workpapers adequately document the inter-
nal audit work performed and support the
audit reports;

9. management and the board of directors use
reasonable standards, such as the IIA’s
Standards for the Professional Practice of
Internal Auditing, when assessing the per-
formance of internal audit; and

10. the audit function provides high-quality
advice and counsel to management and the
board of directors on current developments
in risk management, internal control, and
regulatory compliance.

The examiner should assess the competence
of the institution’s internal audit staff and man-
agement by considering the education, profes-
sional background, and experience of the princi-
pal internal auditors. In addition, when
reviewing outsourcing arrangements, examiners
should determine whether—

1. the arrangement maintains or improves the
quality of the internal audit function and the
institution’s internal control;

2. key employees of the institution and the out-
sourcing vendor clearly understand the lines
of communication and how any internal con-
trol problems or other matters noted by the
outsourcing vendor are to be addressed;

3. the scope of the outsourced work is revised
appropriately when the institution’s environ-
ment, structure, activities, risk exposures, or
systems change significantly;

4. the directors have ensured that the out-
sourced internal audit activities are effec-
tively managed by the institution;

5. the arrangement with the outsourcing vendor
satisfies the independence standards
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described in this policy statement and
thereby preserves the independence of the
internal audit function, whether or not the
vendor is also the institution’s independent
public accountant; and

6. the institution has performed sufficient due
diligence to satisfy itself of the vendor’s
competence before entering into the out-
sourcing arrangement and has adequate pro-
cedures for ensuring that the vendor main-
tains sufficient expertise to perform
effectively throughout the arrangement.

2060.05.4.2 Inspection Concerns About
the Adequacy of the Internal Audit
Function

If the examiner concludes that the institution’s
internal audit function, whether or not it is out-
sourced, does not sufficiently meet the institu-
tion’s internal audit needs; does not satisfy the
Interagency Guidelines Establishing Standards
for Safety and Soundness, if applicable; or is
otherwise inadequate, he or she should deter-
mine whether the scope of the inspection should
be adjusted. The examiner should also discuss
his or her concerns with the internal audit man-
ager or other person responsible for reviewing
the system of internal control. If these discus-
sions do not resolve the examiner’s concerns, he
or she should bring these matters to the attention
of senior management and the board of directors
or audit committee. Should the examiner find
material weaknesses in the internal audit func-
tion or the internal control system, he or she
should discuss them with appropriate agency
staff in order to determine the appropriate
actions the agency should take to ensure that the
institution corrects the deficiencies. These
actions may include formal and informal
enforcement actions.

The institution’s management and composite
ratings should reflect the examiner’s conclu-
sions regarding the institution’s internal audit
function. The report of inspection should con-
tain comments concerning the adequacy of this
function, significant issues or concerns, and rec-
ommended corrective actions.

2060.05.4.3 Concerns About the
Independence of the Outsourcing Vendor

An examiner’s initial review of an internal audit
outsourcing arrangement, including the actions
of the outsourcing vendor, may raise questions
about the institution’s and its vendor’s adher-
ence to the independence standards described in

parts I and II of the policy statement, whether or
not the vendor is an accounting firm, and in
part III if the vendor provides both external and
internal audit services to the institution. In such
cases, the examiner first should ask the institu-
tion and the outsourcing vendor how the audit
committee determined that the vendor was inde-
pendent. If the vendor is an accounting firm, the
audit committee should be asked to demonstrate
how it assessed that the arrangement has not
compromised applicable SEC, PCAOB, AICPA,
or other regulatory standards concerning auditor
independence. If the examiner’s concerns are
not adequately addressed, the examiner should
discuss the matter with appropriate agency staff
prior to taking any further action.

If the agency staff concurs that the indepen-
dence of the external auditor or other vendor
appears to be compromised, the examiner will
discuss his or her findings and the actions the
agency may take with the institution’s senior
management, board of directors (or audit com-
mittee), and the external auditor or other vendor.
In addition, the agency may refer the external
auditor to the state board of accountancy, the
AICPA, the SEC, the PCAOB, or other authori-
ties for possible violations of applicable inde-
pendence standards. Moreover, the agency may
conclude that the institution’s external auditing
program is inadequate and that it does not com-
ply with auditing and reporting requirements,
including sections 36 and 39 of the FDI Act and
related guidance and regulations, if applicable.

2060.05.5 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine with reasonable assurance
whether the institution23 has an adequate sys-
tem of internal controls that ensures efficient
and effective operations, including the safe-
guarding of assets, reliable financial report-
ing, and compliance with applicable laws
and regulations.

2. To determine if the internal audit function
and the internal audit outsourcing arrange-
ments of the parent company and its subsidi-
aries are adequately and competently man-
aged by the board of directors and senior
management.

23. The term ‘‘institution’’ is used to maintain consistency
with the interagency policy statement, but these inspection
objectives and procedures apply to financial holding compa-
nies, bank holding companies, and their bank and nonbank
subsidiaries.
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3. To ascertain that the banking organization’s
internal audit function monitors, reviews, and
ensures the continued existence and mainte-
nance of sound and adequate internal con-
trols over the management process: the con-
trol environment, risk assessment, control
activities, information and communication,
and monitoring activities.

4. To determine whether the internal audit func-
tion reports vital information about weak-
nesses in the system of internal control to the
board of directors (or its audit committee)
and senior management and that expeditious
remedial action is taken to resolve the inter-
nal control weaknesses as well as any other
exceptions.

5. To determine that the audit committee has
established and maintains procedures for
employees of the institution to confidentially
and anonymously submit concerns to the
committee about questionable accounting,
internal control, or auditing matters, and that
the audit committee has procedures for the
timely investigation of complaints received
and the retention for a reasonable time period
of documentation concerning the complaint
and its subsequent resolution.

6. To determine the adequacy of the internal
audit function (including its use of out-
sourced internal audit vendors) as to organi-
zational structure, prudent management, staff
having sufficient expertise, audit quality, and
the ability of auditors to directly and freely
communicate internal audit findings to the
board of directors, its audit committee, and
senior management.

7. To review and evaluate internal audit out-
sourcing arrangements and the actions of the
outsourcing vendor, under standards estab-
lished in the Interagency Policy Statement on
the Internal Audit Function and Its
Outsourcing.

2060.05.6 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

Examiners should obtain assurances from the
audit committee and senior management that
they will have full and timely access to an
institution’s internal audit resources, including
personnel, workpapers, risk assessments, work
plans, programs, reports, and budgets. Examin-
ers should consider widening the scope of their
inspection work when such assurances are not
provided or if there are any significant delays in

gaining access to the internal audit resources.
Such a delay may subject the institution to
follow-up supervisory action.

2060.05.6.1 Internal Audit Function
Inspection Procedures

1. Assess the quality and scope of the internal
audit work, regardless of whether it is per-
formed by the institution’s employees or by
an outsourcing vendor. Consider whether—
a. the board of directors (or audit commit-

tee) promotes the internal audit manager’s
impartiality and independence by having
him or her directly report audit findings to
it;

b. the internal audit function’s risk assess-
ment, plans, and programs are appropriate
for the institution’s activities;

c. the internal audit function is adequately
managed to ensure that audit plans are
accomplished, programs are carried out,
and results of audits are promptly commu-
nicated to the managers and directors;

d. the institution has promptly responded to
identified internal control weaknesses;

e. management and the board of directors
use reasonable standards when assessing
the performance of internal audit;

f. the internal audit plan and program have
been adjusted for significant changes in
the institution’s environment, structure,
activities, risk exposures, or systems;

g. the activities of internal audit are consis-
tent with the long-range goals of the insti-
tution and are responsive to its internal
control needs; and

h. the audit function provides high-quality
advice and counsel to management and
the board of directors on current develop-
ments in risk management, internal con-
trol, and regulatory compliance.

2. Assess the competence of the institution’s
internal audit staff and management by con-
sidering the education and professional back-
ground of the principal internal auditors.

3. Broaden the scope of the inspection if the
institution’s internal audit function, whether
or not it is outsourced, does not sufficiently
meet its internal audit needs, does not satisfy
the Interagency Guidelines Establishing
Standards for Safety and Soundness, or is
otherwise inadequate.

4. Discuss supervisory concerns and outstand-
ing internal-external audit report comments
with the internal audit manager or other per-
son responsible for reviewing the system of
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internal control. If these discussions do not
resolve the examiner’s comments and con-
cerns, bring these matters to the attention of
senior management and the board of direc-
tors or audit committee.

5. If material weaknesses in the internal audit
function or the internal control system exist,
discuss them with appropriate Federal
Reserve Bank supervisory staff to determine
the appropriate actions that should be taken
to ensure that the institution corrects the defi-
ciencies (including formal and informal
enforcement actions).

6. Incorporate conclusions about the institu-
tion’s internal audit function into its manage-
ment and composite supervisory ratings.

7. Include in the inspection report comments
concerning the adequacy of the internal audit
function, significant issues or concerns, and
recommended corrective actions.

2065.05.6.2 Additional Aspects of the
Examiner’s Review of an Outsourcing
Arrangement

1. Review the internal audit outsourcing
arrangement and determine if the institution
has a written contract or an engagement let-
ter with the vendor.

2. Determine whether the written contract or
engagement letter includes provisions that—
a. define the expectations and responsibili-

ties under the contract for both parties;
b. set the scope and frequency of, and the

fees to be paid for, the work to be per-
formed by the vendor;

c. set the responsibilities for providing and
receiving information, such as the type
and frequency of reporting to senior man-
agement and directors about the status of
contract work;

d. establish the process for changing the
terms of the service contract, especially
for expansion of audit work if significant
issues are found, and establish stipula-
tions for default and termination of the
contract;

e. state that internal audit reports are the
property of the institution, that the institu-
tion will be provided with any copies of
the related workpapers it deems neces-
sary, and that employees authorized by
the institution will have reasonable and
timely access to the workpapers prepared
by the outsourcing vendor;

f. specify the locations of internal audit re-
ports and the related workpapers;

g. specify the period of time (for example,
seven years) that vendors must maintain
the workpapers;24

h. state that outsourced internal audit ser-
vices provided by the vendor are subject
to regulatory review and that examiners
will be granted full and timely access to
the internal audit reports and related
workpapers prepared by the outsourcing
vendor;

i. prescribe a process (arbitration, media-
tion, or other means) for resolving dis-
putes and for determining who bears the
cost of consequential damages arising
from errors, omissions, and negligence;
and

j. state that the outsourcing vendor will not
perform management functions, make
management decisions, or act or appear to
act in a capacity equivalent to that of a
member of management or an employee
and, if applicable, will comply with
AICPA, SEC, PCAOB, or regulatory inde-
pendence guidance.

3. Determine whether—
a. the outsourcing arrangement maintains or

improves the quality of the internal audit
function and the institution’s internal con-
trol;

b. key employees of the institution and the
outsourcing vendor clearly understand the
lines of communication and how any
internal control problems or other matters
noted by the outsourcing vendor are to be
addressed;

c. the scope of work is revised appropriately
when the institution’s environment, struc-
ture, activities, risk exposures, or systems
change significantly;

d. the directors have ensured that the out-
sourced internal audit function is effec-
tively managed by the institution;

e. the arrangement with the outsourcing ven-
dor satisfies the independence standards
described in the Policy Statement on the
Internal Audit Function and Its Outsourc-
ing and thereby preserves the indepen-
dence of the internal audit function,
whether or not the vendor is also
the institution’s independent public
accountant;

24. If the workpapers are in electronic format, contracts
often call for the vendor to maintain proprietary software that
enables the banking organization and examiners to access the
electronic workpapers for a specified time period.
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f. the institution has performed sufficient
due diligence to satisfy itself of the ven-
dor’s competence before entering into the
outsourcing arrangement and whether
there are adequate procedures for ensur-
ing that the vendor maintains sufficient
expertise to perform effectively through-
out the arrangement; and

g. the institution has a contingency plan to
ensure continuity in audit coverage, espe-
cially for high-risk areas.

4. Adjust the scope of the inspection if the
outsourcing arrangement has diminished the
quality of the institution’s internal audit. If
the quality of the internal audit is dimin-
ished, inform senior management and the
board of directors and consider it in the insti-
tution’s management and composite ratings.

2060.05.6.3 Assessment of Auditor
Independence

1. If the initial review of an internal audit out-
sourcing arrangement, including the actions
of the outsourcing vendor, raises questions
about the institution’s and its vendor’s adher-
ence to the independence standards discussed
in parts I, II, and III of the Interagency Policy

Statement on the Internal Audit Function and
Its Outsourcing, and if the vendor provides
both external and internal audit services to
the institution—
a. question the institution and the outsourc-

ing vendor about how the audit committee
determined that the vendor was indepen-
dent; and

b. if the vendor is an accounting firm, ask
the audit committee how it assessed that
the arrangement has not compromised
applicable SEC, PCAOB, AICPA, or other
regulatory standards concerning auditor
independence.

2. If the answers to the above raise supervisory
concern, or are not adequately addressed,
discuss the matter with appropriate Reserve
Bank management and supervisory staff.

3. If the Reserve Bank management and super-
visory staff concurs that the independence of
the external auditor or other vendor appears
to be compromised, discuss the examination
findings and what appropriate supervisory
actions the Federal Reserve should take, and
discuss the actions to be taken with the
bank’s senior management, board of direc-
tors (or audit committee), and the external
auditor or other vendor.
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Audit
(Management Information Systems) Section 2060.1

WHAT’S NEW IN THIS REVISED
SECTION

Effective July 2006, this section has been
revised to incorporate the February 9, 2006,
Interagency Advisory on the Unsafe and
Unsound Use of Limitation of Liability Provi-
sions in External Audit Engagement Letters.
The advisory informs financial institutions
(including bank holding companies) that it is
unsafe and unsound to enter into external audit
contracts (that is, engagement letters) for the
performance of auditing or attestation services
when the contracts (1) indemnify the external
auditor against all claims made by third parties,
(2) hold harmless or release the external audi-
tor from liability for claims or potential claims
that might be asserted by the client financial
institution (other than claims for punitive dam-
ages), or (3) limit the remedies available to the
client financial institution (other than punitive
damages). Such limits on external auditors’ lia-
bility weaken the auditor’s independence and
performance, thus reducing the supervisory
agency’s ability to rely on the auditor’s work.
Bank holding companies subject to a multiyear
audit engagement letter containing unsafe and
unsound limitation-of-liability provisions are
encouraged to seek an amendment to an
engagement letter executed prior to February 9,
2006, to be consistent with the advisory. (See
SR-06-4.)

2060.1.1 INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL
AUDIT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

Audit is an independent appraisal activity that
serves as a managerial control within an organi-
zation. The primary responsibility for the main-
tenance of sound systems of internal controls
and an adequate internal audit program rests
with the directorate of the bank holding com-
pany. Included among the objectives of a com-
prehensive audit program are the detection of
irregularities; the determination of compliance
with applicable laws and regulations; and the
appraisal of the soundness and adequacy of
accounting, operating, and administrative con-
trols designed to ensure prompt and accurate
recording of transactions and proper safeguard-
ing of assets. At a minimum, an audit program
should ensure that adequate systems of checks
and balances are in effect to deter fraud and
detect control deficiencies.

The size and complexity of a bank holding

company operation are major determinants in
the scope and extent of the audit program that is
developed. In the smaller, less sophisticated
organizations, such as holding company shells
for small banks, it may not be feasible to employ
an auditor or implement an audit program. In
some cases, such as those in which banking
assets represent virtually all of the parent com-
pany’s assets and a comprehensive, effective
audit program is being implemented in the vari-
ous subsidiaries, neither an internal nor an exter-
nal audit program may be necessary at the par-
ent company level.

The development and implementation of an
internal audit program should be delegated to a
qualified staff large enough to meet the func-
tional requirements of the job under the guid-
ance and leadership of the auditor. When evalu-
ating the effectiveness of an internal audit
program, the examiner may want to consider the
size of audit staffs of banking organizations of a
similar size and complexity. To ensure freedom
of access to corporate records and complete
independence and objectivity in administering
the audit program, the auditor should report
directly to the directorate or a committee
thereof. Administratively, the internal auditor is
usually responsible to an officer at a major poli-
cymaking level.

To supplement the internal audit activities,
external accountants-auditors may be engaged
to certify or audit the financial statements or
specified activities of the bank holding company
and its subsidiaries. Each top-tier bank holding
company with total consolidated assets of $500
million or more must engage independent pub-
lic accountants to perform audits and report on
its annual financial statements in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.
The scope of the audit engagement must be
sufficient to permit such accountant to deter-
mine and report whether the financial statements
are presented fairly and in accordance with gen-
erally accepted accounting principles. Bank
holding companies do not have to submit
audited financial statements as part of the
requirements for the FR Y-6 annual report. The
Federal Reserve may request audited consoli-
dated financial statements from any bank hold-
ing company with total consolidated assets of
less than $500 million if deemed warranted for
supervisory purposes.

The internal and external auditors should
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work together in establishing the scope and fre-
quency of audits to be performed. In addition to
performing some of the basic functions of the
internal auditor, the external auditor should
review the internal auditing program to assess
its scope and adequacy. When a bank holding
company is perhaps too small to employ an
internal audit staff, but when the complexities
and activities of the organization suggest the
need for an audit, the holding company should
consider hiring an external auditor. Indepen-
dence and objectivity are mandatory in any audit
program, and these are difficult to maintain if
the audit function is a part-time responsibility.
When external auditors are employed to per-
form the internal audit function, they should be
permitted to establish the scope of their audits
and schedule surprise audits. They also should
be given responsibility for suggesting systems
and organizational duty assignments for maxi-
mum control consistent with the size of the
organization.

2060.1.2 EXTERNAL AUDITORS AND
THE RELEASE OF REQUIRED
INFORMATION

The enactment of the Financial Institutions
Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act
(FIRREA) on August 9, 1989, requires that
FDIC-insured depository institutions that are
being audited provide their independent auditors
with information concerning their financial con-
dition and any supervisory actions being taken
against them. Specifically, section 36(h)(1) of
the Federal Deposit Insurance Act (12 U.S.C.
1831m(h)(1)) (the FDI Act) requires an insured
depository institution that has engaged the ser-
vices of an independent auditor to perform an
audit within the past two years to provide the
auditor with—

1. a copy of the most recent report of condition
made by the institution (pursuant to the FDI
Act or any other provision of law) and a
copy of the most recent report of examina-
tion received by the institution;

2. a copy of any supervisory memorandum of
understanding with such institution and any
written agreement between a federal or state
banking agency and the depository institu-
tion that is in effect during the period cov-
ered by the audit; and

3. a report of any action initiated or taken by a

federal banking agency during the period
covered by the audit under subsection (a),
(b), (c), (e), (g), (i), (s), or (t) of section 8 of
the FDI Act or of any similar action taken by
a state banking agency under state law, or
any other civil money penalty assessed under
any other provision of law with respect to the
depository institution or any affiliated party.

External auditors who are serving as agents
of a bank holding company may, with the
approval of the organization, review examina-
tion or inspection reports and supervisory corre-
spondence received and communicate with
examiners. Examiners should remind external
auditors of their responsibility to maintain the
confidentiality of the reports and other supervi-
sory communications reviewed as part of their
engagement. See also the Board’s rules on the
release of confidential supervisory information
(12 C.F.R. 261, subpart C).

2060.1.3 EXTERNAL AUDITOR
INQUIRIES

In some situations, examiners may not be able
to fully respond to external auditors’ inquiries
on certain matters relating to examinations still
in progress. The examiners’ findings may be
incomplete or may be under review by higher
supervisory authorities within the Federal
Reserve System. In addition, as a general prac-
tice, examiners will normally only discuss with
external auditors issues and inspection findings
that have been presented to the bank holding
company’s management. These situations relate
primarily to the timing of the auditors’ inquiries
in relation to the stage of inspection work and,
thus, should not automatically preclude an audi-
tor from expressing an opinion on the organiza-
tion’s financial statements.

2060.1.4 UNSAFE AND UNSOUND
USE OF LIMITATION-OF-LIABILITY
PROVISIONS IN EXTERNAL AUDIT
ENGAGEMENT LETTERS

On February 9, 2006, the Federal Reserve and
the other financial institution regulatory agen-
cies (the agencies)1 issued an interagency advi-
sory (the advisory) to address safety-and-

1. The Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
(Board), the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC),
the Office of Thrift Supervision (OTS), the Federal Deposit
Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the National Credit Union
Administration (NCUA).
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soundness concerns that may arise when
financial institutions enter into external audit
contracts (typically referred to as engagement
letters) that limit the auditors’ liability for audit
services.2 The advisory informs financial institu-
tions’3 boards of directors, audit committees,
management, and external auditors of the safety-
and-soundness implications that may arise when
the financial institution enters into engagement
letters that contain provisions to limit the audi-
tors’ liability.

The advisory does not apply to previously
executed engagement letters. However, any
financial institution subject to a multiyear audit
engagement letter containing unsafe and
unsound limitation-of-liability provisions should
seek an amendment to its engagement letter to
be consistent with the advisory for periods end-
ing in 2007 or later. (See SR-06-4.)

Limits on external auditors’ liability may
weaken the external auditors’ objectivity, impar-
tiality, and performance and, thus, reduce the
agencies’ ability to rely on audits. Therefore,
certain limitation-of-liability provisions
(described in the advisory and its appendix A;
see section 2060.1.4.7) are unsafe and unsound.
In addition, such provisions may not be consis-
tent with the auditor-independence standards of
the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
(SEC), the Public Company Accounting Over-
sight Board (PCAOB), and the American Insti-
tute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA).

2060.1.4.1 Scope of the Advisory on
Engagement Letters

The advisory applies to engagement letters
between financial institutions and external audi-
tors with respect to financial-statement audits,
audits of internal control over financial report-
ing, and attestations on management’s assess-
ment of internal control over financial reporting
(collectively, audit or audits).

The advisory does not apply to—

1. nonaudit services that may be performed by
financial institutions’ external auditors,

2. audits of financial institutions’ 401(k) plans,
pension plans, and other similar audits,

3. services performed by accountants who are
not engaged to perform financial institutions’
audits (e.g., outsourced internal audits or

loan reviews), and
4. other service providers (e.g., software con-

sultants or legal advisers).

While the agencies have observed several
types of limitation-of-liability provisions in
external audit engagement letters, this advisory
applies to any agreement that a financial institu-
tion enters into with its external auditor that
limits the external auditor’s liability with respect
to audits in an unsafe and unsound manner.

2060.1.4.2 External Audits and Their
Engagement Letters

A properly conducted audit provides an inde-
pendent and objective view of the reliability of a
financial institution’s financial statements. The
external auditor’s objective in an audit is to
form an opinion on the financial statements
taken as a whole. When planning and perform-
ing the audit, the external auditor considers the
financial institution’s internal control over
financial reporting. Generally, the external audi-
tor communicates any identified deficiencies in
internal control to management, which enables
management to take appropriate corrective
action. In addition, certain financial institutions
are required to file audited financial statements
and internal control audit or attestation reports
with one or more of the agencies. The agencies
encourage financial institutions not subject to
mandatory audit requirements to voluntarily
obtain audits of their financial statements. The
FFIEC’s September 1999 Interagency Policy
Statement on External Auditing Programs of
Banks and Savings Associations4 notes, ‘‘[a]n
institution’s internal and external audit pro-
grams are critical to its safety and soundness.’’
The policy also states that an effective external
auditing program ‘‘can improve the safety and
soundness of an institution substantially and
lessen the risk the institution poses to the insur-
ance funds administered by the FDIC.’’

Typically, a written engagement letter is used
to establish an understanding between the exter-
nal auditor and the financial institution regard-
ing the services to be performed in connection
with the financial institution’s audit. The
engagement letter commonly describes the
objective of the audit, the reports to be prepared,
the responsibilities of management and the

2. The advisory is effective for audit engagement letters
issued on or after February 9, 2006.

3. As used in this advisory, the term financial institutions
includes bank holding companies, banks, savings associa-
tions, and savings and loan holding companies.

4. See 64 Fed. Reg. 52,319 (September 28, 1999).
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external auditor, and other significant arrange-
ments (for example, fees and billing). Boards of
directors, audit committees, and management
are encouraged to closely review all of the pro-
visions in the audit engagement letter before
agreeing to sign. As with all agreements that
affect a financial institution’s legal rights, the
financial institution’s legal counsel should care-
fully review audit engagement letters to help
ensure that those charged with engaging the
external auditor make a fully informed decision.

The advisory describes the types of objection-
able limitation-of-liability provisions and pro-
vides examples.5 Financial institutions’ boards
of directors, audit committees, and management
should also be aware that certain insurance poli-
cies (such as error and omission policies and
directors’ and officers’ liability policies) might
not cover losses arising from claims.

2060.1.4.3 Limitation-of-Liability
Provisions

The provisions of an external audit engagement
letter that the agencies deem to be unsafe and
unsound can be generally categorized as fol-
lows: a provision within an agreement between
a client financial institution and its external
auditor that effectively—

1. indemnifies the external auditor against
claims made by third parties;

2. holds harmless or releases the external audi-
tor from liability for claims or potential
claims that might be asserted by the client
financial institution, other than claims for
punitive damages; or

3. limits the remedies available to the client
financial institution, other than punitive
damages.

Collectively, these categories of provisions
are referred to in this advisory as limitation-of-
liability provisions.

Provisions that waive the right of financial

institutions to seek punitive damages from their
external auditor are not treated as unsafe and
unsound under the advisory. Nevertheless,
agreements by clients to indemnify their audi-
tors against any third-party damage awards,
including punitive damages, are deemed unsafe
and unsound under the advisory. To enhance
transparency and market discipline, public
financial institutions that agree to waive claims
for punitive damages against their external audi-
tors may want to disclose annually the nature of
these arrangements in their proxy statements or
other public reports.

Many financial institutions are required to
have their financial statements audited, while
others voluntarily choose to undergo such
audits. For example, federally insured banks
with $500 million or more in total assets are
required to have annual independent audits.6
Furthermore, financial institutions that are pub-
lic companies7 must have annual independent
audits. Certain savings associations (for exam-
ple, those with a CAMELS rating of 3, 4, or 5)
and savings and loan holding companies are
also required by OTS’s regulations to have
annual independent audits.8 The agencies rely
on the results of audits as part of their assess-
ment of a financial institution’s safety and
soundness.

For audits to be effective, the external audi-
tors must be independent in both fact and
appearance, and they must perform all neces-
sary procedures to comply with auditing and
attestation standards established by either the
AICPA or, if applicable, the PCAOB. When
financial institutions execute agreements that
limit the external auditors’ liability, the external
auditors’ objectivity, impartiality, and perfor-
mance may be weakened or compromised, and
the usefulness of the audits for safety-and-
soundness purposes may be diminished.

By their very nature, limitation-of-liability
provisions can remove or greatly weaken exter-
nal auditors’ objective and unbiased consider-
ation of problems encountered in audit engage-
ments and may diminish auditors’ adherence to
the standards of objectivity and impartiality
required in the performance of audits. The exist-
ence of such provisions in external audit
engagement letters may lead to the use of less
extensive or less thorough procedures than
would otherwise be followed, thereby reducing

5. In the majority of external audit engagement letters
reviewed, the agencies did not observe provisions that limited
an external auditor’s liability. However, for those reviewed
external audit engagement letters that did have external audi-
tor limited-liability provisions, the agencies noted a signifi-
cant increase in the types and frequency of the provisions. The
provisions took many forms, which made it impractical for
the agencies to provide an all-inclusive list. Examples of
auditor limitation-of-liability provisions are illustrated in the
advisory’s appendix A. See section 2060.1.4.7.

6. For banks and savings associations, see section 36 of the
FDI Act (12 U.S.C. 1831m) and part 363 of the FDIC’s
regulations (12 C.F.R. 363).

7. Public companies are companies subject to the reporting
requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

8. See OTS regulation at 12 C.F.R. 563.4.
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the reliability of audits. Accordingly, financial
institutions should not enter into external audit
arrangements that include unsafe and unsound
limitation-of-liability provisions identified in the
advisory, regardless of (1) the size of the finan-
cial institution, (2) whether the financial institu-
tion is public or not, or (3) whether the external
audit is required or voluntary.

2060.1.4.4 Auditor Independence

Currently, auditor-independence standard-setters
include the SEC, PCAOB, and AICPA. Depend-
ing on the audit client, an external auditor is
subject to the independence standards issued by
one or more of these standard-setters. For all
nonpublic financial institutions that are not
required to have annual independent audits, the
FDIC’s rules, pursuant to part 363 (or section
562.4 of the OTS’s regulations) require only
that an external auditor meet the AICPA inde-
pendence standards. The rules do not require the
financial institution’s external auditor to comply
with the independence standards of the SEC and
the PCAOB.

In contrast, for financial institutions subject to
the audit requirements in part 363 of the FDIC’s
regulations (or in section 562.4 of the OTS
regulations), the external auditor should be in
compliance with the AICPA’s Code of Profes-
sional Conduct and meet the independence
requirements and interpretations of the SEC and
its staff.9 In this regard, in a December 13, 2004,
frequently asked question (FAQ) on the applica-
tion of the SEC’s auditor-independence rules,
the SEC staff reiterated its long-standing posi-
tion that when an accountant and his or her
client enter into an agreement that seeks to
provide the accountant immunity from liability
for his or her own negligent acts, the accountant
is not independent. The SEC’s FAQ also stated
that including in engagement letters a clause
that would release, indemnify, or hold the
auditor harmless from any liability and costs
resulting from knowing misrepresentations by
management would impair the auditor’s
independence. The FAQ is consistent with the
SEC’s Codification of Financial Reporting Poli-
cies, section 602.02.f.i, ‘‘Indemnification by Cli-
ent.’’ (See section 2060.1.4.8.)

On the basis of the SEC guidance and the
agencies’ existing regulations, certain limits on
auditors’ liability are already inappropriate in

audit engagement letters entered into by—

1. public financial institutions that file reports
with the SEC or with the agencies,

2. financial institutions subject to part 363,10

and
3. certain other financial institutions that are

required to have annual independent audits.

In addition, certain of these limits on audi-
tors’ liability may violate the AICPA indepen-
dence standards. Notwithstanding the potential
applicability of auditor-independence standards,
the limitation-of-liability provisions discussed
in the advisory present safety-and-soundness
concerns for all financial institution audits.

2060.1.4.5 Alternative Dispute-Resolution
Agreements and Jury-Trial Waivers

The agencies observed that a review of the
engagement letters of some financial institutions
revealed that they had agreed to submit disputes
over external audit services to mandatory and
binding alternative dispute resolution, binding
arbitration, or other binding nonjudicial dispute-
resolution processes (collectively, mandatory
ADR) or to waive the right to a jury trial. By
agreeing in advance to submit disputes to man-
datory ADR, financial institutions may waive
the right to full discovery, limit appellate
review, or limit or waive other rights and pro-
tections available in ordinary litigation
proceedings.

Mandatory ADR procedures and jury-trial
waivers may be efficient and cost-effective tools
for resolving disputes in some cases. Accord-
ingly, the agencies believe that mandatory ADR
or waiver of jury-trial provisions in external
audit engagement letters do not present safety-
and-soundness concerns, provided that the
engagement letters do not also incorporate
limitation-of-liability provisions. Institutions are
encouraged to carefully review mandatory ADR
and jury-trial provisions in engagement letters,
as well as review any agreements regarding
rules of procedure, and to fully comprehend the
ramifications of any agreement to waive any
available remedies. Financial institutions should
ensure that any mandatory ADR provisions in
audit engagement letters are commercially rea-
sonable and—

9. See part 363 of the FDIC’s regulation (12 C.F.R. 363),
Appendix A—Guidelines and Interpretations, Guideline 14,
‘‘ Role of the Independent Public Accountant-Independence.’’

10. See also the OTS’s regulation (12 C.F.R. 562.4).
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1. apply equally to all parties,
2. provide a fair process (for example, neutral

decision makers and appropriate hearing pro-
cedures), and

3. are not imposed in a coercive manner.

2060.1.4.6 The Advisory’s Conclusion

Financial institutions’ boards of directors, audit
committees, and management should not enter
into any agreement that incorporates limitation-
of-liability provisions with respect to audits. In
addition, financial institutions should document
their business rationale for agreeing to any other
provisions that limit their legal rights.

The inclusion of limitation-of-liability provi-
sions in external audit engagement letters and
other agreements that are inconsistent with the
advisory will generally be considered an unsafe
and unsound practice. Examiners will consider
the policies, processes, and personnel surround-
ing a financial institution’s external auditing
program in determining whether (1) the engage-
ment letter covering external auditing activities
raises any safety-and-soundness concerns and
(2) the external auditor maintains appropriate
independence regarding relationships with the
financial institution under relevant professional
standards. The agencies may take appropriate
supervisory action if unsafe and unsound
limitation-of-liability provisions are included in
external audit engagement letters or other agree-
ments related to audits that are executed
(accepted or agreed to by the financial
institution).

2060.1.4.7 Examples of Unsafe and
Unsound Limitation-of-Liability
Provisions

The following information was contained in
appendix A of the February 9, 2006, inter-
agency advisory.

Presented below are some of the types of
limitation-of-liability provisions (with an illus-
trative example of each type) that the agencies
observed in financial institutions’ external audit
engagement letters. The inclusion in external
audit engagement letters or agreements related
to audits of any of the illustrative provisions
(which do not represent an all-inclusive list) or
any other language that would produce similar

effects is considered an unsafe and unsound
practice.

1. ‘‘ Release from Liability for Auditor
Negligence’’ Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion agrees not to hold the audit firm liable for
any damages, except to the extent determined to
have resulted from willful misconduct or
fraudulent behavior by the audit firm.

Example: In no event shall [the audit firm] be
liable to the financial institution, whether a
claim be in tort, contract or otherwise, for any
consequential, indirect, lost profit, or similar
damages relating to [the audit firm’s] services
provided under this engagement letter, except to
the extent finally determined to have resulted
from the willful misconduct or fraudulent behav-
ior of [the audit firm] relating to such services.

2. ‘‘ No Damages’’ Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion agrees that in no event will the external
audit firm’s liability include responsibility for
any compensatory (incidental or consequential)
damages claimed by the financial institution.

Example: In no event will [the audit firm’s]
liability under the terms of this agreement
include responsibility for any claimed incidental
or consequential damages.

3. ‘‘ Limitation of Period to File Claim’’
Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion agrees that no claim will be asserted after a
fixed period of time that is shorter than the
applicable statute of limitations, effectively
agreeing to limit the financial institution’s rights
in filing a claim.

Example: It is agreed by the financial institution
and [the audit firm] or any successors in inter-
est that no claim arising out of services ren-
dered pursuant to this agreement by, or on
behalf of, the financial institution shall be
asserted more than two years after the date of
the last audit report issued by [the audit firm].
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4. ‘‘ Losses Occurring During Periods
Audited’’ Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion agrees that the external audit firm’s liability
will be limited to any losses occurring during
periods covered by the external audit, and will
not include any losses occurring in later periods
for which the external audit firm is not engaged.
This provision may not only preclude the collec-
tion of consequential damages for harm in later
years, but could preclude any recovery at all. It
appears that no claim of liability could be
brought against the external audit firm until the
external audit report is actually delivered. Under
such a clause, any claim for liability thereafter
might be precluded because the losses did not
occur during the period covered by the external
audit. In other words, it might limit the external
audit firm’s liability to a period before there
could be any liability. Read more broadly, the
external audit firm might be liable for losses that
arise in subsequent years only if the firm contin-
ues to be engaged to audit the client’s financial
statements in those years.

Example: In the event the financial institution is
dissatisfied with [the audit firm’s] services, it is
understood that [the audit firm’s] liability, if
any, arising from this engagement will be lim-
ited to any losses occurring during the periods
covered by [the audit firm’s] audit, and shall
not include any losses occurring in later periods
for which is not engaged as auditors.

5. ‘‘ No Assignment or Transfer’’
Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion agrees that it will not assign or transfer any
claim against the external audit firm to another
party. This provision could limit the ability of
another party to pursue a claim against the exter-
nal auditor in a sale or merger of the financial
institution, in a sale of certain assets or a line of
business of the financial institution, or in a
supervisory merger or receivership of the finan-
cial institution. This provision may also prevent
the financial institution from subrogating a
claim against its external auditor to the financial
institution’s insurer under its directors’ and offi-
cers’ liability or other insurance coverage.

Example: The financial institution agrees that it
will not, directly or indirectly, agree to assign or
transfer any claim against [the audit firm] aris-
ing out of this engagement to anyone.

6. ‘‘ Knowing Misrepresentations by
Management’’ Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion releases and indemnifies the external audit
firm from any claims, liabilities, and costs attrib-
utable to any knowing misrepresentation by
management.

Example: Because of the importance of oral and
written management representations to an effec-
tive audit, the financial institution releases and
indemnifies [the audit firm] and its personnel
from any and all claims, liabilities, costs, and
expenses attributable to any knowing misrepre-
sentation by management.

7. ‘‘ Indemnification for Management
Negligence’’ Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion agrees to protect the external auditor from
third-party claims arising from the external audit
firm’s failure to discover negligent conduct by
management. It would also reinforce the defense
of contributory negligence in cases in which the
financial institution brings an action against its
external auditor. In either case, the contractual
defense would insulate the external audit firm
from claims for damages even if the reason the
external auditor failed to discover the negligent
conduct was a failure to conduct the external
audit in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards or other applicable profes-
sional standards.

Example: The financial institution shall indem-
nify, hold harmless, and defend and its autho-
rized agents, partners, and employees from and
against any and all claims, damages, demands,
actions, costs, and charges arising out of, or by
reason of, the financial institution’s negligent
acts or failure to act hereunder.

8. ‘‘ Damages Not to Exceed Fees Paid’’
Provision

In this type of provision, the financial institu-
tion agrees to limit the external auditor’s liabil-
ity to the amount of audit fees the financial
institution paid the external auditor, regardless
of the extent of damages. This may result in a
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substantial unrecoverable loss or cost to the
financial institution.

Example: [The audit firm] shall not be liable for
any claim for damages arising out of or in
connection with any services provided herein to
the financial institution in an amount greater
than the amount of fees actually paid to [the
audit firm] with respect to the services directly
relating to and forming the basis of such
claim.11

2060.1.4.8 Frequently Asked Questions
on the Application of the SEC’s
Auditor-Independence Rules

The following information is contained in
appendix B of the February 9, 2006, inter-
agency advisory. The information is derived
from the SEC’s Office of Chief Accountant’s
Codification of Financial Reporting Policies.

Question12

Inquiry was made as to whether an accoun-
tant who certifies financial statements included
in a registration statement or annual report filed
with the commission under the Securities Act or
the Exchange Act would be considered indepen-
dent if he had entered into an indemnity agree-
ment with the registrant. In the particular illus-
tration cited, the board of directors of the
registrant formally approved the filing of a reg-
istration statement with the commission and
agreed to indemnify and save harmless each and
every accountant who certified any part of such
statement ‘‘from any and all losses, claims, dam-
ages or liabilities arising out of such act or acts
to which they or any of them may become
subject under the Securities Act, as amended, or
at ′common law,’ other than for their willful
misstatements or omissions.’’

Answer

When an accountant and his client, directly or
through an affiliate, have entered into an agree-

ment of indemnity which seeks to assure to the
accountant immunity from liability for his own
negligent acts, whether of omission or commis-
sion, one of the major stimuli to objective and
unbiased consideration of the problems encoun-
tered in a particular engagement is removed or
greatly weakened. Such condition must fre-
quently induce a departure from the standards of
objectivity and impartiality which the concept
of independence implies. In such difficult mat-
ters, for example, as the determination of the
scope of audit necessary, existence of such an
agreement may easily lead to the use of less
extensive or thorough procedures than would
otherwise be followed. In other cases it may
result in a failure to appraise with professional
acumen the information disclosed by the exami-
nation. Consequently, the accountant cannot be
recognized as independent for the purpose of
certifying the financial statements of the corpo-
ration.

Question

Has there been any change in the commis-
sion’s long-standing view (Financial Reporting
Policies—Section 600—602.02.f.i., ‘‘Indemnifi-
cation by Client’’) that when an accountant
enters into an indemnity agreement with the
registrant, his or her independence would come
into question?

Answer

No. When an accountant and his or her client,
directly or through an affiliate, enter into an
agreement of indemnity that seeks to provide
the accountant immunity from liability for his or
her own negligent acts, whether of omission or
commission, the accountant is not independent.
Further, including in engagement letters a clause
that a registrant would release, indemnify, or
hold harmless from any liability and costs
resulting from knowing misrepresentations by
management would also impair the firm’ s
independence.

2060.1.3 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To review the operations of the bank holding
company to determine if an audit program
exits.

2. To determine the independence and compe-
tence of those who administer and provide
the internal and external audit function.

11. The agencies also observed a similar provision that
limited damages to a predetermined amount not related to fees
paid.

12. The subtitles in this section have been revised for this
manual.

Audit 2060.1
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3. To determine the adequacy of the scope and
frequency of the audit program.

4. To determine with reasonable assurance that
the bank holding company has adequate
internal audit and external audit functions
that ensure efficient and effective operations,
including the safeguarding of assets, reliable
financial reporting, and compliance with
applicable laws and regulations.

5. To ascertain if the bank holding company’s
internal audit function monitors, reviews, and
ensures the continued existence and mainte-
nance of sound and adequate internal con-
trols over the bank holding company’s man-
agement process—the control environment,
risk assessment, control activities, informa-
tion and communication, and monitoring
activities.

6. To review and evaluate internal audit out-
sourcing arrangements and the actions of the
outsourcing vendor under the standards
established by the Interagency Policy State-
ment on the Internal Audit Function and Its
Outsourcing.

7. To consider the policies, processes, and per-
sonnel surrounding the bank holding compa-
ny’s external auditing program and to deter-
mine the existence of any unsafe and
unsound practices or conditions, including
whether—
a. any engagement letter or other agreement

related to external audit activities (1) pro-
vides any assurances of indemnification to
the bank’s external auditors that relieves
them of liability for their own negligent
acts (including any losses, claims, dam-
ages, or other liabilities) or (2) raises any
other safety-and-soundness concerns; and

b. the external auditors have not maintained
appropriate independence in their relation-
ships with the bank holding company, in
accordance with relevant professional
standards.

8. To determine, based on the criteria above, if
the work performed by internal and external
auditors is reliable.

2060.1.6 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

The primary thrust of the inspection should be
directed toward the audit activities that relate to
the parent company and all subsidiaries. An
assessment of the audit function as it pertains to
the bank (or banks) is primarily the responsibil-
ity of the regulatory agency that examines that
particular bank. The examiner should review the
latest bank examination reports to note com-

ments and deficiencies cited concerning internal
controls and the audit function. In addition to
providing an input into the overall assessment
of the audit function, review of the bank exami-
nation reports may provide a basis for determin-
ing areas of investigation during the inspection.
Further, if matters cited in the latest bank exami-
nation report are deemed to be significant and
indications are that corrective action has not
been taken, the examiner should mention the
facts to senior management of the bank holding
company and note the details in the inspection
report.

To judge the adequacy of the audit program,
including its scope and frequency, the following
procedures, with equal emphasis being placed
on the parent, bank, and nonbank subsidiaries,
are recommended as minimum guidelines for
the inspection.

1. Review the parent company and nonbank
operations and the audit comments in
the bank examination reports to ascertain
the adequacy of the existing audit program
or the need for developing such a program,
if the organization currently lacks one.

2. Review the scope of the audit function to
ensure that procedures are in place to cover
adequately those areas that may be suscep-
tible to exposure. When reviewing the audit
scope, determine whether the auditor was
able to perform all the procedures necessary
to complete the audit. If not—
a. establish whether the scope limita-

tions were imposed by the directorship
or management and

b. determine whether the auditor estab-
lished and documented the reasons why
the scope limitations were imposed.

(1) Was the auditor able to quantify the
effects of the scope limitation on the
financial statements and the audit
results, and, if not pervasive, was a
qualified opinion or disclaimer of
opinion issued?

(2) Did the auditor evaluate all possible
effects on his ability to express an
opinion on the financial statements?

(3) Were there any external circum-
stances that imposed limitations on
the audit’s scope?

(4) Were alternative procedures used to
accomplish the same audit objec-
tives? If so, did the use of the alterna-
tive procedures justify issuance of an
unqualified opinion?

Audit 2060.1
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3. Review the audit schedule to determine that
the audits are satisfactorily spaced and that
all functions are audited with adequate
frequency.

4. Review audit workpapers and reports on a
test-check basis for adequacy of content,
satisfactory maintenance, and conformance
to audit guidelines outlined by the board of
directors.

5. Determine the qualifications and back-
ground of the auditor and others participat-
ing in the audit function.

6. To establish that the auditor has a direct
communication line to the board of direc-
tors and freedom of access to all records for
audit purposes, review audit reports and
minutes of meetings held by directors or a
committee thereof.

7. Determine the entity responsible for main-
taining the audit function. If a bank pro-
vides audit services to affiliates, indicate the
manner in which the bank is reimbursed for
the cost of such services.

8. Determine whether audit reports are submit-
ted on a timely basis to—
a. the directors and senior management and
b. management in the area being audited.

9. Review responses to exceptions and recom-
mendations noted in audit reports.

10. Check on the relationship between the inter-
nal and any external auditors to determine
whether their activities are coordinated in a
manner that effects comprehensive cover-
age of the organization and at the same time
avoids duplication of effort.

11. Review the letter addressed to management
by the external auditor and determine that
steps have been taken to correct any defi-
ciencies noted. If no deficiencies were noted
in the letter, inquire as to whether such
comments were communicated to manage-
ment by any other means.

12. Ascertain that the audit program is annually
reviewed and approved by the directors.

13. If the BHC has engaged any external audit
firms to conduct audits of its financial state-
ments (including their certification), audits
of internal control over financial reporting,
attestations on management’s assessment of
internal control, appraisals of the BHC’s
audit function, or any internal audit or audit
function or operational review, the exam-
iner should:
a. Review the engagement letters (includ-

ing past or pending engagement letters)

and any agreements between the board
of directors (and the audit committee)
and the external auditor, noting any
qualifications that are contained therein.

b. Review any correspondence exchanged
between the BHC and the external audi-
tor, including any letters requesting opin-
ions from external auditors. Determine if
BHC management influenced any of the
opinions.

c. Ascertain if any of the engagement let-
ters restricted the scope of the audit in
any way, including whether the letters
limited the degree of reliance to be
placed on the work of the internal audit
staff.

14. Determine if the audit engagement letters or
other agreements include possible unsafe
and unsound provisions or practices that—
a. indemnify the external auditor against

all claims made by third parties;
b. hold harmless, release, or indemnify the

external auditor from liability for claims
or potential claims that the BHC may
assert, thus providing relief from liabil-
ity for the auditors’ own negligent acts,
including any losses, claims, damages,
or other liabilities, (other than claims for
punitive damages); or

c. limit the remedies available to the BHC
(other than punitive damages).

15. Find out whether the BHC’s board of direc-
tors, audit committee, and senior manage-
ment closely review all of the provisions of
audit engagement letters or other agree-
ments for providing external auditing ser-
vices for the bank before agreeing to sign,
thus indicating the BHC’s approval and
financial commitment.

16. Verify that the BHC has documented its
business rationale for any engagement letter
or other agreement provisions with external
audit firms that limit or impair the BHC’s
legal rights.

17. If new external auditors have been engaged,
ascertain the reasons for such change.

18. Determine if the parent company or non-
bank subsidiaries have reported any defal-
cations. If so, determine if adequate con-
trols have been initiated to lessen any
further risk and exposure.

19. Determine if the BHC’s external auditors
received copies of the subsidiary FDIC-
insured institution’s examination and other
designated supervisory reports and corre-
spondence required by section 36(h)(1) of
the FDI Act.

20. Determine the degree of independence of
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the external audit firm by reviewing any
financial ties between the BHC, audit firm,
and any of its partners or employees. Also
review any other relationships or potential
conflicts of interest that may exist.13

The independence of the internal auditor
should be evaluated by ascertaining whether the
following conditions exist: (1) reports are dis-
tributed directly to the board or a committee
thereof or, less desirably, to an officer not con-
nected with the area being reviewed; (2) there

are no relationships within the organization that
are incompatible with the internal audit func-
tion; and (3) severe restrictions are not placed
on the program or its scheduling by manage-
ment. In order to maintain the degree of objec-
tivity essential to the audit function, the exam-
iner should establish that the internal auditor
does not install procedures, originate and
approve entries, or otherwise engage in any
activity that would be subject to audit review
and appraisal.

The examiner should consider meeting with
the audit committee and the auditor and, subse-
quently, with senior bank holding company
management to communicate conclusions con-
cerning the adequacy of the scope and fre-
quency of the audit program. During the discus-
sions, the examiner should concentrate on
detailing criticisms or deficiencies noted. The
auditor and senior bank holding com-pany man-
agement should be made fully cognizant of the
examiner’s analyses and the comments concern-
ing the audit function that will appear on the
relevant pages in the inspection report.

13. The Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) has
also released guidance relating to the independence of audi-
tors for public institutions. According to SEC Rule 101, the
independence of an auditor would be impaired if there are
financial, employment, or business relationships between
auditors and audit clients, or if there are relationships between
auditors and audit clients in which the auditors provide certain
nonaudit services to their audit clients. Much of the language
found in the SEC’s independence rules is incorporated in the
Interagency Policy Statement on the Internal Audit Function
and Its Outsourcing. (See section 2060.05.)
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Management Information Systems
(Budget) Section 2060.2

An assessment of management’s strategic plans
and its success in meeting previously estab-
lished budgetary goals is one of the factors
considered in evaluating a BHC’s management,
operations, financial condition, and prospects.1

Through review of the budget figures, insight
can be gained concerning an organization’s
future plans and other matters such as capital
adequacy, liquidity, sources and applications of
funds, level and quality of earnings, and perfor-
mance of management.

The budget is a coordinated financial plan
used to estimate and control all or a few of the
activities of the various divisions or subsidiaries
in a bank holding company. Based on an assess-
ment of future economic developments and con-
ditions, management formulates a plan of action
and indicates anticipated changes in the balance-
sheet accounts and profitability (predicated on
implementation of the plan). The budget is a
significant management tool in that it projects
expected results and also serves as an important
check on management decisions and perfor-
mance by providing a basis for comparison and
corrective action on a timely basis. The com-
parison of actual performance to budget allows
management to give careful attention to various
possible courses of action and to choose the
course which should result in the greatest bene-
fit. Budgeting is also useful in measuring the
performance of individuals and the departments
they manage. Further, the comparison of budget
totals to actual changes in activities such as
loans, investments, and deposits assists in deci-
sion making and can promote coordination and
cooperation among affiliates. The variance indi-
cated by the comparison process may be con-
strued as a measure of management’s perfor-
mance and planning record and its relationship
to the organization’s goals and objectives. It
should be noted that some significant variances
may be caused by factors beyond management’s
control or factors that could not reasonably be
anticipated.

While various individuals may be responsible
for input to the budget process, the chief execu-
tive officer typically has the ultimate responsi-
bility for preparation and implementation of the
formal budget. The time period covered by a
budget typically encompasses one year,
although it often covers longer periods in the
larger, more sophisticated bank holding compa-
nies. The longer the budget period, the greater
are the prospects for increased variances from
original budget figures. In some cases in which
four- or five-year projections are made, bank
holding companies may formulate several fore-
casts based on different sets of assumptions. In
such instances, the examiner should work with
the ‘‘most likely’’ situation that may evolve
based on economic trends, history, and
experience of the organization, but should also
give serious consideration to the ‘‘worst-case’’
projections.

Many bank holding companies, particularly
the smaller organizations, may not have formal
written budgets or plans. In small shell compa-
nies, while it is not essential to have a formal
budget, budgeting procedures should be encour-
aged where appropriate. Budgeting at the parent
level could be appropriately limited to debt-
servicing and dividend considerations.

2060.2.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the extent of an organiza-
tion’s financial planning and budget program.

2. To indicate to management of organiza-
tions that are without formal planning proce-
dures the advantages of adopting a budget.

3. To understand the institution’s decision-
making process as it relates to the budget.

4. To determine the causes of significant
variances between the budget and actual
performance.

5. To assess the reasonableness of projected
figures, including controls over the data
throughout the budgeting process.

6. To assess the impact of the budget on the
present condition and future prospects of the
bank holding company.

7. To determine whether the plan outlined in
the budget is supported by the finan-
cial and managerial resources of the holding
company.

1. Thestragetic planning processfocuses on intermediate
and long-term strategic goals and is the vehicle used to
determine the overall direction and focus of the organization.
Thebudgeting processrefers to the tactical decisions required
to meet goals and objectives. The budget is a subset of the
strategic plan. While smaller bank holding company organiza-
tions may not always have formal written budgets, all organi-
zations should have a strategic planning process, which deter-
mines overall corporate direction, general resource allocation,
and balance-sheet relationships with respect to capital needs,
growth, asset mix, and risk.
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2060.2.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Familiarity with a bank holding compa-
ny’s financial condition and results of opera-
tions should begin before the start of the inspec-
tion with a review of the annual report to
shareholders, financial reports submitted to the
Federal Reserve System, and other financial
documentation contained in the files. The more
significant accounts, statistical data, and perti-
nent ratios should be compared on a period-to-
period basis to highlight significant changes and
discern trends.

2. The examiner also should become familiar
with current and projected economic conditions,
both nationally and locally, including general
industry conditions.

3. Based on a review of the aforementioned
data, the examiner should be in a position to
substantiate the reasonableness of budgeted fig-
ures without a systematic examination of all of
the transactions affecting the figures presented.
Further, such an analysis provides a better
understanding of the operation and highlights
matters of interest and potential problem areas
to be investigated during the inspection.

4. Throughout the review process, the exam-
iner must maintain a sense of perspective to
avoid spending excessive time on relatively
immaterial amounts.

5. The examiner should meet with the officer
responsible for the preparation of the budget to
determine the scope of the organization’s finan-
cial plans. The extent of senior management’s
and the board of directors’ involvement in the
strategic planning and budgeting process should
also be ascertained in this preliminary meeting.

6. Workpapers which document or illustrate
the rationale for the budget data should be
reviewed and discussed with budget personnel,
including the existence and extent of internal
controls over the data.

7. The examiner should evaluate plans, pro-
jections, and forecasts in light of market-area
characteristics and the present condition and
history of the organization.

8. The examiner should determine whether
the accounting principles of major importance
have been applied consistently and, if not, the
impact of the alternative accounting treatment
on the budget totals.

9. The sources of input for the budget should
be reviewed and the frequency and procedures
for effecting revision should be ascertained.

10. When there are significant budget vari-
ances, the examiner should seek documented
explanations. Review any such documentation
to determine if management policy or factors
beyond management control were responsible
for the variances.

11. A final summary discussion should be
held with management to discuss goals which
the examiner believes may be unattainable and
to communicate conclusions concerning the
budget. Due consideration should be given to
management’s views, whether or not in concur-
rence with the examiner’s conclusions. If man-
agement indicates future changes which could
have a significant impact on the organization,
the matter should be noted in the inspection
report. Further, management’s assessment of the
effect of contemplated action on the operations
and financial condition of the bank holding com-
pany should be noted.

12. For those bank holding companies that
do not have formal written plans, the examiner
should obtain from senior management informa-
tion on their plans for matters such as growth
and expansion, capital injections, debt retire-
ment, and changes in sources of funding. Except
for small, shell companies, the examiner should
recommend adoption of a budget program and
emphasize the need for strategic planning by
indicating how management methods may be
improved as a result of a logically conceived
and properly operated budget. Budgets and plan-
ning are especially important in cases in which a
bank holding company is losing its share of the
market or in which inefficiencies are depressing
profitability.
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Management Information Systems
(Records and Statements) Section 2060.3

Adequate and accurate records and financial
statements are an integral part of a sound bank
holding company operation. Records should be
maintained to allow preparation of financial
statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and to ensure
proper accountability for all assets, liabilities,
income, and expenses. Generally, an indepen-
dently certified statement inspires greater confi-
dence than a statement prepared internally.
Moreover, an unqualified, independently certi-
fied statement may act as a check on manage-
ment recordkeeping policies and procedures,
and provide more assurance that transactions are
being properly recorded and that books accu-
rately reflect overall financial condition.

Management may exercise reasonable discre-
tion in selecting and adopting the type of books
and records it uses and in formulating account-
ing systems and bookkeeping procedures. From
the examiner’s viewpoint, the test of a bank
holding company’s records is one of adequacy,
consistency, and accuracy. The financial state-
ments of every bank holding company must
accurately reflect financial condition and operat-
ing results. This principle is applicable whether
a bank holding company is small and has a
relatively simple bookkeeping system or
whether it is a larger institution with a fully
automated system. A recordkeeping system that
is capable of generating a wide variety of perti-
nent internal data and other information facili-
tates problem solving and decision making and,
thus, contributes to the efficiency of a bank
holding company’s operations. Further, such a
system serves as a convenient tool to provide
directors, stockholders, and other interested par-
ties with information on conditions in a bank
holding company.

2060.3.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine whether financial statements
are prepared in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and are suffi-
ciently detailed to accurately portray the compa-
ny’s financial condition.

2. To determine that sufficient records are
maintained to provide detail on material
balance-sheet items, income-statement items,
and various contingent liabilities and off-
balance-sheet risks that permit the preparation
of appropriate financial information.

3. To recommend corrective action when
policies and procedures employed have resulted
in inadequate or inaccurate records and financial
statements.

2060.3.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. The examiner should review the sections
relating to audit and records in the prior inspec-
tion report and the latest examination reports of
the subsidiary banks to note any comments or
deficiencies cited concerning records, including
any MIS deficiencies. In addition to providing
an input into the overall assessment of the qual-
ity of records, the review may provide a basis
for determining areas of emphasis and follow-up
during the inspection.

2. The examiner should discuss recommen-
dations and criticisms contained in such reports
with an appropriate officer to ascertain what
changes, if any, have taken place.

3. The examiner should review the external
auditing firm’s management letter, giving par-
ticular attention to comments concerning rec-
ordkeeping. Determine if any corrective actions
were recommended by the external auditors and
the extent to which the cited items have been
corrected.

4. In those situations when it appears that
records are deficient or financial statements are
inaccurate, a thorough investigation of applica-
ble transactions may be required. The purpose
of the investigation is to obtain information
needed in outlining improved controls over
MIS, accounting methods, and records so that
the financial data presented are in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles.
Thus, information is provided which will better
serve bank holding company management. The
investigation should not necessarily involve a
review of every transaction, but should involve
a check of a sufficient number of transactions to
ensure the examiner that the records, as
checked, reflect an accurate financial condition.
The extent of the review will depend largely on
the procedures and controls over MIS and the
condition and adequacy of the books and under-
lying records. During the investigative process,
the examiner should be careful to distinguish
between documented facts and statements of
intent or interpretations set forth by company
representatives.
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Management of Information Systems
(Structure and Reporting) Section 2060.4

The directorate and management of bank hold-
ing companies have a responsibility to contrib-
ute to the health and growth of the organization
they serve. To carry out this responsibility effec-
tively, they must be kept fully informed of con-
ditions throughout the organization and trends
within the banking industry. Reporting is the
process of developing and communicating infor-
mation internally to directors and management
and externally to shareholders and regulatory
authorities. Management and the board of direc-
tors must recognize that as a company develops
and grows, its environment, strategic goals, and
information needs change. The guidelines and
requirements for reports flowing to management
and the board of directors should be established
and allow for change, recognizing the fact that
informational needs can vary, including those at
different levels of the organization.

Informational needs will also be dictated by
the particular type of management structure in
place—centralized, decentralized, legal entity,
or business line. The ultimate decision-making
responsibility rests with the corporation’s board
of directors, and the responsibility for imple-
menting their decisions rests with designated
board committees, executive management, or
other designated management committees or
individuals. As such, examiners should make an
assessment of the qualifications of the persons
on the board of directors, executive manage-
ment staff, and the board and executive manage-
ment committees to ensure that they have the
necessary knowledge, experience, and expertise
to understand the information presented and to
act on it constructively. The assessment should
include a review of reporting lines to identify
information flows and the various decision-
making levels involved or needed.

All reports flowing to executive management,
board committees, and the board of directors
should be analyzed for clarity, consistency,
timeliness, quality, and coverage of crucial areas
of the organization. A review of board and
committee minutes should reveal if participants
had any questions or whether there were any
uncertainties as to the meaning of the data
presented.

Each bank holding company prepares various
reports for submission to its management and
directors; an effective internal reporting system
facilitates their ability to analyze a situation and
to make informed decisions. Although such
reports may vary in content from company to
company, emphasis is generally placed on the
financial data generated. The important consid-

eration is whether each company is providing
sufficient data to keep the interested parties
informed of the financial condition and perfor-
mance of all the divisions or entities. The fre-
quency of the reporting and the detail of infor-
mation provided can be categorized as being on
a need-to-know basis. The form of reports
ranges from consultations and meetings to sub-
mission of printed material for study and review.
The scope and size of the operations will have
an effect on the frequency and detail of the
information submitted. In the larger, more
sophisticated companies, frequent meetings and
consultations are held to discuss the perfor-
mance of various entities, the impact of perfor-
mance on the organization’s goals and objec-
tives, and policies and strategies to be followed.
Written reports outlining important matters and
summarizing various financial data are typically
reviewed and discussed regularly.

The number and variety of reports depends
on the size and sophistication of the bank hold-
ing company operation. For smaller bank hold-
ing companies, the extent of their reports may
be limited to annual statements, as more fre-
quent periodic reports may not be necessary
under normal conditions. The larger holding
companies normally prepare monthly compara-
tive balance sheets and income statements cov-
ering similar periods for two consecutive years.
Thus, any significant deviation from the prior
year’s data can be readily detected. Generally,
reports detailing the extent of delinquent and
nonaccrual loans are prepared monthly. Facts
and figures pertaining to the adequacy of the
loan-loss provision are presented periodically.
Additional reports containing information on
budgets, cash flow, liquidity, and capital
adequacy are prepared to assist management in
assessing the organization’s overall financial
condition and performance. Summaries of inter-
nal audit reports and reports of examinations of
subsidiary banks are brought to management’s
attention. Data relative to other bank holding
companies or banks in the same peer groups are
assembled, when available, so that comparisons
with similarly sized organizations are possible.
All of the aforementioned information may be
prepared for directors, although not necessarily
in as much detail as that submitted to manage-
ment. On occasion, key management personnel
of the holding company attend directors’ meet-
ings to expand on the topics being discussed.
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Reports to shareholders usually consist of
quarterly and annual reports which detail the
company’s financial condition and results of
operations. Additional information may include
the chief executive officer’s overall assessment
of the company, future plans, and other financial
and analytical data. The financial information is
used for public disclosure and enables investors,
depositors, and creditors to make informed judg-
ments concerning the financial condition of the
bank holding company. Bank holding compa-
nies whose securities have been registered pur-
suant to the Securities and Exchange Act of
1934 are required to prepare various reports
containing specific financial information.

2060.4.1 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To review the organizational structure to
determine the various levels of decision-
making and reporting lines, including board
and executive management committees.

2. To determine whether the bank holding com-
pany has written policies and procedures,
and internal controls covering the types of
reports required to be submitted to manage-
ment and the directors.

3. To determine that the required reports are
adequate to accurately reflect the financial
condition and performance within the organi-
zation’s divisions and units and whether the
reporting systems and reports are adequate to
monitor the risks therein.

4. To evaluate whether the reports and report-
ing systems are adequate to measure and
reflect the company’s financial position and
performance in all areas, to measure the com-
pany’s progress in meeting its financial and
business goals, and to monitor inherent risks.

5. To determine that the contents of the reports
are complete and submitted on a timely basis.

6. To recommend corrective action when
reporting practices, policies, or procedures
are deficient.

7. To evaluate management’s procedures for
reacting to elevated risk, weaknesses, or defi-
ciencies disclosed by reporting systems, and
to evaluate the system’s ability to adapt to
change caused by regulatory and accounting
issues or other market conditions.

2060.4.2 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. Review the organizational structure to deter-
mine reporting lines and the various levels of
decision making, risk assessment, and
controls.

2. Ascertain whether any corporate policies
address risk managment or internal reporting
requirements and determine:
a. the types of reports required to be

submitted and
b. the adequacy of such reporting require-

ments in light of a company’s particular
circumstances.

Comment: In a holding company with a
decentralized system of control over subsid-
iaries, the existence of written policies and
procedures is important since each subsidi-
ary operates as a relatively autonomous unit.

3. Obtain a listing of internal reports that are
submitted to corporate executive manage-
ment and the board of directors (including
packages for the board of directors and
executive committees).

4. Randomly sample, based on a material risk
focus, the individual as well as the various
types of management reports and determine
whether they are adequately prepared in
accordance with established policies and pro-
cedures and submitted to the appropriate
individuals on a timely basis. Determine
whether the management reports are suffi-
cient to measure the company’s progress in
achieving its financial and business goals and
forecasts.

5. Identify and document management proce-
dures for reacting to elevated risk, weak-
nesses, or deficiencies disclosed by MIS.
Also evaluate the ability of the information
system to handle regulatory and accounting
issues and to adapt to change.

6. At the conclusion of the review process, the
examiner should discuss with management,
as appropriate, topics such as—
a. the lack of established policies and proce-

dures and internal controls,
b. inadequate reporting requirements, and
c. noncompliance with reporting require-

ments and/or the untimely submission of
reports.
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2060.4.3 LAWS, REGULATIONS, INTERPRETATIONS, AND ORDERS

Subject Laws1 Regulations2 Interpretations3 Orders

Registration, reports, and
examinations or inspections

225.5

Reporting requirements
emanating from the
Securities Exchange Act of
1934

15 USC 78a
et seq.

1. 12 U.S.C., unless specifically stated otherwise.
2. 12 C.F.R., unless specifically stated otherwise.

3. Federal Reserve Regulatory Service reference.
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Management Information Systems
(Insurance) Section 2060.5

2060.5.1 INTRODUCTION

In establishing an insurance program, a bank
holding company should be aware of where it is
exposed to loss, the extent to which insurance is
available to cover potential losses and the cost
of such insurance. These various factors should
be weighed to determine how much risk the
bank holding company will assume directly. In
assessing the extent of risk an organization is
willing to assume, it is important to analyze the
impact of an uninsured loss not only on the
entity where the loss occurs, but also on the
affiliates and the parent. Once appropriate cover-
age has been acquired, procedures should be
established for the periodic review of the pro-
gram to assure the continuing adequacy of the
coverage. Particularly for larger BHCs, these
procedures should include at least an annual
review of the program by the board of directors
of the parent organization.
Insurance is a highly specialized field and no

attempt is made here to discuss all the various
types and forms of insurance coverage that are
available to financial institutions. Examiners are
not expected to be insurance experts; however,
examiners should recognize that a financial or-
ganization’s primary defenses against loss in-
clude adequate internal controls and procedures
and that insurance is intended to complement,
not replace, an effective system of internal con-
trols. Thus, an overall appraisal of the control
environment becomes a significant consider-
ation in assessing the adequacy of the insurance
program. To the extent controls are lacking, the
need for additional coverage increases.

2060.5.2 BANKER’S BLANKET BOND

The most important and comprehensive insur-
ance coverage available is the bankers’ blanket
bond which is usually extended to encompass
all the entities in a bank holding company struc-
ture. Generally, the scope of the blanket bond
contract is intended to cover risks of loss due to
criminal acts, such as embezzlement, burglary,
robbery, theft, larceny, forgery, etc., but in addi-
tion it provides indemnity for loss of property
through damage, destruction, misplacement and
mysterious, unexplainable disappearance. The
most important item of protection under the
bond, however, is the blanket fidelity coverage
for officers and employees.

2060.5.3 TYPES OF BLANKET BONDS

While there are several similar forms of blanket
bonds in use, those commonly found are the
Financial Institutions Bond Standard Form No.
24, the Bankers Blanket Bond Standard Form
No. 2, and Lloyd’s Banks’ and Trust Compa-
nies’ Policy HAN Form (C). Under these blan-
ket forms, every employee is usually covered
for the total amount of the bond. Typically, new
employees and new offices are automatically
covered and no notice is required for an increase
in the number of employees or in the number of
offices established, unless such increases result
from a merger or consolidation with another
institution. The word ‘‘blanket,’’ however, refers
to the over-all amount that applies to the several
specified risks covered under the bond and is
not intended to mean ‘‘all risks’’ coverage. A
most important feature of the bankers’ blanket
bond is the ‘‘discovery rider.’’ The rider, which
converts the blanket bond from a ‘‘loss sus-
tained basis’’ to a ‘‘discovery basis,’’ provides
indemnity against any loss sustained by the in-
sured entity at any time but discovered after the
effective date of the bond and prior to the termi-
nation or cancellation of the bond, even though
lower amounts of insurance and more restrictive
coverage may have been carried when the loss
was actually sustained.

2060.5.4 DETERMINING THE
COVERAGE NEEDED

One of the most difficult insurance problems
management faces is the determination of the
amount of blanket bond coverage that should be
maintained. An estimate of the maximum
amount of money and securities that may be lost
through burglary or robbery can be calculated
with reasonable accuracy, but the potential loss
resulting from dishonest acts of officers and
employees is not easily measured. The Insur-
ance and Protective Committee of the American
Bankers Association has conducted several stud-
ies of the problems of determining adequate
coverage and has concluded that total deposits
represent the most appropriate item in bank
financial statements upon which to base an esti-
mate of a reasonable or suitable amount of
blanket bond coverage.
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In a bank holding company structure, the
amount of blanket bond coverage is generally
determined by the deposits of the largest bank
and the amount of suggested coverage in the
ABA’s schedule. Such an amount is considered
to be a minimum and other factors such as a
rapidly expanding operation, excessive cash on
hand, or inferior audit and control practices may
suggest the need for larger coverage. Since cov-
erages are generally extended to include the
nonbank subsidiaries and such subsidiaries usu-
ally operate on a smaller scale than their affili-
ated banks, the question concerning the ade-
quacy of the amount of the blanket bond
coverage for a nonbank subsidiary is more eas-
ily addressed and is typically a function of the
parent’s and the bank’s coverage.

2060.5.5 NOTIFICATION OF LOSS

When submitting a claim, most blanket bonds
have provisions which require a report to be
submitted within a specified period after a re-
portable item comes to the attention of manage-
ment. Occasionally, items are not reported to the
bonding company because of uncertainty as to
whether the incident constitutes a reportable
item. Failure to report in a timely manner could
invalidate the claim and jeopardize existing cov-
erages. Thus, it should be emphasized to man-
agement that any questionable items should be
reported.

2060.5.6 DIRECTORS’ AND
OFFICERS’ LIABILITY INSURANCE

Directors’ and Officers’ Liability Insurance
(‘‘DOL Insurance’’) insures the Directors and
Officers againstpersonalliability resulting from
claims of alleged negligence, wrongful acts, er-
rors and omissions, etc. This insurance is not
included in the blanket bond or other standard
fidelity coverage.

2060.5.7 INSPECTION OBJECTIVES

1. To determine the scope and extent of in-
surance coverages for the various entities in the
organization.

2. To determine the adequacy of insurance
coverage after giving due consideration to the
overall control environment and factors such as
the organization’s claim experience and costs
associated with various coverages.
3. To ascertain that a comprehensive review

of the insurance program is conducted periodi-
cally by management and at least annually by
the board of directors and entered into the min-
utes.
4. To determine the entity(ies) responsible

for paying the premiums and the manner in
which such payments are allocated among the
affiliates that receive the coverage benefits.
5. To determine if procedures are in place to

assure that claims are filed promptly.

2060.5.8 INSPECTION PROCEDURES

1. The prior year’s inspection report should
be reviewed for comments relative to controls
and insurance. The examiner should note the
types and extent of coverages, comments con-
cerning the control environment and any defi-
ciencies related to the administration of the in-
surance program and the coverages in force.
2. A similar review encompassing the latest

examination reports of all major affiliated banks
should be conducted. The review process is
intended to provide a basis for determining areas
of emphasis and follow-up during the inspec-
tion. The examiner need not re-examine the
insurance program or the controls in force in the
individual banks.
3. The examiner should meet with the officer

responsible for maintaining the insurance poli-
cies and related documentation and ascertain the
location of such policies and documentation.
Review any independent review of coverages
and any deficiencies that may have been cited
by the internal or external auditors.
4. Review the manner and frequency of pre-

sentations to the board of directors of the insur-
ance coverage.
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